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Astronomicheskiı̆ Zhurnal is 80 Years Old
The history of astronomical research in Russia
began in 1701, when Yakov Bryus, a brother-in-arms
of Peter I, conducted observations of heavenly bodies
from the Sukharev Tower in Moscow. By 1819, an
Astronomy Department was established at the Main
Pedagogical Institute in Saint Petersburg, and Vasiliı̆
Yakovlevich Struve founded the oldest of the still ex-
isting astronomical observatories in Pulkovo in 1839.

Over the past three hundred years, Russian as-
tronomers have made a whole series of discoveries
that have substantially enriched the world of science.
Unfortunately, before 1924, Russian astronomers
were able to report their results only in limited-
circulation publications of astronomical societies or
in foreign scientific journals. Acknowledging the
unprecedented growth in astronomical research in
the USSR, V.G. Fesenkov founded Astronomich-
eskiı̆ Zhurnal (published in English as Astronomy
Reports), in 1924, with the support of S.A. Blazhko
and A.A. Mikhaı̆lov.

And now, Astronomichskiı̆ Zhurnal has al-
ready been serving the needs of Russian science
1063-7729/04/4801-0001$26.00 c©
for 80 years. All the most eminent astronomical
discoveries made in Russia over that time have
been published in Astronomicheskiı̆ Zhurnal. Over
the entire history of the journal, the editors have
done everything possible to enhance the quality of
its articles and, as a consequence, all astronomical
science in the country. Due to the joint efforts of
the authors, reviewers, and members of the editorial
board, Astronomichskiı̆ Zhurnal is well respected
in the astronomical world. This is testified to by the
consistently large number of subscribers (both in
Russia and abroad) and the high “impact index” of
the journal.

In the name of all Russian astronomers, I wish As-
tronomichskiı̆ Zhurnal a glorious anniversary year,
the editors and authors of the journal further creative
successes and accomplishments, and all its readers
many new and interesting articles.

Chairman of the Scientific Council
on Astronomy, Academician N.S. Kardashev
2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Abstract—Observational data on the large-scale structure of the Universe and the anisotropy of the
cosmic background radiation are used to derive constraints on the parameters of an inflationary model
for the early Universe (Λ inflation). c© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

The appreciable increase in the accuracy of cos-
mological observations in recent years has not only
led to an increase in the number of measured cos-
mological parameters, but has even demanded an
increase in the precision of theoretical predictions.
The most important achievements in observational
cosmology are associated with the detection of aniso-
tropy in the cosmic background radiation (CMB) on
scales from several arcminutes to tens of degrees
(WMAP [1], ARHEOPS [2], VSA [3], CBI [4],
DASI [5], BOOMERanG [6], MAXIMA [7]) and
studies of the spatial distribution of galaxies and
galaxy clusters using the most complete and deep
catalogs of these objects [8–10].

In modern analyses of observational data, models
of the Universe can include as many as ten param-
eters. The set of measured parameters that are con-
sidered is determined by the character of the obser-
vational data. For example, data on the anisotropy
of the CMB can be used to determine the ampli-
tude and slope of the density-perturbation spectrum,
the amplitude of primordial gravitational waves, the
cosmological densities of all components of matter,
the value of the Hubble constant, and the redshift
and optical depth of reionization. So-called a priori
hypotheses are widely used to enhance the accuracy
with which parameters are determined. One example
is the assumption that the spectrum of density per-
turbations or cosmological gravitational waves can
be approximated by a power law. The results of other
studies are often included in the form of a priori
information about the expected values and possible
ranges for various cosmological parameters. While
the anisotropy of the CMB serves as a primary test
for theories, other supplementary (or complementary)
sources of information include studies of large-scale
structure, data on the density of baryons in the Uni-
verse derived from the theory of primary nucleosyn-
thesis, measurements of the Hubble constant derived
1063-7729/04/4801-0002$26.00 c©
from the nearest type Ia supernovae, and statistical
data on more distant supernovae of this type, which
make it possible to decrease the errors in estimates of
the cosmological density of matter, and accordingly in
the value of the cosmological constant.

Another important aid for tests of cosmological
models would be the expansion of the range of
measurements of the density-perturbation power
spectrum to provide overlap between the measure-
ments made by various experiments. In studies of
the anisotropy of the CMB, this requires a transition
to ever smaller angular scales, and in studies of the
spatial distribution of galaxies, a transition to samples
and catalogs containing larger linear sizes. Overlap
of sections of the spectra reconstructed from various
observational data was achieved in 2002, making
it possible to determine cosmological parameters of
the Universe at z ∼ 0 independent of assumptions
about the primordial (post-inflationary) density-
perturbation spectrum [10]. These results provide
convincing evidence that our understanding of the
origin and evolution of large-scale structure in the
Universe is correct, and that the computed values of
cosmological parameters are close to their real values.

However, while it is possible to investigate the
quantitative characteristics of matter in the Universe
even with the current accuracy of observational data,
the determination of the primordial spectra of density
perturbations and cosmological gravitational waves
is a much more complex problem. At first glance,
this task is made simpler by the fact that the two
spectra are related to each other by the parameters of
the inflaton potential. In fact, for many models this is
only seemingly true. As an example, let us compare
the predictions of two models for chaotic inflation,
one based on the theory of a massive scalar field
(the potential has the form V (ϕ) = m2ϕ2/2), and the
other based on the theory of a self-interacting scalar
field (V (ϕ) = λϕ4/4). In the former model, the slope
of the density-perturbation spectrum (nS) on scales
2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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of ∼ 1000 Mpc is 0.98 and the relative amplitude of
primordial gravitational waves (T/S) is 0.1, while, in
the latter model, these quantities are equal to 0.96
and 0.2, respectively. However, the available accuracy
of the observations and methods for analysis of the
observational are insufficient to distinguish spectra
with such similar slopes, as well as to detect cos-
mological gravitational waves with such small am-
plitudes. Thus, these inflationary models still remain
indistinguishable.

The difficulties standing in the way of direct testing
of existing models of inflation have prompted many
researchers to use a phenomenological approach to
constructing models for the early Universe, in which
the amplitudes and slopes of the spectra for various
types of perturbations are initially treated as inde-
pendent parameters, after which the observational
constraints are compared with the theoretical predic-
tions of a broad group of models. The main difficulty
of this approach is that it is necessary during the
analysis of the observational data to specify at least
the functional dependence of the perturbation spectra
on the wave number, which appreciably narrows the
generality of the conclusions. It is obvious that, if
this functional dependence is chosen incorrectly, even
high-quality observational data will be inconsistent
with the theoretical predictions, and if data with sub-
stantial statistical errors are used to test theories, the
inflationary model that was actually realized in the
early stages of the evolution of the Universe could be
rejected.

Here, we consider the results of observational tests
of one inflationary model—Λ inflation [12, 13]. This
family of models is characterized by non-power-law
spectra for cosmological perturbations: the density-
perturbation spectrum has a global minimum whose
position relative to the current horizon (kcr) is a free
parameter of the model, while the slope of the primor-
dial gravitational-wave spectrum is negative on large
scales (k < kcr) and zero on small scales (k > kcr).
Observational constraints on the Λ-inflation param-
eters have been considered earlier only in models of
the Universe with zero cosmological constant [14].

Although the consideration of non-power-law
cosmological spectra is not fundamentally new [15–
17], tests for such spectra using observational da-
ta have been limited, since reasonably trustworthy
data on the qualitative and quantitative content of
dark matter and energy have become available only
recently. Attempts to detect deviations of the density-
perturbation spectrum from a power law in phe-
nomenonological analyses have, thus far, not yielded
convincing results [1, 11].
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
2. Λ INFLATION
Λ inflation is a model for the early Universe

based on a scalar field theory with a potential of the
form [12–14]

V (ϕ) = V0 +
1
κ
λκϕ

κ, (1)

where V0, λκ, and κ are constants. We will concen-
trate here on models with κ = 4.

In the literature, this model is often called “hybrid”
inflation, but we reserve this name for the special case
of Λ inflation with a certain specified method for the
decay of the effective Λ term [18].

It is convenient to introduce two new parameters
in order to simplify the description of the perturbation
spectra. The first, c, is a combination of already deter-
mined constants of the inflaton potential:

c ≡ 1
2

√
V0

λ
(2)

(here and below, λ ≡ λ4). The parameter c is re-
lated to the critical value of the inflaton for which
the two terms of the potential become equal (ϕcr ≡
(4V0/λ)1/4 = 2

√
c). The second parameter is the crit-

ical scale mentioned in the Introduction, kcr; the in-
flaton ϕ takes on its critical value ϕcr when k = kcr.
When c� 1, the slow-rolling approximation is ap-
plicable for any values of the field ϕ, and the spectrum
of the scalar perturbations (the S-mode of the metric
perturbation) takes the form [19, 13] (see also the
Appendix)

qk =
H

2π
√

2γ
=

√
2λ/3
π

(
c2 + x2

)3/4
, (3)

and the gravitational-wave spectrum (T modes)
takes the form

hk =
H

π
√

2
=

2c
√

λ/3
π

(
1 +

x√
c2 + x2

)−1/2

, (4)

where H ≡ ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter during in-
flation, γ ≡ −Ḣ/H2, x � ln (k/kcr), k = aH is the
Hubble frequency (the scale of the horizon in the
inflationary stage), a is the scale factor, and a dot
denotes a derivative with respect to physical time.
Figure 1 illustrates the appearance of both spectra.

The ratio of the power spectra (rk) and their
slopes (nS and nT for the density-perturbation and
gravitational-wave spectra, respectively) have the
form

rk ≡
h2

k

q2
k

= 4γ = −2nT , (5)

nS − 1 ≡ 2
d ln qk

d ln k
� 3x

c2 + x2
,

nT ≡ 2
d ln hk

d ln k
� −
√

c2 + x2 − x

c2 + x2
.
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Fig. 1. Density-perturbation spectra (solid curves) and
gravitational-wave spectra (dashed curves) for c = 7, 9,
and 12 (lower, middle, and upper curves, respectively).
The normalization of the spectra is arbitrary.

3. THE COSMOLOGICAL MODEL

It is obvious that a full analysis of a model for the
Universe should include several observational tests
that are sensitive to various cosmological parameters
and operate on various scales. When used jointly,
some tests can reveal the values of parameters de-
scribing the quantitative characteristics of matter (the
density of “cold” dark matter Ωc, the density of mas-
sive neutrinos Ων and the number of types of massive
neutrinos Nν , and the baryonic density Ωb, with the
total density of matter Ωm = Ωc + Ων + Ωb and the
value of the cosmological constant ΩΛ = 1− Ωm for
a spatially flat Universe). Other types of observational
tests can indicate the form of perturbation spectra
(in the case of Λ inflation, these are the parame-
ters c, kcr, and λ). A third group of tests are sen-
sitive to physical processes occurring in the cosmic
plasma (for example, the reionization of hydrogen)
and other parameters that are not included in the first
two groups of tests, such as the Hubble constant
H0 = 100h kms−1Mpc−1 and others. There is no
doubt that the task of fully testing a cosmological
model is unwieldy. However, it can be simplified if we
restrict our analysis to some subset of the parameters,
for example, the parameters of the inflationary model.

Let us suppose that our understanding of the
current Universe and the structure of matter in it
correspond to reality: the spatial curvature of the
Universe is zero (or indistinguishable from zero)
and about one-third of the total density of matter is
determined by various types of matter, while two-
thirds are provided by the cosmological constant
or some similar manifestation (quintessence). For
specificity, we adopt the following values for the
most important cosmological parameters: ΩΛ = 0.68
(Ωm = 0.32), Ωc = 0.27, Ωb = 0.05, Ων = 0, and h =
0.68, which are the most probable values according
to the analyses of the WMAP group [1] and are
consistent with other available observational data.

Having limited the number of parameters to be
studied, we can also limit the number of tests for the
determination of the remaining parameters—in this
case, those that describe the inflationary model. It is
obvious that the necessary observational data should
primarily be sensitive to the amplitude of both types of
perturbation spectra on various scales, with the range
of scales being as broad as possible. These properties
are displayed by two fundamental tests. The first is the
amplitude of the anisotropy of the CMB on angular
scales ∼ 10◦ (C10), which is the sum of the contri-
butions of the density and primordial gravitational-
wave perturbations, and the second is the value of
the parameter σ8, which is essentially an independent
normalization of the density-perturbation spectrum.

Below, we adopt without change those values
of these two quantities that correspond to the so-
called “basis” cosmological model—with a scale-
invariant density-perturbation spectrum (nS = 1)
and zero amplitude for the primordial gravitational
waves (T/S = 0).1

4. ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL

The contribution of primordial gravitational waves
to the large-scale anisotropy of the CMB can be
expressed as follows [13]:

T/S ≡ CT
10

CS
10

� 3rk1 � −6nT . (6)

(For the basis model nT = 0 and T/S = 0.) The lin-
ear scale corresponding to the tenth harmonic of the
expansion in spherical functions (see (6)) is k1 �
1.5× 10−3h Mpc−1, while the scale σ8 is accordingly
k2 � 1.5 × 10−1h Mpc−1 � 100k1.

1 Note that 0.97 is named as the most probable value of the
slope of the perturbation spectrum in [1]. However, in this
case, the value of σ8 computed using the CMBFAST [21] is
only 0.81 (recall that σ8 = 0.9 ± 0.1 is indicated [1]), while
σ8 = 0.87 in the case of the scale-invariant spectrum, which
is appreciably closer to the median of the distribution of val-
ues. For this reason and to simplify the equations introduced
in the following section, we have adopted nS = 1 for the
phenomenological basis model.
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 2. Numerical solution of (10) (points) and a linear
approximation to this solution.

In the general case, the power spectrum of density-
perturbations can be expressed as follows (see the
Appendix):

P (k) = g2
0kq2

kT
2
k , (7)

where g0 is a constant that is independent of k and Tk
is a scale-dependent transfer function taking into ac-
count the evolution of the density perturbations below
the horizon. The quantities g0 and Tk are determined
by cosmological parameters describing matter in the
Universe.

On the other hand, in the case of the basis model,
when the density-perturbation spectrum is scale in-
variant (qk = q0 = const)

P (k)(0) = kq2
1T

2
k , (8)

where q1 = g0q
2
0 is a constant.

Thus, taking into account the quadratic depen-
dence of T/S on the perturbation spectrum and the
fact that the basis model satisfies both observational
tests, we can write the following system of equations:{

(1 + T/S)P (k)|k=k1 = P (k)(0)|k=k1

P (k)|k=k2 = P (k)(0)|k=k2.
(9)

Furthermore, using the definitions ofP (k) andP (k)(0)
and dividing the first equation by the second, we
obtain the simple relation

(1 + T/S)
(

qk1

qk2

)2

= 1. (10)
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 3. The ratio T/S as a function of nS and c (k/kcr

is the affine parameter along the curves). The circles
(numerical calculations) denote models satisfying both of
the observational tests considered (see (10)).

This equation contains no dependence on the
structure of the dark matter and energy in the late
Universe. It is obvious that, when generalizing (10)
to the case when the basis model has a nonflat spec-
trum or there exist differences between the transfer
functions of the basis and tested models, the right-
hand side will become different from unity. In the case
of the basis model, (10) degenerates to an identity.

The joint numerical solution to (3), (5), (6),
and (10) can be approximated by the linear function
(Fig. 2)

log
k1

kcr
= 0.14c − 0.91, (11)

where the statistical error of the approximation is <
0.01 for both constants.

An important consequence of this solution is that
in the region in which this approximation is applicable
(c� 1) the critical scale for the perturbation spectra
is close to or beyond the current horizon (kcr � k1 ∼
10−3h Mpc−1).2

Figure 3 illustrates the relation between T/S,
nS |k=k1 , and c for inflationary models satisfying both
tests considered. Recall that we have estimated T/S
using (6). In the region between the lines marked

2 This solution does not include the branch (3) corresponding
to chaotic inflation (c < 1), since we have from the beginning
limited our consideration to c � 1.
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Fig. 4. nS as a function of k/kcr for various values of c.

by squares, the right-hand side of (10) varies from
0.89 to 1.11, in accordance with the relative error in
measurements of σ8 based on the WMAP data.

Thus, of all the variety of possible realizations of
Λ inflation, only those models lying along the line
marked by circles are permitted. Supposing that T/S
is not large3 (T/S < 0.4) we obtain a constraint on
the slope of the perturbation spectrum on a scale of
the order of the current horizon (1 < nS < 1.05) and
on the inflation parameter (c > 12).

Since the slope of the density-perturbation spec-
trum in Λ inflation depends on the scale, when k =
k2, it could differ appreciably from the slope of the
spectrum for k = k1. We can see from Fig. 4 that
the slope of the spectrum nS(k2) can vary from 1 (for
c� 1) to 1.2 (for small values c ∼ 7).

5. CONCLUSION

We have shown that, in order for Λ inflation to
be compatible with the observational data, a version
leading to a weakly blue density-perturbation spec-
trum (nS � 1) within the horizon must be realized.
The extent of the necessary deviation from a flat spec-
trum is compatible with available constraints, but
the accuracy of these constraints is currently insuf-
ficient to enable unambiguous arguments in favor of
or against this model (see, for example, [24]).

3 Note that all existing constraints on the value of T/S are
based on the assumption that the density-perturbation spec-
trum is a power-law (see, for example, [22, 23]).
Thus, if it becomes clear as a result of future
studies that the density-perturbation spectrum is blue
(n > 1), this will become a conclusive argument in
favor of Λ inflation as only this model (and models
derived from it, such as hybrid inflation) can lead to
such a density-perturbation spectrum.
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APPENDIX

Recall the gauge-invariant determination of the
perturbation spectra of the metric in the scalar (S)
and tensor (T) modes [19, 13].

In the absence of a vector (V) mode, the general
representation of the gravitational potentials in the
linear perturbation theory has the form

ds2 = (1 + 2D) dt2 + 2C,αdtdxα (A.1)

− a2 [(1 + 2A) δαβ + 2B,αβ + 2Gαβ ] dxαdxβ ,

where any two of the four scalar potentials A, B,
C, and D are arbitrary functions of all coordi-
nates (choice of calibration), and the tensor Gαβ

(Gα
α = Gβ

α,β = 0)4 describes cosmological gravita-
tional waves.

For media with isotropic pressure, the full energy–
momentum tensor including the zeroth- and first-
order terms of the perturbation theory have the form

Tik = (ε + p)uiuk − pgik, (A.2)

where ui = (1 + D; v,α) is the four-velocity of matter,
gik is the metric tensor (A.1), and ε and p are the en-
ergy density and pressure of the medium, respectively.

In the zeroth-order perturbation theory,5

ε =
3H2

8πG
, ε + p =

2
3
γε. (A.3)

In the first-order perturbation theory, the adia-
batic (S) mode of the density perturbations is fully

4 All manipulations with Greek-letter subscripts and super-
scripts are carried out in a Euclidean three-dimensional
space using the unit tensor δαβ , and a comma denotes a
partial derivative with respect to the corresponding spatial
coordinate.

5 The Λ term is included in the definition of ε and p.
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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described by the four-scalar q, which is a gauge-
invariant superposition of perturbations of the scale
factor (A) and the total potential of the velocity of
matter (v) [19]:

q = −A + Hv. (A.4)

Physically, the scalar q can represent

—the curvature of space (a perturbation of the
local scale factor relative to the background) in a
comoving coordinate system (v = 0: q = −A),

—the dimensionless potential of the velocity of
matter in a Euclidean coordinate system (A = 0: q =
Hv).

In other coordinate systems (for example, syn-
chronous systems), these interpretations remain valid
on large or small scales relative to the Hubble radius,
respectively.

The relation of the initial S-mode potentials with
the scalar q follows from the Einstein equations [19,
14]:

v =
q + A

H
, δεc =

∆Φ
4πGa2

, (A.5)

a2Ḃ + C =
Φ + A

H
,

D = γq +
(

A

H

).

= Φ +
(

Φ + A

H

).

= v̇ − q̇

H
,

where Φ = H
a

∫
aγqdt is the Newtonian gravitational

potential, and δεc = δε + 3Hv(ε + p) is a density per-
turbation in a comoving coordinate system.

The tensor mode of the perturbations includes two
polarizations of the gravitational waves:

Gαβ = h+e+
αβ + h×e×αβ , (A.6)

where eaα
α = eaβ

α,β = 0, ea
αβea′αβ = δaa′

, a = +,×.
The corresponding spectra qk and hk are deter-

mined on scales larger than the horizon in the early
Universe, and do not depend on time:

〈q2〉 =

∞∫
0

q2
k

dk

k
, (A.7)

〈GαβGαβ〉〈h2
+〉+ 〈h2

×〉
∞∫
0

h2
k

dk

k
,

where angular brackets 〈. . .〉 denote averaging over
an ensemble of random realizations of the fields q and
h. In late stages of the expansion of the Universe,
when the pressure of matter can be neglected, the
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
scalar q ceases to depend on time, and the den-
sity perturbation (δ ≡ δεc/(ε + p)) is factorized (see
(A.5)):

〈δ2〉 =

∞∫
0

P (k)k2dk = g2

∞∫
0

q2
kT

2
k k3dk,

where g = g(a) =
1

a3γH

∫ γ

H
da, and Tk is a transfer

function taking into account the evolution of pertur-
bations in the early Universe.
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Abstract—The linear polarization of resonance radiation diffusely reflected from a semi-infinite atmosphere
is analyzed, including a full account of the azimuthal dependence. The radiating atom is assumed to have
two levels and the radiation to be fully redistributed in frequency. A new approach to the transformation of
the equations of polarized radiative transport is proposed based on factorization of the full (3× 3) Rayleigh
phase matrix. The emergent radiation field is expressed in terms of a matrix analog for the Chandrasekhar
H function. The polarization properties of radiation at the frequencies of resonance lines diffusely reflected
from a scattering atmosphere are discussed. The degree of polarization of the reflected radiation can be very
high. c© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION
The formation of spectral lines taking into ac-

count the polarization of radiation is a problem that
has attracted attention in recent years in connection
with the detection of appreciable polarization in lines
observed at the edge of the solar disk [1–3]. This
question is also relevant for studies of Wolf–Rayet
stars, binary and symbiotic stars, and other objects
(see, for example, [4, 6]).

Three problems can be modeled in the classi-
cal theory of radiative transport in scattering, semi-
infinite atmospheres [7–9]: the Milne problem, radia-
tive transport in an atmosphere with uniformly dis-
tributed sources, and radiative transport with diffuse
reflection. Only the first two of these have been con-
sidered for linearly polarized radiation (see, for exam-
ple, [10–18]), while the third has remained unstudied.
It is this third problem that is the subject of this paper.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM.
FACTORIZATION OF THE PHASE MATRIX
Let partially polarized radiation described by the

Stokes vector i0(x0, µ0, ϕ0) at the dimensionless fre-
quency x0 relative to the center of a line be incident
on a semi-infinite atmosphere consisting of two-level
atoms at an angle arccosµ0 to the outward normal at
azimuth ϕ0. We will assume that the radiation in the
spectral line undergoes a total redistribution in fre-
quency during the scattering. In this case, the matrix
function for the redistribution, R(x, µ, ϕ;x′, µ′, ϕ′),
describing the change in the Stokes vector during
the scattering (see, for example, [19]) can be approxi-
mated using the following expression derived in [11]:

R(x, µ, ϕ;x′, µ′, ϕ′) = φ(x)φ(x′)P(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′),
(1)
1063-7729/04/4801-0021$26.00 c© 2
where primed and unprimed quantities describe the
frequency and direction of propagation of the radiation
before and after scattering, φ(x) is the absorption-
coefficient profile, andP(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′) is the phase ma-
trix. An explicit expression for this function in terms
of the four Stokes parameters (I,Q,U, V ) is given
in [10]. If we restrict our consideration to the cen-
tral parts of the line, we can describe φ(x) using
a Doppler profile φ(x) = π−1/2e−x2

, where the fre-
quency x is measured in Doppler widths. The matrix
P(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′) is the 4× 4 Rayleigh phase matrix. It
is well known [7] that, in the case of both Rayleigh
and resonance scattering, the Stokes parameter V
describing the elliptical polarization of the radiation
can be considered independently of the other three
parameters I, Q, and U describing the intensity and
linear polarization. This is also the case for the trans-
port of linearly polarized radiation in an atmosphere
with a weak magnetic field (the Hanley effect) [20].
Therefore, we will further consider only the first three
Stokes parameters. In this case, P will be a 3× 3
matrix.

In contrast to the first two modeling problems
referred to above, we must take into account the
azimuthal dependence of the radiation field when
considering the diffuse reflection of the radiation.
Usually, following Chandrasekhar [7], the phase ma-
trix P(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′) is expanded in azimuthal Fourier
harmonics whose arguments are even multiples of
ϕ− ϕ′. We then obtain a 2× 2 matrix equation for
the azimuth-independent component of the radiation
field, and appropriate manipulation yields two sepa-
rate independent scalar equations for the azimuthal
components.
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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We will use another approach. It is well known
that substantial progress can often be made in both
analytical and numerical problems if it is possible to
carry out a rigorous or approximate separation of vari-
ables. At the base of our approach lies the following
important fact, which has gone unnoticed until now.
It turns out that the phase matrix P(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′) can
be written as the product of two factors, one depen-
dent only on quantities describing the direction of the
incident radiation and one dependent only on angles
characterizing the direction of the scattered radiation:

P(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′) = A(µ,ϕ)AT (µ′, ϕ′), (2)

where “ T ” denotes the transpose of a matrix. Here,A
denotes the following 3× 6 matrix:
A(µ,ϕ) =




1 w0(1− 3µ2) w1µ
√

1− µ2c1 −w1µ
√

1− µ2s1 w2(1− µ2)c2 w2(1− µ2)s2

0 w03(1 − µ2) w1µ
√

1− µ2c1 −w1µ
√

1− µ2s1 −w2(1 + µ2)c2 −w2(1 + µ2)s2

0 0 w1

√
1− µ2s1 w1

√
1− µ2c1 −w1µs2 w1µc2


 , (3)
where for the sake of brevity we have denoted

c1 = cosϕ, s1 = sinϕ, c2 = cos 2ϕ, (4)

s2 = cos 2ϕ,

and the constants wi can be expressed in terms of the
depolarization coefficientW :

w0 =

√
W

8
, w1 =

√
3W
2

, w2 =

√
3W
8
. (5)

The matrix AT (µ′, ϕ′) is 6× 3.
Note that our matrix A(µ,ϕ) differs from the

analogous matrix in [21] (constructed using formulas
from [22]) by a factor of

√
2 for the azimuthal com-

ponents and in the sign of the elements containing
sines. However, those papers were concerned with a
different problem—the formation of lines in scattering
atmospheres with weak magnetic fields that give rise
to the Hanley effect. In that case, the matrix A(µ,ϕ)
played an auxiliary role, appearing only in the last
stage of the analysis, in the transition from the Fourier
vector derived in [23] to the physical Stokes vector.
As follows from (2), our matrix A(µ,ϕ) factorizing
the phase matrix P(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′) should play a key role
in all problems connected with multiple resonance
and molecular scattering.

Factorization independent of the azimuth of a
component of the phase matrix was carried out
long before [24]. It has been established that this
factorization is not unique (see the discussion of this
question in [25, 26]). The most convenient form was
presented in [27], and has the form of the product
of the matrix that is the upper left (2× 2) block of
A(µ,ϕ) and the transpose matrix.

The relationship between our formalism and the
traditionally used approach of Chadresekhar is of in-
terest. We represent A(µ,ϕ) in the form of the block
row matrix

A = (A0(µ),A1(µ,ϕ),A2(µ,ϕ)), (6)

where theAi(i = 0, 1, 2) is a 3× 2matrix and is made
up of A0 (the first two columns), A1 (the next two
columns), and A2 (the last two columns of A). The
transpose of this matrix AT (µ,ϕ) will clearly be a
block column matrix:

AT = (AT
0 ,A

T
1 ,A

T
2 )T . (7)

It is then easy to see from (2) that the phase matrix
P(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′) is presented as a sum of three terms,
each of which describes a separate Fourier harmonic:

P(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′) = P0(µ;µ′) + P1(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′) (8)

+ P2(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′)

and

P0(µ;µ′) = A0(µ)AT
0 (µ′), (9)

Pi(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′) = Ai(µ,ϕ)AT
i (µ′, ϕ′) (i = 1, 2).

The dimensionality of A0,AT
0 , and P0 is 2× 2.

Thus, we obtain the Chadresekhar representation
of the phase matrix P(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′).

3. TRANSPORT EQUATION AND ITS
TRANSFORM

In the absence of continuum absorption, the equa-
tion of transport for the Stokes vector of the scattered
radiation i(τ, x, µ, ϕ), where τ is the mean optical
depth over the line profile, has the form

µ
∂i(τ, x, µ, ϕ)

∂τ
= φ(x)i(τ, x, µ, ϕ) − s(τ, x, µ, ϕ).

(10)
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Here, s(τ, x, µ, ϕ) is the vector source function. In the
approximation of a total redistribution in frequency
[formula (1)], it has the form

s(τ, x, µ, ϕ) =
λ

4π
φ(x)

∞∫
−∞

φ(x′)dx′ (11)

×
∫

P(µ,ϕ;µ′, ϕ′)i(τ, x′, µ′, ϕ′)dω′

+
λ

4π
φ(x)P(µ,ϕ;−µ0, ϕ0)i0(x0, µ0, ϕ0)e

−φ(x0)
µ0

τ
,

where λ is the albedo for single scattering and the
inner integral is taken over all directions (4π).

When using the factorization (2), the source func-
tion s(τ, x, µ, ϕ) can be written

s(τ, x, µ, ϕ) = φ(x)A(µ,ϕ)s(τ) (12)

and s(τ) is

s(τ) =
λ

4π

∞∫
−∞

φ(x)dx
∫

AT (µ,ϕ) (13)

× i(τ, x, µ, ϕ)dω + s0(τ),

while

s0(τ) =
λ

4π
φ(x0)AT (−µ0, ϕ0)i0(x0, µ0, ϕ0)e

−φ(x0)
µ0

τ
.

(14)

It follows from (10) and (12) that the vector i(τ, x, µ, ϕ)
can be written in the form

i(τ, x, µ, ϕ) = A(µ,ϕ)i(τ, z), (15)

where z = µ/φ(x). Note that the vectors i(τ, z) and
s(τ) have six components each. Substituting (15)
into (10) and (13) yields

z
∂i(τ, z)
∂τ

= i(τ, z)− s(τ), (16)

s(τ) =
λ

2

∞∫
−∞

φ(x)dx

1∫
−1

Ψ(µ)i(τ, µ/φ(x))dµ + s0(τ),

(17)

where the characteristic matrix Ψ(µ) can readily
be expressed in terms of A(µ,ϕ); namely, it is the
azimuth-averaged product ATA:

Ψ(µ) =
1
2π

2π∫
0

AT (µ,ϕ)A(µ,ϕ)dϕ. (18)

Note that this same characteristic matrix Ψ(µ) ap-
pears in connection with the transport of linearly
polarized radiation in an atmosphere with a weak
magnetic field (the Hanley effect) [28].
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It is easy to see that the matrix Ψ(µ) has the
following structure. Its nonzero elements occupy the
upper left 2× 2 block, from which a “tail” trails to the
right and downward along the main diagonal. Thus,
only eight elements of Ψ(µ) differ from zero:

Ψ11 = 1, (19)

Ψ12 = Ψ21 =

√
W

8
(1− 3µ2),

Ψ22 =
W

4
(5− 12µ2 + 9µ4),

Ψ33 = Ψ44 =
3
4
W (1− µ2)(1 + 2µ2),

Ψ55 = Ψ66 =
3
8
W (1 + µ2)2.

We denote

ε = E− λ

2

1∫
−1

Ψ(µ)dµ, (20)

where E is the unit matrix. It is easy to see that

ε = diag{εI , εQ, εQ, εQ, εQ, εQ} (21)

and

εI = 1− λ, εQ = 1− 7
10
Wλ. (22)

As we will see below, the matrix ε plays an important
role in the problem at hand. It can be viewed as a
matrix generalization of the usual scalar probability
for the loss of a photon during scattering ε = 1− λ
(compare with the discussion in [29]).

If φ(x) monotonically decreases when x ≥ 0 and
φ(−x) = φ(x), as is always the case in reality, by
exchanging the order of the integration in (17) we
obtain [9, §2.7]: (for more detail see [29])

s(τ) =
λ

2

∞∫
−∞

G(z)i(τ, z)dz + s0(τ), (23)

where

G(z) = 2

∞∫
x(z)

φ2(x)Ψ(zφ(x))dx (24)

and the function x(z) is determined by the relations

x(z) = 0, |z| ≤ 1/φ(0), (25)

φ(x(z)) = 1/|z|, |z| > 1/φ(0).

The matrix G(z) has the same nonzero elements as
Ψ(µ).
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Elements I33 and I55 (Doppler profile, λ = 1,W = 1)

z I33 I55 z I33 I55

0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0E+01 1.6376 1.5910

1.0E-01 1.0586 1.0396 1.2E+01 1.6591 1.6162

2.0E-01 1.0978 1.0687 1.4E+01 1.6758 1.6361

3.0E-01 1.1300 1.0937 1.6E+01 1.6893 1.6523

4.0E-01 1.1577 1.1160 1.8E+01 1.7003 1.6657

5.0E-01 1.1822 1.1362 2.0E+01 1.7096 1.6770

6.0E-01 1.2042 1.1547 2.5E+01 1.7274 1.6989

7.0E-01 1.2242 1.1719 3.0E+01 1.7402 1.7148

8.0E-01 1.2424 1.1878 3.5E+01 1.7499 1.7270

9.0E-01 1.2593 1.2027 4.0E+01 1.7574 1.7366

1.0E+00 1.2749 1.2167 5.0E+01 1.7686 1.7508

1.2E+00 1.3030 1.2423 6.0E+01 1.7765 1.7609

1.4E+00 1.3277 1.2654 7.0E+01 1.7824 1.7685

1.6E+00 1.3497 1.2862 8.0E+01 1.7870 1.7744

1.8E+00 1.3694 1.3052 9.0E+01 1.7906 1.7792

2.0E+00 1.3873 1.3226 1.0E+02 1.7936 1.7831

2.5E+00 1.4254 1.3606 1.5E+02 1.8030 1.7954

3.0E+00 1.4565 1.3923 2.0E+02 1.8080 1.8020

3.5E+00 1.4824 1.4193 3.0E+02 1.8134 1.8091

4.0E+00 1.5045 1.4427 4.0E+02 1.8161 1.8128

4.5E+00 1.5236 1.4631 5.0E+02 1.8179 1.8151

5.0E+00 1.5403 1.4812 1.0E+03 1.8215 1.8200

5.5E+00 1.5550 1.4974 2.0E+03 1.8235 1.8227

6.0E+00 1.5681 1.5119 5.0E+03 1.8248 1.8244

7.0E+00 1.5905 1.5369 1.0E+04 1.8252 1.8251

8.0E+00 1.6089 1.5579 5.0E+04 1.8256 1.8256

9.0E+00 1.6244 1.5757 1.0E+05 1.8257 1.8257

Following the ideas developed in [26, 30–32], we
move from the vector equations (16) and (17) to the
matrix equation

z
∂I(τ, z, z0)

∂τ
= I(τ, z, z0)− S(τ, z0) (26)

and

S(τ, z0) =
λ

2

∞∫
−∞

G(z)I(τ, z, z0)dz + Ee−τ/z0 , (27)

where I(τ, z, z0) is a 6× 6 matrix satisfying the
boundary condition

I(0, z, z0) = 0, z < 0, (28)

while S(τ, z0) is the corresponding 6× 6 source ma-
trix and z0 = µ0/φ(x0). In (26)–(28), we have explic-
itly indicated the dependence of all quantities on the
parameter z0.

A comparison of (16, 17) and (26, 27) taking into
account (14) and (15) shows that the Stokes vector
i(τ, x, µ, ϕ), which also depends on the three param-
eters x0, µ0, and ϕ0, can be expressed in terms of the
matrix I(τ, z, z0) as follows:

i(τ, x, µ, ϕ) =
λ

4π
A(µ,ϕ)I(τ, z, z0) (29)

×AT (−µ0, ϕ0)φ(x0)i0(x0, µ0, ϕ0),

where
z = µ/φ(x), z0 = µ0/φ(x0). (30)

Note that equations (26), (27) have precisely the
same form as the corresponding equations for the
azimuth-independent component of the radiation field
from [16]. Therefore, we can use all the apparatus laid
out in that work.

It is easy to see that such an approach is also
applicable for other initial sources (not necessarily
with an exponential dependence on τ ).

4. REFLECTED RADIATION
We are interested in the polarization of radiation

reflected from a semi-infinite atmosphere. The matrix
I(0, z, z0) for the emergent radiation is related to the
source matrix S(τ, z0) in the usual way

I(0, z, z0) =

∞∫
0

S(τ, z0)e−τ/z dτ

z
. (31)

It is shown in [16] (see also [31]) for the azimuth-
independent component of the radiation field that the
Stokes matrix I(0, z, z0) can be expressed in terms
of the matrix I(z), which is a generalization of the
Ambartsumian–Chandrasekhar function H , as fol-
lows:

I(0, z, z0) =
I(z)IT (z0)
z + z0

z0. (32)

This expression remains valid in our case. All our
manipulations formally repeat those presented in [16].
The only difference is that the dimension of the matri-
ces is now 6× 6 rather than 2× 2. The matrix I(z)
satisfies the nonlinear integral equation

I(z)


ε1/2 +

λ

2

∞∫
0

IT (z′)G(z′)
z′dz′

z + z′


 = E, (33)
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where

ε1/2 = diag
{
ε
1/2
I , ε

1/2
Q , ε

1/2
Q , ε

1/2
Q , ε

1/2
Q , ε

1/2
Q

}
(34)

and

ε
1/2
I =

√
1− λ, ε

1/2
Q =

√
1− 7/10Wλ. (35)

Adopting τ = 0 in (29) and using (32), we finally
obtain

i(0, x, µ, ϕ) =
λ

4π
A(µ,ϕ)

I(z)IT (z0)
z + z0

(36)

×AT (−µ0, ϕ0)µ0i0(x0, µ0, ϕ0).

Formula (36) can be used to find the Stokes vector
of radiation reflected from a semi-infinite atmosphere
without computing the radiation field inside the at-
mosphere (in particular, without the need to first find
the source function from the transport equation). Ac-
cording to (36), the problem reduces to finding the
matrix I(z) from (33).

Formula (36) clearly shows that our approach
has led to an enormous simplification: to obtain
the vector function i(0, x, µ, ϕ), which depends on
the three variables (x, µ, ϕ) and three parameters
(x0, µ0, ϕ0), it is sufficient to find the matrix I, which
depends on only one variable. We will see in the next
section that the structure of I(z) is such that it is
straightforward to obtain it from (33).

The remarkable separation of variables expressed
by (36) has its roots first in our use of the approxima-
tion of a total redistribution in frequency [formula (1)]
and second in the possibility of factorizing the phase
matrix [formula (2)].

5. CALCULATION RESULTS

5.1. The Matrix I(z)

Thus, in order to determine the intensity and po-
larization of reflected radiation, we must know the
matrix I(z). In addition to satisfying the nonlinear
integral equation (33), as is shown in [16] for the
azimuth-independent 2× 2 analog, this matrix also
satisfies the linear integral equation

T(z)I(z) = ε1/2 − λ

2

∞∫
0

G(z′)I(z′)
z′dz′

z − z′
, (37)

where the dispersion matrixT(z) is determined by the
expression

T(z) = E− λz2

∞∫
0

G(z′)dz′

z2 − z
′2
. (38)

As follows from this last expression, the structure
of the matrix T(z) is similar to that of G(z). This
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 1. Spectral profiles of the parameters q, u, and p of
reflected radiation in the plane ϕ − ϕ0 = 45◦ for various
angular distances from the zenith θ = arccos µ. Unpolar-
ized radiation at the central frequency is incident on the
atmosphere at the angle arccos µ0 = 0.5. The numbers
next to the curves indicate the values of µ: (1) µ = 0,
(2) µ = 0.10, (3) µ = 0.25, (4) µ = 0.50, (5) µ = 0.70,
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means that we can immediately conclude from (37)
that the matrix I(z) has the same structure: only the
eight elements indicated in (19) differ from zero, with
I33 = I44 and I55 = I66. This structure of I (6× 6)
leads to radical simplifications. The task of finding
this matrix separates into two parts. First, we must
solve a 2× 2 equation of the form (33) to obtain the
elements Iik(z)with i, k = 1, 2. This was already done
in earlier studies of the azimuth-averaged radiation
fields [17]. See [17] for the values of these elements
Iik(z) for the case of conservative resonance scatter-
ing (λ = 1,W = 1) with a Doppler profile. Second,
we must solve two scalar equations of the form (33),
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namely,

Iii(z)


ε1/2

Q +
λ

2

∞∫
0

Iii(z′)Gii(z′)
z′dz′

z + z′


 = 1,

(39)

i = 3, 5,

which does not present difficulties since the iteration
converges rapidly even for λ = 1. The values I33(z)
and I55(z) for conservative (λ = 1), dipolar (W = 1)
scattering with a Doppler profile are presented in the
Table.

In accordance with the structure of I(z) described
above, this matrix can be represented in the block
form

I(z) =




I0(z) 0 0

0 I1(z) 0

0 0 I2(z)


 , (40)
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where all the blocks are 2× 2, 0 is the 2× 2 zero
matrix, and

I1(z) = I33(z)E, I2(z) = I55(z)E. (41)

Here, E is the 2× 2 unit matrix.

Substituting (40) and (41) into (36) using (9)
leads to a Fourier-harmonic expansion of i(0, x, µ, ϕ),
in accordance with the approach of Chandrasekhar:

i(0, x, µ, ϕ) =
λ

4π

(
A0(µ)

I0(z)IT
0 (z0)

z + z0
AT

0 (−µ0)

(42)

+
I33(z)I33(z0)

z + z0
P1(µ,ϕ;−µ0, ϕ0)

+
I55(z)I55(z0)

z + z0
P2(µ,ϕ;−µ0, ϕ0)

)
µ0i0(x0, µ0, ϕ0).

5.2. Polarization of Reflected Radiation

Because of the large number of parameters in-
volved, it is not possible to present our results in detail
in a form that is easy to take in. We therefore limit
our presentation of results to certain characteristic
examples.

Let unpolarized radiation at the central frequency
of a line (x0 = 0) be incident onto an atmosphere
at the angle arccos µ0 = 0.5, with pure scattering
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4 for the parameters in Fig. 3.

occurring in the line (λ = 1). Let us first consider the
change in the relative Stokes parameters

q =
Q

I
, u =

U

I
, p =

√
Q2 + U2

I
(43)

in the line frequencies for various µ at a fixed az-
imuth. Figure 1 gives an impression of the general
character of the variations in the indicated parameters
(p is expressed in percent). Note the nonmonotonic
behavior of the polarization curves as µ is varied. It
turns out that the parameter q can reach its maximum
at some distance from the line center. Nevertheless,
the polarization parameters tend to zero at sufficiently
large distances from the line center (if µ 
= 0). This
is due to the fact that the radiation in the line wings
comes from larger depths with larger values of x.
At large depths, multiple scatterings isotropize the
radiation field, suppressing polarization.When µ = 0,
the polarization is independent of frequency.

Figures 2 and 3 present the azimuth dependences
of q and u for two values of µ. The symmetric behavior
of q and antisymmetric behavior of u about the angle
ϕ− ϕ0 = 180◦ is clearly visible. Note also the pres-
ence of secondary extrema in Fig. 3.

The “phase” portraits of the azimuthal behavior of
the polarization in the q−u plane are of some interest,
and are presented in Figs. 4 and 5 in correspondence
with Figs. 2 and 3. The appearance of secondary
extremes leads to self-intersection of the curves in
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Fig. 5. As ϕ− ϕ0 grows from zero, motion along
the curves begins from the extreme left point on the
curves and continues in a clockwise fashion.

6. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new formalism for the analy-
sis of the transport of polarized radiation taking into
account the azimuth dependence during Rayleigh
and resonance scattering. This formalism is based
on factorization of the 3× 3 phase matrix using a
3× 6 matrix and its transpose matrix [formulas (2)
and (3)]. This approach makes it possible to repre-
sent the transport equation in matrix form and fully
make use in the general (azimuth dependent) case
of the apparatus developed earlier for the azimuth-
independent component of the radiation field.We have
investigated the azimuth dependence of the polariza-
tion of reflected radiation.
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Abstract—We have experimentally studied the excitation of transitions of the platinum atom ending in
levels of the 3D main term. The atoms were excited by a 30 eV monoenergetic electron beam. The lines
studied are located at wavelengths of 204–367 nm. The largest of the measured excitational cross sections
exceed 10−16 cm2. The optical-excitation functions measured at electron energies of 0–200 eV have
complex structures. c© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the spectrum of the platinum atom
and its atomic constants is of great interest for both
physics (first and foremost, for atomic-structure the-
ory and atomic spectroscopy) and astrophysics. In
particular, stars exhibiting anomalously high plat-
inum abundances have recently been discovered [1].
The interpretion of the spectra of these stars re-
quires accurate and reasonably complete data on the
energy levels of atomic platinum and the radiative
transitions of PtI. This applies to a considerable de-
gree to transitions in the EUV part of the spec-
trum with wavelengths λ < 300 nm. Astronomical
observations in this part of the spectrum became
possible only fairly recently owing to the emergence
of extra-atmospheric spectroscopic instruments, and
have proved to be very fruitful.
Over several decades, a major source of informa-

tion about the spectrum of atomic platinum has been
the work of Livingood [2], who performed a detailed
analysis of the UV spectrum of PtI and interpreted
almost 80 energy levels of this atom. In addition,
Corliss and Bozeman [3] experimentally determined
the transition probabilities for 160 spectral lines of
PtI. These two works were based on photographic
spectra.
Studies of the spectrum and atomic constants

of atomic platinum intensified in the last quarter of
the twentieth century, along with the development of
new spectroscopic instruments and the emergence
of new theoretical methods. Ramanujam and Ander-
sen [4] used the method of delayed coincidences to
record the optical signal in a photon-counting mode
in order to measure the radiative lifetimes of four
energy levels of atomic platinum. Platinum atoms in
the gaseous phase were obtained by dispersing the
metal by bombarding it with argon ions with ener-
gies of 200–500 keV. The data obtained agree well
1063-7729/04/4801-0029$26.00 c©
with those computed using transition probabilities
adopted from [3].
Lotrian and Guern [5] used hollow-cathode dis-

charges to determine the branching factors of nine
PtI levels belonging to the 5d86s6p and 5d96p config-
urations. They computed the transition probabilities
for 15 spectral lines using values of Aki determined
from the radiative lifetimes of three PtI energy levels
obtained earlier by Ramanujam and Andersen [4].
Somewhat later, Gough et al. [6] published the ra-
diative lifetimes of 15 odd levels of PtI; the new values
for the four levels analyzed earlier by Ramanujam and
Andersen [4] differ from those previously computed
by less than a factor of 1.7. The branching factors
determined by Lotrian and Guern [5] were used to
compute the transition probabilities for six spectral
lines with the common upper level 44 444 cm−1.
Engleman [7] refined the energies of 30 even and

52 odd levels of PtI using a hollow-cathode lamp as
a source of radiation and a Fourier spectrometer. The
new energy levels are given with eight decimal digits;
the configurations and terms for 17 even and one odd
level are given, as well as configurations alone for
another 27 levels. All these parameters are listed in
accordance with the compilation [8].
Sansonetti et al. [9] made the next important

step in the study of the spectrum and energy lev-
els of PtI. Using photographic and photoelectric
methods, they recorded a normal-incidence vac-
uum spectrum, measured the wavelengths and in-
tensities of 5600 lines with wavelengths of 113–
433 nm, and published an atlas of the spectrum.
Photographic and photoelectric recording techniques
enable wavelength measurements with errors of
±0.00020 and ±0.001 nm, respectively, for λ <
203 nm, and ±0.002 nm at longer wavelengths.
The errors of the measured relative intensities are
estimated to be 20%.
2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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In their paper published simultaneously with San-
sonettin et al. [9], Blaise et al. [10] performed an
extensive theoretical analysis of the energy levels of
atomic platinum based on spectroscopic data ob-
tained by three groups, including the works of En-
gleman [7] and Sansonetti et al. [9]. The tables pre-
sented by Blaise et al. [10] contain twice as many
levels as those of Engleman [7], a different config-
uration for one level, and additional terms for four
levels. These differences may be due to the fact that
the levels of PtI are characterized by strong mixing of
configurations, which is difficult to adequately reflect
in terms of the fairly simple symbolism of level nota-
tion. A similar situation exists for the odd levels, the
list of which was expanded by nearly a factor of two
compared to the results of [7] and, moreover, for all
levels below 65 000 cm−1 designated by terms that
are absent from [7]. The configuration designations
were changed for three levels.
In spite of the fact that important progress has

been achieved in studies of the spectrum and energy
levels of PtI and that data of satisfactory accuracy (al-
though limited quantities) have been obtained on the
transition probabilities and radiative lifetimes of the
platinum atom, it is striking that there is a complete
lack of information about the collisional properties
of atomic platinum. These properties are necessary
when applying coronal models, and in general for
the solution of non-LTE problems, which are being
encountered more andmore frequently with the devel-
opment of theoretical astrophysics, especially in stud-
ies of nonstationary objects. In this paper, we analyze
for the first time the excitation of atomic platinum by
monoenergetic electrons with energies of 0–200 keV,
which is most important for problems in the physics
of low-temperature plasmas.

2. SETUP OF THE EXPERIMENT
AND CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH IT WAS

CARRIED OUT

We used the method of extended intersecting
beams, for which there is currently no alternative in
studies of the excitation of atoms with intermediate
and high evaporation temperatures (Tev > 1500 K).
Detailed discussions of this method and its technical
implementation can be found in [11–13].
We evaporated 99.93%-pure platinum (GOST

18389-73) from an automatic crucible oven. The
metal was in the form of bars 3 mm in diameter
and about 30 mm in length, and was placed onto a
graphite base whose design ensured efficient thermal
decoupling of the evaporated material and cooled
elements of the apparatus. The platinum was heated
by an electron beam. When the temperature of the
molten surface was 2260 K, the density of platinum
atoms in the region where the atomic and electron
beams intersected reached 5.4× 109 cm−3. Themetal
had to be substantially overheated above the melting
point, since the pressure of saturated platinum vapor
at the melting point is only 0.01 Pa. The geometry of
the atomic beam in the region where it intersected
with the electron beam was determined by three
consecutive diaphragms cooled by running water.
In most cases, the evaporation of metals is accom-

panied by thermal population of the lower levels. The
role of this factor can be neglected only formetals with
very low evaporation temperatures, or those having
an isolated ground level. However, the evaporation
temperature of platinum is comparatively high and,
moreover, this element has several low levels that
can be thermally populated with high efficiency. The
excitational cross sections (both the absolute cross
sections and their dependence on the electron en-
ergy) are determined to a considerable degree by the
initial state from which the level considered is ex-
cited. Therefore, to enable a correct comparison of the
experimental data with theoretical results (once the
latter become available), experimental studies must
take into account the distribution of the atoms over
the initial states.
The emergence of an atom from the surface of a

molten metal into vacuum (evaporation) is a difficult
problem to analyze rigorously. Here, we restrict our
analysis to a simple estimation of the populations
of low levels of the evaporated platinum atoms as-
suming that they follow a Boltzmann distribution.
Under the experimental conditions indicated above,
our estimates yield the following populations for the
total atom density in the beam (the numbers in
parentheses give the energy of the levels in cm−1):
5d96s3D3 (0)—45.2%, 5d96s1D2 (775)—19.7%,
5d86s2 3F4 (823)—34.4%, 5d10 1S0 (6140)—0.13%,
and 5d96s3D2 (6567)—0.50%. The closest upper
level has an energy higher than 10 000 cm−1, and
its population is negligibly small. It follows from
these estimates that an experiment with platinum
excitation actually involves three levels including the
ground level, whose populations differ only slightly.
Currently available experimental instruments do not
enable separate estimation of the contributions of
electron-collisional excitation for each of the three
levels, and these contributions can be separated only
via a theoretical analysis of the processes studied.
Other important experimental factors include the

spectral resolution of the instrument, which is about
0.1 nm for sufficiently intense lines (taking into ac-
count the speed of the recording system). The width
of the energy distribution of the electron beam is
0.9 eV for an electron energy of 100 eV and 1.0 eV
for electron energies of 20 and 200 eV (for 90% of all
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 1.Optical excitation functions of atomic platinum.
electrons). The current density of the electron beam
did not exceed 1.0 mA/cm2, and we smoothed the
potential relief to drastically decrease the effect of
the negative volume charge (especially for electron
energies lower than 15 eV) [14].
The error of the fractional cross sections was 5–

20%. The highest errors correspond to low-intensity
lines and to all lines with wavelengths shorter than
230 nm, since the sensitivity of the instrument de-
creases substantially toward the vacuum ultraviolet.
We determined the absolute cross sections with accu-
racies of ±18 to ±33%. One of the important factors
decreasing the errors of the derived absolute excita-
tional cross sections of platinum is the high inertness
of this element and the absence of chemical processes
in the evaporated metal film.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The spectrum of platinum excited by monoen-
ergetic 30-eV electrons was recorded from 197 to
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
417 nm. For about half of all the lines studied, we
measured the dependence of the cross sections on the
energy of the exciting electrons, i.e., their optical exci-
tation functions (OEFs), for electron energies varying
from the excitation threshold to 200 eV.
The ground state of the platinum atom—the

5d96s3D triplet—exhibits considerable splitting, like
the other low-lying 5d86s2 3F triplet state. The
5d96s3D3 ground level is separated from other levels
of the same term with J = 2, 1 by intervals of 6567
and 10 131 cm−1, respectively. We analyzed the
excitation of transitions ending at levels of the main
term.
The table summarizes our results together with

the necessary spectroscopic information. The table
gives the wavelength λ, the transition, the inner
quantum number J , and the energies of the lower
(Elow) and upper (Eup) levels according to [9]. The
following columns give the excitational cross sections
for an electron energy of 30 eVQ30 and the maximum
of the OEF Qmax, the position of the maximum
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Excitational cross sections of atomic platinum

λ, nm Transition J Elow,
cm−1 Eup, cm−1 Q30,

10−18 cm2
Qmax,

10−18 cm2
E(Qmax),

eV

OEF
num-
ber

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
204.939 5d96s3D–5d86s6p3D◦ 3–3 0 48779 30.1 − − −
207.094 5d96s3D–5d86s6p3D◦ 2–3 6567 54839 11.0 − − −
212.859 5d96s1D–5d96p1P ◦ 2–1 775 47740 }

49.0 – – –
212.863 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5D◦ 3–4 0 46963
216.521 5d96s3D–5d96p3F ◦ 3–2 0 46170 13.8 − − −
224.931 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5F ◦ 3–2 0 44444 10.3 − − −
232.611 5d96s3D–5d96p3D◦ 2–1 6567 49544 13.4 − − −
234.018 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5P ◦ 2–3 6567 49286 12.2 − − −
244.006 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5G◦ 3–3 0 40970 32.0 34.1 60 13
245.097 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5P ◦ 3–2 0 40787 2.75 4.80 5.6 12
246.740 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5D◦ 3–2 0 40516 9.07 12.1 20 11

248.717
{ 5d96s1D–5d86s6p5G◦ 2–3 775 40970 }

46.5 50.0 23 10
5d96s3D–5d86s6p5F ◦ 3–4 0 40194

249.581 5d96s3D–5d86s6p3D◦ 2–3 6567 46622 6.67 − − −
250.850 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5D◦ 2–2 6567 46419 4.46 − − −
251.503 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5P ◦ 1–2 10131 49880 5.60 − − −
252.431 5d96s3D–5d96p3F ◦ 2–2 6567 46170 6.35 − − −
253.649 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5P ◦ 1–1 10131 49544 6.17 − − −
260.314 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5G◦ 1–2 10131 48535 10.6 − − −
261.957 5d96s3D–5d86s6p3D◦ 2–3 6567 44730 2.73 − − −
263.935 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5F ◦ 2–2 6567 44444 7.83 − − −
264.688 5d96s3D–5d96p3D◦ 3–3 0 37769 14.9 16.8 20 8
265.945 5d96s3D–5d96p3F ◦ 3–4 0 37590 160. 169. 23 7
267.457 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5P ◦ 2–3 6567 43945 5.67 − − −
267.715 5d96s3D–5d96p3P ◦ 3–2 0 37342 13.5 14.1 60 6
272.991 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5D◦ 2–1 6567 43187 4.20 − − −
275.385 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5D◦ 1–0 10131 46433 }

8.13 – – –
275.491 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5D◦ 1–2 10131 46419
277.400 5d96s3D–5d96p3F ◦ 1–2 10131 46170 3.51 − − −
283.029 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5D◦ 3–3 0 35321 62.0 69.7 60 4
290.590 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5G◦ 2–3 6567 40970 3.34 3.56 60 13
291.225 5d86s23F–5d86s6p5F ◦ 3–2 10116 44444 }

8.73 – – –
291.354 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5F ◦ 1–2 10131 44444
292.138 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5P ◦ 2–2 6567 40787 2.77 4.81 5.6 12
292.979 5d96s3D–5d96p3F ◦ 3–3 0 34122 39.8 42.5 18 3
302.429 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5D◦ 1–1 10131 43187 1.27 − − −
306.471 5d96s3D–5d96p3P ◦ 3–2 0 32620 139. 146. 60 2
310.003 5d96s3D–5d86s6p3F ◦ 2–2 6567 38815 5.02 6.31 5.6 9
315.656 5d96s3D–5d86s6p3D◦ 1–1 10131 41802 8.11 − − −
320.404 5d96s3D–5d96p3D◦ 2–3 6567 37769 11.1 12.5 20 8
325.198 5d96s3D–5d86s6p3P ◦ 1–0 10131 40873 2.95 − − −
329.022 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5D◦ 1–2 10131 40516 3.72 4.96 20 11
330.186 5d96s3D–5d96p3P ◦ 2–1 6567 36844 12.3 12.9 36 5
331.504 5d96s3D–5d86s6p5D◦ 3–4 0 30156 3.41 7.84 6.8 1
348.526 5d96s3D–5d86s6p3F ◦ 1–2 10131 38815 8.17 10.2 5.6 9
367.405 5d96s3D–5d96p3P ◦ 1–2 10131 37342 2.45 2.55 60 6
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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E(Qmax), and the number of the OEF according to
the numbering of the curves in Fig. 1. The layout
of Fig. 1 is appropriate for atomic OEFs, with a
logarithmic scale along the horizontal axis and a
linear scale along the vertical axis. Each curve is
normalized to unity at its maximum and has its own
zero level on the vertical axis to avoid intersection of
the different curves.
The table contains four unresolved pairs of lines. In

two pairs, the separations between the lines are about
0.1 nm, but these lines have low intensities and are
barely resolved by our instruments. Another pair of
lines has a separation of only 0.004 nm, which makes
it virtually impossible to resolve them in experiments
aimed at studies of electron–atom collisions. Finally,
the fourth pair of transitions merge into a single line,
since their wavelengths coincide in all known digits.
This line (248.717 nm) corresponds to two transitions
from quintet levels. One of these transitions ends at a
triplet level and the other at a singlet level.

Figure 2 shows a partial diagram of the states
of atomic platinum with the studied transitions. We
can see that these transitions can be divided into
two equal sets: transitions occurring in the triplet
system of terms and intercombinational transitions.
The latter are represented exclusively by transitions
from quintet levels; we recorded no transitions from a
singlet level, although there is one 5d96s1D2 singlet
with a population of about 20% for excitation under
the conditions of our experiment. It is possible that
the combination of quintet levels with levels of the
triplet main term is determined by the considerable
mixing of the quintet configurations. Although Blaise
et al. [10] present only the leading components with-
out specifying the impurities and their percentages in
the composition, themore detailed version of their pa-
per [15] gives all the necessary information. It follows
from the data in [15] that the percentage comprised
by the leading component exceeds 40% in only three
quintet levels among those studied here; this value is
lower than 30% for eight quintet levels and lower than
20% for four levels. The lower levels of the transitions
considered exhibit an almost opposite pattern: the
leading component comprises almost 100% of the
5d96s3D1,3 levels and 42.4% of the 5d96s3D2 level.

One of the transitions studied occurs as a result
of excitation of the 5d97p3P ◦

2 level, whereas the re-
maining triplet levels belong to the 5d96p and 5d86s6p
configurations. Spontaneous transitions from the lev-
els of the first and second groups involve the electron
transitions 6p→ 6s and 6p→ 5d, respectively. Both
these transitions are allowed and, moreover, the upper
levels of all the studied transitions in the triplet zone
are P ◦,D◦, and F ◦ levels, so that their combinations
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 2. Partial diagram of the states of PtI with the transi-
tions studied. The small numbers to the right of the levels
give the J values.

with the ground-term level correspond to the selec-
tion rule ∆L = 0, ±1. These are allowed transitions
and therefore have comparatively large excitational
cross sections, which exceed 1× 10−16 cm2 for two
resonance transitions.

In all the quintet levels listed in the table, the
leading components belong to the 5d86s6p configu-
ration. When combined with the levels of the main
term, the allowed transition 6p→ 5d occurs, so that
the excitational cross sections of these transitions are
only slightly smaller than those for transitions in the
triplet zone of the terms, despite the change in the
multiplet order. We found three transitions from the
5G◦ level (apart from the 248.717 nm line) for which
∆L = −2, and the cross sections of two transitions
exceed 1× 10−17 cm2.

The OEFs all have more or less well-defined com-
plex structures. It is clear that many OEFs contain
identical elements, and OEFs 2, 3, 7, and 13; 4 and
6; and 8, 9, and 12 are very similar both in terms of
their general form and the ratios of the amplitudes
of each local maximum. This structure of the OEFs
can be interpreted only by analyzing the excitation
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of PtI using methods based in the modern theory of
electron–atom collisions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed for the first time the excita-
tion of atomic platinum by monoenergetic electrons.
The excitational cross sections of the most intense
transitions exceed 1× 10−16 cm2, and the differences
between the cross sections for allowed transitions in
the triplet system of terms and for intercombinational
transitions are small. All the measured OEFs have
complex structures with several local maxima. The
results obtained can be applied in non-LTE problems
in the physics of stellar atmospheres, including stud-
ies of stars with anomalously high platinum abun-
dances.
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Abstract—An analysis of unidentified discrete sources of gamma-rays with energies Е > 100 MeV
demonstrates that the spatial characteristics of this group of gamma-ray sources coincides with those
of Wolf–Rayet stars. It is concluded that Wolf–Rayet stars are potential steady sources of high-
energy gamma rays with mean luminosities L(> 100 MeV) ≈ 1035 erg/s. c© 2004 MAIK “Nau-
ka/Interperiodica”.
More than one hundred unidentified sources of
gamma-rays with energies Е > 100 MeV are cur-
rently known [1]. These are point-like gamma-ray
sources at unknown distances for which the accuracy
in their positions (≈ 30′) is not sufficient to enable
firm identification with known astrophysical objects.
The most complete data on unidentified gamma-ray
sources have been obtained by the EGRET telescope
of the orbiting COMPTON Gamma-Ray Observa-
tory [2].
We have investigated the spatial distribution of

groups of unidentified gamma-ray sources and com-
pared these with the distributions of active stars that
are possible sources of gamma-ray emission. The first
results of this work were published in [3]. The current
paper contains more complete and detailed results of
our analysis.
It has been pointed out that unidentified gam-

ma-ray sources do not represent a single group
of objects [3]. The distributions on the celestial
sphere are appreciably different for “bright” (fluxes
F > 5× 10−7 photons/cm2 s) and “weak” (F < 5×
10−7 photons/cm2 s) sources. The bright gamma-
ray sources are concentrated primarily toward the
Galactic plane (Fig. 1), demonstrating that they are
fairly distant—at distances r > 1 kpc; while the dis-
tribution of “weak” gamma-ray sources is essentially
isotropic, suggesting that they are comparatively
close objects (r < 100 pc). We cannot rule out the
possibility that there are some extragalactic objects
among the unidentified gamma-ray sources, but their
distributions on the celestial sphere—with enhanced
source densities toward the Galactic center and
anticenter in the case of the weak sources and a
concentration toward the Galactic plane in the case
of the bright sources—indicate that the fraction of
such objects is small. Objects with such high-energy
gamma-ray radiation could be active stars on (or
1063-7729/04/4801-0035$26.00 c©
near) which particle acceleration occurs, accompa-
nied by the generation of gamma-rays via electron
bremsstrahlung and the decay of neutral pions formed
by protons in nuclear collisions.
Our analysis below is concerned only with the

bright unidentified gamma-ray sources.
As possible stellar counterparts of the unidentified

gamma-ray sources, we consider Wolf–Rayet (WR)
stars, which are suitable candidates in terms of their
activity and spatial distribution [4]. They are also
concentrated toward theGalactic plane, being distant
Galactic objects. WR stars are massive stars in the
final stage of their evolution before their explosion
as supernovae (their mean age is 4× 105 yrs) [5].
WR stars are born in the spiral arms of the Galaxy,
where there is a relatively high concentration of gas,
facilitating star formation.
We have used a qualitative test of the possi-

ble relationship between the unidentified gamma-
ray sources and WR stars. These stars avoid cer-
tain intervals of Galactic longitude: l = 140–220◦,
30–50◦, 250–260◦, and 270–280◦ (Fig. 2), due to
the structure of the spiral arms near the Sun (Fig. 3).
For example, the largest “empty” longitude interval,
140–220◦, is a sector in which there is no spiral
arm in the line of sight from the Earth (there is a
discontinuity in the Orion spiral arm), so that no WR
stars have formed in this direction. If the unidentified
gamma-ray sources are associated with WR stars,
they should avoid the same “forbidden” longitude
intervals.
Figure 4 shows the longitude distributions of the

studied objects. We can see that both the WR stars
and unidentified gamma-ray sources avoid the lon-
gitude interval l = 140–220◦. There are likewise no
unidentified gamma-ray sources in other “forbidden”
intervals. Thus, the spatial correlation of the dis-
tributions of WR stars and unidentified gamma-ray
2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 2. Distribution of WR stars in projection onto the Galactic plane (coordinates l, b).
sources is fairly obvious, supporting the hypothe-
sis that they are related. At the very least, we can
conclude that the counterparts of the unidentified
gamma-ray sources and theWR stars represent sim-
ilar stellar populations that are located in the same
areas of the Galaxy.
We obtained a more rigorous demonstration of

the identification of unidentified gamma-ray sources
withWR stars by comparing their coordinates. When
performing this comparison, we must bear in mind,
first, that the coordinate error boxes for the gamma-
ray sources are much larger than the positional accu-
racy of the star positions, which is, on average, about
1◦ and, second, that the list of unidentified gamma-
ray sources selected for the correlation analysis with
the WR stars is far from complete, and is limited
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 3. Spiral structure of the Galaxy derived from 21-cm
line measurements.

to sources with F > 5× 10−7 photons/cm2 s. The
catalog of WR stars [4] is likewise limited to relatively
close stars (within 5–10 kpc). For these reasons, we
should not expect unambiguous individual identifi-
cations between the stars and gamma-ray sources.
Nevertheless, we obtained a statistically significant
probability for coincidences between the gamma-ray
sources and WR stars. An example of such close co-
incidences is demonstrated in Fig. 5, which shows the
distributions of unidentified gamma-ray sources and
ofWR stars in the strip−2◦ ≤ b ≤ 2◦ , l = 280–320◦.
We can see that four of the five unidentified gamma-
ray sources in this strip coincide (within their coordi-
nate error boxes) with WR stars.
A similar analysis for all longitudes yielded the

following results. A total of 152 WR stars and
21 unidentified gamma-ray sources were located
within the strip |b| ≤ 2◦. WR stars are located within
the coordinate error boxes of 12 of these 21 sources,
with the mean “coincidence area” being equal to
s = ∆l∆b = 0.2 square degrees, where∆l and∆b are
the differences in the coordinates of the corresponding
objects. The mean area per WR star is SWR =
6.3 square degrees. Consequently, the probability that
the coincidences occur by chance should be Pchance =
s/SWR = 0.032, and only one of the 21 unidentified
gamma-ray sources should be so close to a WR
star. The resulting probability of coincidence was
Р = 12/21 = 0.57± 0.11, which exceeds Рchance (the
probability of random fluctuations ≈ 10−6) by five
standard deviations.
An additional test of the identifications obtained is

the dependence of the measured gamma-ray flux F
for the gamma-ray sources on the distance r of the
proposed corresponding WR star. Figure 6 shows the
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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resulting relation F (r). In spite of the large errors in
the measured fluxes, it is clear that, overall, F (r) falls
off with distance, as is expected if the identifications
are correct.
We noted two peculiarities of the coincident WR

stars:
(1) Multiple (binary, triple, multiple) systems were

found among them somewhat more often than is
usual: 42± 14% of the stars were multiple, whereas
20% of all WR stars are multiple (an enhancement by
1.5 standard deviations).
(2) The highest number of coincidences was

shown by stars in the WC (WC4–WC9) subclass.
These made up 69% ± 13% of the coincidences, in
good consistency with their relatively large numbers
near the Sun (r ≤ 2.5 kpc), whereas these stars con-
stitute 40% of WR stars overall [4] (an enhancement
by more than two standard deviations).
These peculiarities are not highly statistically sig-

nificant, and should be interpreted only as possible
trends.
Of course, the identifications we have carried out

must be further verified. In addition to the accu-
mulation of new information about the unidentified
gamma-ray sources (refinement of their coordinates,
fluxes, and so forth), it is important to turn our at-
tention to new means of studying these sources. It
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is quite probable that the gamma-ray emission of
WR stars is not strictly steady, since it is associated
with flows of accelerated particles generated during
flare processes. The gamma-ray fluxes that have been
obtained thus far are the result of averaging over
long time intervals (weeks, months). It may be that
variability will appear when it is possible to obtain
measurements on shorter time scales (days, hours).
Finally, having more penetrating power than op-
tical radiation, the gamma-ray radiation may provide
a means to search for new WR stars within the coor-
dinate error boxes of unidentified gamma-ray sources.
A preliminary list of these locations is presented in [3].
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Abstract—We analyze the observed parameters of massive extremely close binaries containing Wolf–
Rayet stars and black holes, and identify those systems whose supernova outbursts lead to the formation of
rapidly rotating Kerr black holes. It is proposed that the formation of such a black hole is accompanied
by a strong gamma-ray burst. Several types of observed systems satisfy the conditions necessary for
the formation of a Kerr black hole: BH+WR, BH+OB, WR+O, and BH+K,M. c© 2004 MAIK “Nau-
ka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, evidence has been accumulated that
gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), at least long-duration
ones, are associated with the core collapse of rapidly
rotating massive stars, including Wolf–Rayet (WR)
stars [1–5]. One possible mechanism for long-
duration GRBs is the formation of rapidly rotating,
so-called Kerr, black holes possessing the highest
angular momenta [6, 7]. The rotation of the cores
of single supernova precursors or the components of
wide binaries is probably slowed in the course of their
evolution, to velocities low enough that the products
of their collapse (neutron stars or black holes) have
rotational rates far from the highest possible values.
As was noted in [8], the situation is different for
the components of massive close binaries with short
orbital periods. The presence of a close companion
to the compact helium presupernova limits the ro-
tational angular velocity of its core—a future black
hole—to the orbital angular velocity of the binary
system. Thus, the creation of Kerr black holes and the
generation of GRBs associated with them are most
probable in the closest massive binary systems.

In this paper, based on an analysis of observational
data on close binary systems containing black holes
or Wolf–Rayet stars [8], we identify systems whose
components’ evolution can result in or has likely al-
ready resulted in the formation of Kerr black holes
and, hence, possibly of GRBs.

2. MAIN PROPERTIES OF THE OBSERVED
CANDIDATES FOR KERR BLACK HOLES

AND GAMMA-RAY BURSTS

The main characteristics of x-ray binaries with
black holes were recently reviewed in [9, 10], as well
as in [8]. These data can be used to select systems
1063-7729/04/4801-0039$26.00 c©
with parameters favorable for the formation of Kerr
black holes during their components’ explosions as
type Ib,c supernovae.

2.1. Systems That Will Form Kerr Black Holes
in the Near Future

The systems that are evolutionarily closest to the
formation of Kerr black holes are close WR+BH(NS)
binaries consisting of a “second-generation” WRstar
and a black hole (neutron star). In such systems,
the secondary mass transfer is over (or nearly over)
and the system becomes a WR star with a relativistic
companion—a black hole.

Table 1 presents the characteristics of three such
systems. The Cyg X-3 system is a typical WR+C
binary, and contains a WR star and an accreting x-
ray object [11]. The binary’s orbital period is very
short: P = 4.8 hours. The relativistic object was orig-
inally thought to be a black whole with a mass of
∼ 17M� [12, 13]. However, the new spectroscopic
results of [14] have yielded a much lower mass func-
tion for the optical star in the Cyg X-3 system—
fv(m) = 0.027M�—allowing the presence of either
a black hole or a neutron star in the system. Note,
however, that no x-ray pulsar or type I x-ray burster
is observed, so that there is no direct evidence for the
presence of a neutron star.

The SS 433 system possesses a long orbital pe-
riod, P ∼= 13.1 days, and consists of an optical star—
an A7Ib supergiant with a mass of 19 ± 7M�—and
a black hole whose mass is mx = (11± 5)M� [15].
In this system, we observe an optically bright super-
critical accretion disk around the black hole, which
precesses with a period of 162.5 days [16]. The sys-
tem is in the final stage of the second mass trans-
fer [16–18]. The recent discovery of an enhanced
2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Table 1.WR+C systems, possible producers of Kerr black holes in the near future

System Spectral type Period, days mx, M� mv, M� fv(m), M� fx(m), M�

Cyg X-3 WN3-7+C 0.2 0.027 –

SS 433 A7Ib+BH 13.1 11± 5 19± 7 ∼ 1.3 ∼ 7

HD 197406 WN8h+? 4.3 0.28 –

Table 2.OB+BH systems, possible future producers of Kerr black holes

System Spectral type Period, days mx, M� mv, M� fv(m), M�

Cyg X-1 O9.7Iab+BH 5.6 16 33 0.24

LMC X-3 B3Ve+BH 1.7 9 6 2.3

LMC X-1 O(7–9)III+BH 4.2 7 22 0.14
helium abundance in the material flowing from the
optical star to the relativistic object [19] confirms this
model of SS 433.

The system HD 197406 (WN8h+?, P ∼= 4.3 days)
is either a WR+C binary system with a black hole
with a low x-ray luminosity [20], or contains a normal
star as its invisible companion—a hot B3IV sub-
giant [20].

2.2. Systems Capable of Forming Kerr Black Holes
in the Future

Table 2 presents the parameters of binaries of
this type. The Cyg X-1 system (P ∼= 5.6 days,
O9.7Iab+BH) is a typical massive, quasi-steady-
state x-ray binary with a black hole. According to [8],
it was formed of a massive O+O binary during the
common-envelope stage in its evolution. Its second
mass transfer will occur in ∼ 106 years. If the second
mass transfer occurs in a common-envelope regime
(and, based on the mass of the optical component [8],
this is most likely), a WR+C binary with a very
short period will form after the transfer, so that the
system’s observed characteristics will resemble those
of Cyg X-3. The LMC X-3 system (P ∼= 1.7 days,
B3Ve+BH) has the shortest orbital period among
massive x-ray binaries. It is quite probable that it will
be associated with GRBs in the future and that it may
have been in the past as well.

The features of LMC X-1 (P = 4.2 days, O(7–
9)III+BH) are very similar to those of Cyg X-1. This
is also a massive, quasi-steady-state x-ray binary
with a black hole, formed from a massive O+O sys-
tem as a result of common-envelope evolution [8]. It
will probably become an analog of Cyg X-3 (WR+C)
in about 106 years.
2.3. Systems That Probably Formed a Kerr Black
Hole in the Past

Table 3 displays parameters of several systems
belonging to this category. These binaries can be sub-
divided into two types: low-mass x-ray binaries (x-
ray novae) with black holes possessing very short or-
bital periods, P < 0.5 days (eight systems), and long-
period x-ray novae (GRS 1915+105, P = 33.5 days,
and GRO J1655-40, P = 2.6 days) showing clear
evidence for rapid rotation of the black hole. This
evidence includes an enhanced thermal component
of the x-ray spectrum, showing that the inner edge
of the accretion disk is less than three gravitational
radii from the black hole, as well as the occurrence
of sporadic polar jets with velocities ∼ 0.9с. It has
recently become clear [21] that clear evidence for
relativistic jets is shown only by x-ray binaries with
low-mass companions (x-ray novae) and long orbital
periods (4 of 14 known systems: XTE J1550-564,
GRO J1655-40, V4641 Sgr, and GRS 1915+105).
We should bear in mind, however, that rapid rotation
of the black holes in such long-period systems can
also result from the accretion of a considerable frac-
tion of the donor’s mass, whereas rapid rotation of
the black holes in short-period systems has a genetic
origin, and is associated with the formation of Kerr
black holes in type Ib,c supernova outbursts.

3. POSITIONS OF OBSERVED EVOLVED
MASSIVE BINARIES IN THE MBH–P PLANE

The figure can be used to search for possible pre-
cursors of GRBs, as well as for systems that have
already evolved through this phase. We plotted the
positions of the observed short-period massive bina-
ries from Tables 1 and 2 in [8] and for Cygnus X-3
from Koch-Miramond et al. [24] in a diagram with
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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axes corresponding to the black hole mass MBH and
the system’s orbital period P .

The systems shown in the figure represent the
four described types of close binaries in evolutionary
stages either prior to or following the appearance of a
GRB. We list these types below.

First of all, we present positions for two BH+WR
systems, in which black holes are companions of
Wolf–Rayet stars: Cygnus X-3 and SS 433. The past
formation of the black hole in the closest of these sys-
tems may have been accompanied by a GRB, and the
core collapse of the currently observedWR star will be
accompanied by a GRB. The number of such systems
known (two) is small due to their low formation rate
(<10−3/year [8]) and the short lifetimes of Wolf–
Rayet stars (∼ 105 years), as well as the difficulty of
finding even short-period systems of this type due to
the broad spectral lines of WR stars.

The second type of system plotted is massive
BH+OB binaries, such as LMC X-3 and others.
The formation of a black hole in these binaries could
also be accompanied by a GRB if the system is close
enough to bring about rapid rotation of the black-hole
precursor.

The third group includes BH+K,M systems such
as XTE J1118+480 (P ≈ 4 hours), in which the black
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
hole’s companion is a K,M dwarf with a current mass
of several tenths of a solar mass. If the axial rotation
of the helium black-hole precursor in such a system
is synchronized with the orbital motion, the formation
of the black hole could be accompanied by a GRB. An
important conclusion that we can draw based on the
very existence of systems having such large current
component-mass ratios is the unavoidable collapse
to a black hole of more than half of the mass of
its helium WR precursor. Otherwise, such systems
would simply have been disrupted by the time of the
supernova explosion accompanying the black hole’s
formation.

We used this last condition to plot the closest
WR+O systems on the Figure [8, Table 1]. To find the
positions of such systems, we assumed that the mass
of the black hole resulting from the evolution of a WR
star should exceed half the star’s current mass.

Among close binaries responsible for GRBs, the
figure also shows systems consisting of accreting
black holes and low-mass K,M dwarfs (0.3–1 M�).
When comparing their positions with the critical-
period line, we must take into account the fact that,
due to the loss of angular momentum via the mag-
netic stellar wind from the donor, their current orbital
periods are shorter than their orbital periods at the
time of formation of the black hole responsible for
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Table 3. Short-period x-ray novae with black holes, producers of Kerr black holes in the past

System Spectral type Period, days mx, M� mv, M� fv(m), M�

A0620-00 K5V 0.3 10 0.6 2.91

GRS 1124-68 K2V 0.4 6 0.8 3.01

GS 2000+25 K5V 0.3 10 0.5 4.97

GRO JO422+32 M2V 0.2 10 0.4 1.13

H1705-250 K5V 0.5 6 0.4 4.86

GRS 1009-45 (K6-M0)V 0.3 4 0.6 3.17

XTE J1118+480 (K7-M0)V 0.17 7 0.4 6.1

XTE J1859+226 ∼M 0.38 10 ∼ 0.4 7.4
Table 4. WR+O systems, possible future producers of
Kerr black holes

System Spectral type Period,
days mWR, M� mO, M�

CQ Cep WN6+O9II-Ib 1.64 24 30

CX Cep WN4+O5V 2.13 20 28

the GRB [23]. To constrain these systems’ orbital
periods at the time of black-hole formation, we should
compare the time scale for the loss of orbital angular
momentum via the magnetic stellar wind,

tMSW
∼= 3× 106

(
a

R�

)5 MBH

M�

× M6
�

Mdon(MBH + Mdon)2
years,

with the donor’s nuclear evolution time for donors
with initial masses Mdon in excess of ∼ 0.9 M� and
with the Hubble time for lower-mass donors. The
resulting limits for themaximum initial orbital periods
required to obtain the observed close semi-detached
x-ray binaries with low-mass donors are plotted in
the figure as solid lines for two initial donor masses:
Mdon = M� and Mdon = 0.5M�.

Now let us locate in the figure the limit corre-
sponding to the formation of Kerr black holes during
the core collapse ofWR stars. An important condition
when searching for such a limit is the assumption
that the axial rotation of the collapsing presupernova
core is synchronized with the system’s orbital motion.
The components of the systems we are considering
are close to one another, suggesting this should be
true. Naturally, core rotation at rates higher than in
the case of synchronism facilitates the formation of
Kerr black holes. The formation of a Kerr black hole
requires that

ω2R3
BH > GMBH , (1)

where ω is the rotational angular velocity, RBH the
black hole’s radius, MBH the black hole’s mass, and
G the gravitational constant. RBH = 2GMBHc−2,
where c is the velocity of light. As a result, the orbital
period P when the Kerr black hole is formed in the
system must satisfy the condition

P <
2πR2

0√
GMBHRBH

, (2)

where R0 is the initial core radius of the presuper-
nova that collapses to form the black hole. We as-
sume conservation of the core’s angular momentum
during the collapse. To estimate the initial radius of
the collapsing core, we assume it is in hydrostatic
equilibrium prior to the onset of the collapse: R0 =
GMBHµ/kT , where µ is the molecular weight of the
core material, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is
the temperature of the collapsing part of the core. The
resulting estimate of the limiting orbital period is

P �
√

2πcGµ2MBH

k2T 2
. (3)

For the presupernova’s core material µ = 2mp

(mp is the proton mass). Thus, we obtain a condition
for the formation of a black hole in a close binary:

P � 12d

T 2
8

MBH

M�
, (4)

where T8 is the temperature of the collapsing part
of the core in units of 108 K. We adopt for the core
temperature the temperature of carbon burning in the
nondegenerate cores of massive stars [25, Fig. 22],
T8
∼= 6, since the nuclear energy of the products of

carbon burning (O, Ne, Mg) is insufficient to com-
pensate for the gravitational binding energy of the
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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material in the presupernova core. To demonstrate the
role of the core temperature, which is also dependent
on the core mass, we also plotted the limit for P
when T8 = 10. The resulting lines form the right-
hand boundary of the area containing systems in
which black hole formation is probably accompanied
by a GRB. We showed in our previous paper [8] that
the GRB rate corrected for collimation of the gamma
rays is close to the of formation rate of Kerr black
holes.

Now consider the main results following from the
figure. Several short-period close binaries are found
in the area that is “promising” from the point of view
of the formation of Kerr black holes, and hence the
appearance of GRBs. These are, first and foremost,
x-ray binaries with black hole accretors and low-
mass donors, such as V518 Per. They are distin-
guished by their long lifetimes (∼ 109 years [24]) and
large x-ray fluxes. For all these systems, GRBs were
produced in the remote past.

The position of the Cyg X-3 system is unique.
It may contain a black hole, indicating a probable
GRB in the past, whereas the presence of a WR
star suggests that a GRB may occur in the future.
The existence of systems consisting of black holes
and WR stars is a natural result of the evolution of
massive close binaries [26]. SS 433 may be a similar
system, though it is located outside the GRB zone.
Detecting such systems is difficult due to their short
lifetimes and the complex radial-velocity variability in
the spectra of WR stars.

The third type of system, BH+OB, includes only
one close binary, LMC X-3, whose black-hole for-
mation may have been associated with a GRB in
the past. It is interesting that the further evolution
of this system could lead to its transformation into a
system similar to Cyg X-1 (BH+WR), with a sub-
sequent GRB. Finally, it is interesting that candi-
dates for systems giving rise to GRBs within the next
several hundred thousand years are also encountered
among WR+OB systems. One is CQ Cep, whose
WR component’s mass, ∼ 24 M� [8], is sufficient for
it to become a black hole, and whose orbital period
is short enough for a Kerr black hole to be formed.
The list of GRB progenitors may also include CXCep
(MWR

∼= 20 M�, Table 4), but the position of the
boundary between the progenitors of Kerr black holes
and systems not capable of producing them is not
sufficiently certain to draw firm conclusions about
this.

It is interesting that the correlation between
black-hole masses and orbital periods that has some-
times been claimed (see figure) may be due to an
obvious observational selection effect [8]. It is also
not ruled out that rotation of the presupernova core
itself “participates” in “determining” the mass of the
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
black hole. Namely, cores of rapidly rotating stars
in short-period binaries produce low-mass black
holes, whereas, in the absence of effective centrifugal
forces, cores of slowly rotating stars in long-period
binaries produce massive black holes [27]. Future
observations, together with a theory of the advanced
evolutionary stages of rotating stars based on ad-
equate models, such as those suggested by Brunn
et al. [28], should help clarify this point.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper continues the study of the parameters
and evolution of extremely close binaries commenced
in our earlier paper [8]. Here, we have aimed to identify
systems in which explosions of type Ib,c supernovae
result in the formation of rapidly rotating Kerr black
holes, and possibly in the appearance of gamma-ray
bursts. The most probable predecessors include the
Cyg X-3 (BH+WR) and CQ Cep (WR+O) systems.
The figure also shows the presence of very close sys-
tems with black holes and K,M companions, such
as XTE J1118+480. The formation of black holes in
such close binaries could also produce GRBs if the
axial rotation of their Wolf–Rayet components prior
to the supernova outburst was synchronized with the
orbital motion. Thus, the existence of such systems,
along with the presence of ultrabright x-ray sources
(Lx
∼= 1039–1040 erg/s [29]), demonstrates the pos-

sibility of the formation of Kerr black holes during
the core collapse of the WR components in these
extremely close binaries. It turn, the formation of the
black hole may be accompanied by a powerful burst of
gamma-ray emission—a GRB [1–8]. Note the recent
discovery [30] of an ultrabright x-ray source in the
galaxy M 51 (Lx = 1039–1041 erg/s with a period
of ∼ 2.1 hours, which may be an x-ray binary with
a very short orbital period containing a black hole
whose mass exceeds 10 M�. This object can also be
considered a producer of a Kerr black hole and GRB.

Finally, it follows from spectropolarimetric obser-
vations [31] that some WR stars are rapidly rotating
objects. The fraction of rapid rotators among known
WR stars is ∼ 15–20% [31]. It is quite possible that
the evolution of some of these possibly single, rapidly
rotating WR stars likewise ends with the formation
of a Kerr black hole accompanied by a GRB. It is
interesting that the most massive (�50 M�) main-
sequence stars do not pass through a red supergiant
phase [8]. Thus, their helium cores (WR stars) can
remain rapidly rotating until the formation of a black
hole, possibly accompanied by a GRB. The question
of the synchronization of the axial rotation and orbital
motion of WR stars remains inadequately studies,
both theoretically and observationally. Note, however,
that WR+OB and OB+OB systems with periods
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shorter than several days have zero orbital eccentric-
ities [32]. The systems considered in this paper have
shorter periods. This provides a basis to suppose that
their rotation and orbital motions are synchronized.
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Abstract—We have modeled the dynamical evolution of small stellar groups with N = 6 components in
the framework of the gravitational N-body problem, taking into account possible mergers of stars and
ejection of single and binary stars. We study the influence of the initial global parameters of the systems
(the mass spectrum, average size, virial factor) on their dynamical evolution. The distribution over states is
analyzed for a time equal to 300 initial crossing times of the system. The parameters of binary and stable
triple systems that form are studied, as well as the properties of ejected single and binary stars. The rate of
dynamical evolution in both expanding and contracting groups is higher than in systems in a state of virial
equilibrium. The dynamical evolution is more intense in the case of unequal masses than when the system
initially consists of equal-mass stars. In most cases, the evolution of a group ends with the formation
of a binary or stable triple system. The semimajor axes of the binaries range from several hundredths to
several times the initial size of the system. The distribution of the eccentricities of the binaries formed is
consistent with an f(e) = 2e law. When the initial size of the group is small, the number of final binaries
with large eccentricities, and also of stable triple systems with elongated inner-binary orbits, decreases due
to merging. As a rule, stable triple systems are substantially hierarchical (the average ratio of the semimajor
axes of the inner and outer binaries is 1 : 20). On average, the eccentricities of the inner binaries exceed
those of the outer binaries: they are equal to ein ≈ 0.7 and eex ≈ 0.5, respectively. The velocities of ejected
stars are from several to several tens of km/s, and tend to increase as the initial size of the system, and
hence its virial coefficient, decreases. c© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Observations of star-formation regions and young
T Tauri stars suggest that stars mostly originate in
small groups (see, for example, [1] and references
therein). This conclusion is also supported by modern
simulations of the fragmentation of molecular clouds,
which indicate that fragmentation may result in the
formation of nonhierarchical stellar systems with var-
ious numbers of components (see, for example, [2, 3]).
The gravitational interactions between the members
of a group can result in its decay. According to the
hypothesis of van Albada [4], the decay of young,
multiple, nonhierarchical stellar systems can lead to
the formation of observed wide binary and multiple
stars.

The global characteristics of these small groups
remain unclear. This can be understood as a conse-
quence of the fact that few simulations of fragmen-
tation have been carried out with sufficient resolution
right to the end of the accretion stage [5, 6]. The very
complicated behavior of fragments in the accretion
stage make the orbital parameters of forming systems
unpredictable. In addition, the number of parame-
ters describing the initial state of a cloud is large,
1063-7729/04/4801-0045$26.00 c©
so that nonhierarchical multiple systems originating
due to fragmentation cannot currently be adequately
described.

Models of the dynamical evolution of stellar sys-
tems with numbers of stars N > 3 are comparatively
scarce. The first studies were carried out in the late
1960s and early 1970s by van Albada [4] and Harring-
ton [7] for a limited number of sets of initial conditions.
In the middle 1990s, the distribution over final states,
and also the parameters of binaries originating due
to the decay of nonhierarchical multiple systems of
N = 3, 4, and 5 components, were studied for several
initial mass spectra [8]. Several studies considered the
parameters of single stars ejected from a system in the
course of its evolution [9, 10], within a broad range of
initial conditions in nonhierarchical multiple systems.

In addition, in [11], the orbital inclinations of in-
ner and outer binaries, ratios of their periods, and
component-mass ratios in stable triple systems de-
rived from modeling using a broad range of initial
parameters were compared with observed stable triple
systems.

In [12], the dynamical evolution of nonhierarchical
multiple stellar systems was considered taking into
2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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account the merging of stars for various initial num-
bers of components N . Modeling was carried out for
a specified initial sizeR and virial factor k of a system,
for twomass spectra. The parameters of ejected single
stars and of binary and stable triple systems that
formed were studied. Here, we study the influence of
the parameters R and k on the dynamical evolution
of nonhierarchical multiple systems for three different
mass spectra.

2. MODELING

We modeled the dynamical evolution of nonhier-
archical multiple systems in the framework of the
gravitationalN-body problemwith point masses. The
simulation technique is described in detail in [12].
Here, we will only note the most important features
of the method.

Themodeling was based on the numerical integra-
tion of regularized equations of motion. We used the
method of chain regularization suggested in [13]. The
possible merging of closely approaching stars was
taken into account, as well as ejections of single and
binary stars that became sufficiently distant from the
center of mass of the remaining bodies and thereby
isolated from them.

The dynamical evolutionwas followed over 300 Tcr,
where

Tcr =
G

(2|E|) 3
2

∑
i<j

mimj

√√√√ N∑
k=1

mk (1)

is the initial mean crossing time of the system. Here,
G is the gravitational constant, E the total energy
of the system, and mi the mass of star i. When an
initial system decayed to a binary, the integration was
ceased.

We solved the equations of motion numerically
using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator with
automatic step selection. The accuracy of the calcu-
lations was checked using the integrals of motion.
The relative errors of the integrals of the energy and
area over the computation time did not exceed 10−5.
The integrals of motion for the center of mass were
maintained with even better accuracy.

The initial conditions were specified as follows.
The modeling was carried out for systems initially
consisting of N = 6 stars. It was assumed that the
stars were initially distributed uniformly and randomly
within a sphere with radius R. The velocities of the
stars were chosen so that the ratio of the kinetic
energy and the absolute value of the potential energy
of the system was equal to the adopted virial factor k.
The velocity distribution was assumed to be isotropic.
We considered the parameter values R = 3, 10, 100,
1000 AU; and k = 0.001, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9.
We studied the dependence of the results of the
dynamical evolution on the initial mass spectrum of
the system. We considered three different mass spec-
tra: equal masses for all stars (each star had the solar
mass), a Salpeter mass spectrum [14]

f(m) ∼ m−2.35, m ∈ [0.4; 10]M� , (2)

and a power-law spectrum with index −1.5:

f(m) ∼ m−1.5, m ∈ [0.9; 10]M�. (3)

We chose to consider this third type of initial mass
spectrum because its index is intermediate between
the Salpeter and equal-mass cases. In addition, the
cores of molecular clouds from which the stars orig-
inate can display tattered fractal structure. In this
case, the mass distribution of the fragments inside a
cloud can be described by a power law with an index
from −2.0 to−1.5 (see, for example, [15]).

Five hundred cases of initial conditions were con-
sidered for each set of parameters.

3. RESULTS OF THE MODELING

3.1. Distribution over States

To understand what systems can originate due
to the dynamical decay of nonhierarchical multiple
stars, we must determine the distribution over states
when the integration ceases. The following states
were distinguished: binaries with positive total en-
ergy (two single stars), binaries with negative total
energy, stable triple systems, unstable triple systems,
and systems with higher multiplicity. We divided the
triple systems into stable and unstable systems, in
accordance with the analytical criterion suggested
in [16]. When implementing this criterion, stability
must be understood as stability with regard to the
substitution of a component of the inner binary with
a distant component; i.e., with regard to maintaining
the hierarchy.

The table presents the distribution over states for
various initial virial factors and initial mass spectra for
an initial size of the system of 100 AU.

Let us distinguish those characteristics of dynam-
ical systems that are stable against our selection of
initial conditions. It is obvious that, as a rule, the
dynamical evolution results in the formation of a final
binary. The probability of forming a stable triple sys-
tem is also fairly high (5–20%). The last column of
the table illustrates the fact that not all nonhierarchi-
cal systems complete their dynamical evolution over
300 initial crossing times.

The dependence of the results on the initial virial
factor expresses itself in the acceleration of the dy-
namical evolution in nonequilibrium (from the point
of view of the virial theorem) systems. This can be
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Distribution over states as a function of the initial virial factor at time 300Tcr for R = 100 AU

k
Mass

spectrum ∗
Final

binaries
Two single

stars
Stable triples Unstable

triples
Higher

multiplicity

0.001 EM 0.60 0.05 0.13 0.10 0.12

CM 0.72 0.01 0.07 0.14 0.06

SM 0.65 0.01 0.11 0.17 0.06

0.1 EM 0.60 0.04 0.14 0.08 0.14

CM 0.60 0.01 0.11 0.20 0.08

SM 0.60 0.01 0.11 0.17 0.10

0.5 EM 0.57 0.07 0.06 0.15 0.15

CM 0.57 0.02 0.19 0.11 0.11

SM 0.55 0.01 0.18 0.18 0.08

0.9 EM 0.68 0.08 0.15 0.07 0.02

CM 0.76 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.01

SM 0.73 0.04 0.10 0.11 0.02
∗ EM denotes equal masses, CM the mass spectrum (3), and SM a Salpeter mass spectrum.
seen by comparing the number of final binary and
stable triple systems (i.e., whose dynamical evolution
has finished) with the number of unstable triple and
higher-multiplicity systems (whose dynamical evolu-
tion has not finished). In addition, the rate of dynam-
ical evolution for the case of unequal masses exceeds
that for the case of equal masses. Increasing the
initial size of a system also results in a slight increase
in the rate of its dynamical evolution, although this
tendency is weaker.

We stress that an increase in the rate of dynamical
evolution implies a decrease in the time interval over
which a system decays, in units of the mean crossing
time rather than in physical units. It is obvious that
the mean time needed for the decay of the system
(in physical units) also increases with the size of the
system.

3.2. Final Binaries

In more than half of the cases, the dynamical evo-
lution of a nonhierarchical multiple system ends with
the formation of a final binary.

Figure 1 presents the dependence of the median
semimajor axis of the final binary on the initial size
of a system in the case of virial equilibrium. We can
see that, as a rule, the semimajor axes of the binaries
are several tenths of the initial size of a system. When
the initial size of a nonhierarchical system increases,
the final binary becomes wider. Increasing the initial
virial factor also results in the formation of a wider
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
final binary. In addition, we can see that the closest
binaries are formed in the case of equal-mass the stars
and the widest in the case of the mass spectrum (3).

Figure 2 presents the distribution of the eccen-
tricities of the final binaries in the equal-mass case
as a function of the initial size of the system. The
solid curve shows the f(e) = 2e law, first derived by
Ambartsumian [17] for the equilibrium distribution of
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Fig. 1. Median semimajor axis of the final binary as a
function of the initial size of the systemR. Squares denote
the mass spectrum (3), circles the case of equal masses,
and triangles a Salpeter mass spectrum.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the eccentricities of the final bina-
ries as a function of the initial size of the system R in the
equal-mass case. The unfilled bars of the histogram cor-
respond to R = 3 AU, the light gray bars to R = 10 AU,
the dark gray bars to R = 100 AU, and the black bars to
R = 1000 AU. The solid curve represents the distribution
f(e) = 2e.

binaries in a stellar field. A similar law was derived
in [18], where the decay of triple systems was consid-
ered. For moderately close, nonhierarchical multiple
systems, the distribution of final-binary eccentricities
is consistent with the f(e) = 2e law, independent of
the initial mass spectrum or virial factor. However,
when the initial size of the system decreases, a de-
ficiency of binaries with very elongated orbits is ob-
served. This is apparently due to the increase in the
probability of merging for elongated close binaries,
particularly at the orbit pericenter.

3.3. Stable Triple Systems

The distribution over states indicates that the
probability of forming stable triple systems is fairly
high. We will now consider the influence of the initial
conditions on their parameters. A triple system can be
described as a superposition of two binaries, inner and
outer. The inner binary is formed of the two closest
stars of the system, while the outer is formed of an
object with the mass of the inner binary located at
its center of mass and the distant component of the
system.

Our modeling indicates that, as a rule, the semi-
major axes of the inner binaries are one to two or-
ders of magnitude smaller than the initial sizes of the
systems, whereas the semimajor axes of the outer
binaries are of the same order of magnitude as the
initial size.

When the initial size of a system is varied, the
behavior of the median semimajor axes of both the
inner and outer binaries is similar to that of the semi-
major axes of the final binaries (Fig. 1): they increase
with parameter R. Increasing the initial virial factor
also results in an increase of the semimajor axes of
both the inner and outer binaries. The dependence of
the semimajor axes of the inner binaries on the initial
conditions can be obtained by shifting the analogous
dependence for the outer binaries, since the shapes of
the two curves are similar. As for the final binaries, the
closest stable triple systems are formed from equal-
mass stars.

Figure 3a presents the distributions of the ec-
centricities of the inner binaries for the initial mass
spectrum (3) as a function of the initial size of the
system. The solid curve represents the f(e) = 2e law.
The eccentricity distributions for the model systems
are in poor agreement with the theoretical law due
to a deficiency of systems with highly elongated or-
bits. This discrepancy is enhanced for small systems,
probably due to the increase in the probability of
merging in close elongated inner binaries. Variation of
the remaining parameters considered has little effect
on the shape of the distributions.

Figure 3b presents the eccentricity distributions
for the outer binaries for the case of the initial mass
spectrum (3) as a function of the initial size of the
system. We can see that the eccentricities of the outer
binaries tend to be lower than those of the inner bina-
ries (the corresponding mean values are eex ≈ 0.5 and
ein ≈ 0.7). This result is preserved for various initial
conditions. In addition, the dependence of the shape
of the distributions on the initial size is weaker than
in the case of the inner binaries, and no stable trends
can be distinguished. The shape of the distribution
remains essentially the same when the remaining pa-
rameters considered are varied.

The stable triple systems are strongly hierarchical.
The ratio of the semimajor axes of the inner and
outer binaries is stable against the choice of initial
conditions and is, on average, 1 : 20.

Figure 4 presents the distributions of the angles
between the orbital angular-momentum vectors of
the inner and outer binaries in stable triple systems as
a function of the initial mass spectrum (virial equilib-
rium, R = 100 AU). The solid curve shows the theo-

retical law f(i) =
1
2

sin i, which corresponds to ran-

dom orientations of the orbital angular-momentum
vectors. We can see that all the distributions have
a similar shape (one-peaked); however, the distribu-
tions of the model systems are asymmetrical in favor
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for (a) inner and (b) outer binaries
in stable triple systems.

of direct motions. This is apparently due to the fact
that, according to the criterion of Golubev, the sta-
bility of triple systems with reverse motions requires
higher isolation of the components.

The angles between the orbital angular-momen-
tum vectors tend to be larger in the case of equal-
mass stars than in the case of stars with unequal
masses, with the asymmetry being only weakly pro-
nounced. No other stable tendencies can be distin-
guished when the other initial parameters are varied.

3.4. Ejected Single Stars

The dynamical evolution of nonhierarchical mul-
tiple stars is accompanied by ejections of single and
binary stars from the system.

Figure 5 presents the velocity distributions for
ejected single stars as a function of the initial virial
factor for systems with the mass spectrum (3). We
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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can see that, in the case of small virial factors, the dis-
tributions reach their maximum for stars with veloci-
ties of 5–10 km/s. When the virial factor increases,
the fraction of stars with high velocities decreases,
and the maximum of the distribution shifts towards
small velocities.

As the parameter R increases, the mean and me-
dian velocities of the stars decrease, whereas the frac-
tion of the kinetic energy carried away by the ejected
star remains essentially constant.

The influence of the initial mass spectrum of the
system on the velocities of ejected single stars is
substantially weaker than that of the initial size of
the system. The highest velocities are reached for the
initial mass spectrum (3), while stars ejected from
systems with equal-mass stars possess the lowest ve-
locities. As a rule, the ejected stars have low masses.

The above dependences of the stellar velocities on
the initial size and virial factor can be understood as
follows. As either the initial size or virial factor de-
creases, the stars’ approaches become closer. There-
fore, the energy transfer between the stars becomes
more intense, which in turn can increase the velocities
of the ejected stars.

The velocities of ejected binaries display similar
trends; on average, they are a factor of 1.5–2 smaller
than those of single ejected stars.
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Despite the fact that the distributions of ejec-
tion velocities display their maximum near 2–4 km/s
and 1–2 km/s for single and binary stars, respec-
tively, single stars fairly frequently leave the system
with larger velocities, reaching several tens of km/s
(Fig. 5; see also, for example, [9, 10]). It is possible
that young T Tauri stars located at large distances
from star-formation regions (see, for example, [19–
21]) were formed as a result of decays of young non-
hierarchical systems (see, for example, [9, 10]).

4. CONCLUSIONS

Observations of star-formation regions and sim-
ulations of star formation indicate that a rather large
number of stars may form in groups with low mul-
tiplicity (see, for example, [1, 22]). The evolution of
these systems may include a stage in which the grav-
itational interactions between the stars critically af-
fect the subsequent evolution of the system. Such
systems can be studied by numerically integrating
the equations for the gravitational N-body problem
taking into account the possible merging of stars in
close approaches.

Here, we have studied how the results of such nu-
merical integration depend on the initial mass spec-
trum, size, and virial factor of a system. In the dynam-
ical evolution of nonhierarchical multiple systems, we
can recognize the following characteristic features
that are stable against variations of the initial condi-
tions.

(1) As a rule, the evolution of a system results in
the formation of a binary. The fraction of stable triple
systems is high, 5–20%.

(2) The eccentricity distributions for final and ejec-
ted binaries can be described by the law f(e) = 2e.

(3) In stable triple systems, the eccentricities of
the outer binaries tend to be smaller than those of the
inner binaries (ein ≈ 0.7, eex ≈ 0.5).

(4) Stable triple systems display pronounced hier-
archy (the average ratio of the semimajor axes of the
outer and inner binaries is 20 : 1).

(5) Triple systems with direct motions dominate.
When the initial mass spectrum, virial factor, and

size of nonhierarchical multiple systems are varied,
the following trends are observed.

(1) The dynamical evolution of both contracting
and expanding systems is faster than in systems in
a state of virial equilibrium.

(2) The final binary and triple systems for initial
systems with the initial mass spectrum (3) tend to be
wider than those with the other mass spectra consid-
ered.

(3) A deficiency of final binaries with large eccen-
tricities and of stable triple systems with elongated
orbits for their inner binaries is observed in systems
with small initial sizes, probably due to merging of
their components.

(4) When either the initial size of a system or its
virial factor decreases, the velocities of ejected single
and binary stars tend to increase.
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Abstract—The poorly studied, spatially coherent large-scale structures on the solar surface characterized
by sectorial–hemispheric asymmetry may be produced by ultralow-frequency nonlinear oscillations of the
Sun. This requires that (i) the wavevector of the oscillation be normal to the rotational axis of the Sun,
(ii) the radial component of the wavevector be about a factor of five greater than the component tangential
to the spherical surface, (iii) the Brunt–Väisälä frequency in the oscillation-trapping region correspond to
a period of ≈ 22 yr, and (iv) the sectorial number of the spatially periodic component of the oscillation be
equal to three (m = 3). c© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

During solar-activity minima, the photosphere
mapped in the Bartels coordinates appears as a
pattern of steady, spatially coherent structures in
the distribution of bright points of sizes 1–3′′ or so.
These structures cover the entire solar surface, and
the pattern of their coherent distribution is known as
the sectorial–hemispheric asymmetry [1]. Figure 1
shows this distribution for the minimum of 1964 as an
example. The solar surface is depicted in cylindrical
coordinates, and the contours of the distribution of
photospheric bright points delineate regions of in-
creased density. The sectorial–hemispheric asymme-
try of such regions can clearly be seen in both equa-
torial and polar regions of the Sun. The structures
in the equatorial region and the diametrically opposed
polar regions are linked like the fingers of left and right
hands. Moreover, we can trace some correspondence
in the distribution of structures between the northern
polar and the southern equatorial region, and between
the southern polar and the northern equatorial region
[2]. A 22-yr recurrence cycle was detected in the
Bartels-longitude distribution of these structures,
based on data for four successive solar minima
(1964–1996) [1]. No physical interpretation has been
found for the sectorial–hemispheric asymmetry in the
distribution of such features over the solar surface.

Here, we suggest an explanation for this asym-
metry based on the possibility that an ultralow-
frequency nonradial oscillation with a specific di-
rection for its wavevector is present on the Sun.
The modeled pattern of the distribution of surface
elements includes the above features of the sectorial–
hemispheric asymmetry.
1063-7729/04/4801-0052$26.00 c©
2. NONRADIAL OSCILLATIONS
ON THE SUN

The physics of nonradial oscillations is described
by Unno [3]. Such oscillations can be detected on a
stellar surface if they have the form of standing waves;
i.e., there is a region of trapped nonradial oscillations
on the stellar atmosphere. The Coriolis force, grav-
itational force, and pressure play the major roles in
exciting such waves.

The presence of such waves on the Sun remains
an open question [4, 5], although some experimental
evidence for their existence has recently been found
[6, 7].

The dispersion relation for a low-frequency nonra-
dial oscillation has the form [3]

ω2 ≈ N2k2
H + (2ΩΩΩ k)2

k2
, (1)

where N is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency (N2 =

∇ρ

(
∇ ln ρ− 1

Г1
∇ ln p

)
ρ

; Г1 =
(

∂ ln p

∂ ln ρ

)
S

), ΩΩΩ the

rotational angular velocity of the star, k the wavevec-
tor, kH the horizontal (tangential to the surface)
component of the wavevector, p the gas pressure,
and ρ the gas density. It follows from (1) that the
oscillation frequencies are generally “tied” to the
rotational angular velocity of the star (the second term
in the numerator).

When applied to the Sun, relationship (1) leads to
two postulates.

(1) If the sectorial–hemispheric asymmetry in the
distribution of surface structures is a manifestation
of trapped nonradial oscillations, the second term in
2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the density of photospheric bright points over the solar surface during the activity minimum of 1964. A
cylindrical projection of the northern and southern hemispheres is shown. The density scale in relative units is indicated to the
right.
(1) should vanish due to their 22-yr periodicity, i.e.,
k ⊥ ΩΩΩ, or kr cos θ − kθ sin θ = 0.

(2) According to postulate (1), the frequency of
the trapped waves will be determined by the Brunt–

Väisälä frequency, and the factor
kH

k
should be con-

stant throughout the trapping region (
kH

k
=

1
α
).

Postulates (1) and (2), together with the fact that a
trapped standing wave must form an integer number
of periods (m) along any latitude circle on the spher-
ical surface, enable the derivation of the following
expressions for the wavevector components of the
trapped nonradial oscillation:

kr =

√
α− 1

α
k; kθ =

√
α− 1

α
kcotθ; (2)

kϕ =

√
1− (α− 1)cot2θ

α
k; kϕ =

m

r sin θ
;
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(kr) =
m

sin θ

√
α

1− (α− 1)cot2θ
.

Saio and Lee [8, 9] proposed the introduction of
the displacement vector for an element of themedium,
ξξξ(dr, rdθ, r sin θdϕ), to describe the effect of nonra-
dial oscillations on the medium in which they propa-
gate, so that the linearized equations of motion for the
elementary volume assume the form

−ρω2ξr − 2iρωΩ sin θξϕ = −∂p′

∂r
− ρ′

∂Ψ
∂r

,

−ρω2ξθ − 2iρωΩ cos θξϕ = −1
r

∂p′

∂θ
, (3)

−ρω2ξϕ + 2iρωΩ cos θξθ + 2iρωΩ sin θξr

= − 1
r sin θ

∂p′

∂ϕ
,

where Ψ is the gravitational potential. The displace-
ment vector ξξξ is very convenient for detecting regions
with concentrations of surface elements on the Sun.
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The magnitude and direction of this vector directly
indicate the locations of such regions. In Eqs. (3), the
time dependence of the displacement vector has the
form eiωt, as it should for a standing wave, while the
spatial orientation is determined by the components
ξr, ξθ, and ξϕ.

Since the trapped nonradial oscillation is a spa-
tially periodic wave, it is reasonable to assume that
the perturbed pressure and density of the medium, p′

and ρ′, are also spatially periodic. We represent these
perturbations in the form〈

p′

ρ′

〉
=

〈
p′0

ρ′0

〉
e±i(k·r) =

〈
p′0

ρ′0

〉
e±i(krr). (4)
We use krr from (2) to find that the gradient of the
pressure perturbation in (3) has the components

∂p′

∂r
= 0;

∂p′

∂ϕ
= 0; (5)

∂p′

∂θ
= p′0im

√
(α− 1)

(α− 1) cos 2θ − sin 2θ
[2 sin2 θ − (α− 1) sin 2θ]

.

To locate regions with concentrations of surface
elements on the Sun, it is sufficient to determine the
vector component ξθ from the system (3) using (5):
ξθ




N

↓

S




=

{
1

ρω2

[
∂Ψ
∂r

ρ′0 cos

(
m

√
2(α − 1)

2 sin2 θ − (α− 1) sin 2θ

)
sin 2θ

− p′0
m
√

α− 1
r

(α− 1) cos 2θ − sin 2θ
[2 sin2 θ − (α− 1) sin 2θ]3/2

sin

(
m

√
2(α − 1)

2 sin2 θ − (α− 1) sin 2θ

)]}
, (6)

ξθ




N

↑

S




=

{
1

ρω2

[
−∂Ψ

∂r
ρ′0 cos

(
m

√
2(α− 1)

2 sin2 θ + (α− 1) sin 2θ

)
sin 2θ

+ p′0
m
√

α− 1
r

(α− 1) cos 2θ + sin 2θ
[2 sin2 θ + (α− 1) sin 2θ]3/2

sin

(
m

√
2(α − 1)

2 sin2 θ + (α− 1) sin 2θ

)]}
.

The first and second formulas in (6) represent the
meridional components of the displacement vectors
in waves whose wavevectors are directed from north
to south and vice versa, respectively. The azimuthal
component of the displacement vector ξϕ does not
play a determining role in this case, since the number
of regions with concentrations of surface elements
along a latitude circle will ultimately be determined
by the sectorial number m. In contrast, the positions
and number of these regions along a meridional di-
rection are important. Formulas (6) indicate that the
meridional component of the displacement vector is
composed of two parts. One results from the gradi-
ent of the gravitational field and the other from the
gradient of the pressure field. The ratio of these parts
is not known, and we will assume this ratio to be
a free parameter. For this reason, we will measure
the displacement on an absolute, rather than relative,
scale.
Thus, we obtain a two-parameter model in which
one parameter is the quantity α specifying the degree
to which the wavevector of the nonradial oscillation
is radial, and the other is the ratio of the contribu-
tions of the gravitational and pressure fields to the
displacement vector. The displacements of the surface
elements in two adjacent longitudinal sectors on the
solar surface are determined by the quantities ξθ(N→
S) and ξθ(N← S) in (6). Thus, the model describing
the degree of concentration of the surface elements is
qualitative.

3. RESULTS OF THE MODELING

We first determine the azimuthal number m from
the observed pattern (Fig. 1). There are three max-
ima in the distribution of the density of photospheric
bright points in both equatorial and polar regions; i.e.,
m = 3. The parameter α can be estimated from the
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 2. The meridional displacement ξθ(N → S) for m =
3 and α = 5 as a function of the ratio of the contributions
of the gravitational (G) and pressure (p) fields. Shown are
the cases when the contribution of gravity is a factor of
five greater than that of the pressure (squares), the two
contributions are equal (circles), and the contribution of
the pressure is a factor of five greater than that of gravity
(triangles).

details of the pattern of hemispheric asymmetry in
the distribution of regions with high concentrations
of points. If 1 < α < 2, formulas (6) indicate that ξθ

is distributed nearly symmetrically about the equa-
tor, irrespective of the relative contributions of the
gravitational and pressure fields. In turn, this results
in a nearly symmetrical distribution of the regions
with concentrations of surface elements. Indeed, if
the component ξθ is, for example, positive in the
northern and negative in the southern hemisphere,
the surface elements will move toward the equator in
both hemispheres. Otherwise, the displacement will
be poleward in both hemispheres.

However, the observations reveal a different pat-
tern: the displacement appears to be toward the pole
in the northern hemisphere and toward the equator in
the southern hemisphere within a given sector, and
vice versa in a contiguous sector (Fig. 1). In view of
this, preliminary modeling yielded the estimate 5±1
for α. The hemispheric asymmetry of the displace-
ments is well defined starting from α = 3.

The relative contributions of the gravitational and
pressure fields to ξθ can be judged from Fig. 2, where
the meridional displacement ξθ(N→ S) is shown as
a function of the polar angle for three relative contri-
butions of these two fields. The squares correspond
to the case when the contribution of the gravitational
force to the displacement is a factor of five larger
than that of the pressure, the triangles to the opposite
situation, and the circles to equal contributions of
gravity and pressure.
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We can see that a predominance of the gravita-
tional force mainly results in a “depletion” at middle
latitudes. The surface elements are carried from there
to the polar region 20◦ from the pole. The predomi-
nance of the pressure mainly depletes the equatorial
belt. The surface elements drift from the equatorial
belt to regions located 15◦ from the equator. Figure 1
indicates a definite depletion at middle latitudes. We
take this to indicate the predominance of the gravi-
tational force in the generation of ultralow-frequency
nonradial oscillations.

A graphical summary of the relative values of the
meridional component of the displacement vector as
a function of the polar angle for waves traveling over
the Sun from both north to south and in the oppo-
site direction is given in Fig. 3 for certain parameter
values. We can see that the wave N→ S originates
in the equatorial region of the northern hemisphere,
intersects the equator, and reaches the southern pole.
The wave (N← S) emerges in the equatorial region
of the southern hemisphere, intersects the equator,
and reaches the northern pole. Each wave should
propagate within its own longitudinal sector. This
links the surface structures in a polar region of the
Sun to structures in the equatorial region of the op-
posite hemisphere. Such a coherence of structures
can clearly be seen in Fig. 1. The wave N→ S forms
regions with concentrations of surface elements in the
equatorial region of the northern hemisphere (where
the sign of the displacement ξθ changes from positive
to negative) and in the polar region of the south-
ern hemisphere. The wave N← S, which propagates
in the adjacent sector, forms high-concentration re-
gions in the equatorial region of the southern hemi-
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sphere and the polar region of the northern hemi-
sphere.

We used the dependence presented in Fig. 3 to
construct a two-dimensional map of the distribution
of regions with concentrations of surface elements.

To this end, we computed the derivative
∆ξθ

∆θ
. We

can easily see that negative values of this deriva-
tive mark regions with concentrations of surface el-
ements, while positive values mark regions with a de-
pletion of surface elements. The modeled distribution
of high-concentration regions is shown in Fig. 4.

4. DISCUSSION

Under the assumptions made, the modeled pat-
tern of the concentration of surface elements clearly
demonstrates the main features of sectorial–hemi-
spheric asymmetry. Thus, we have shown that ultra-
low-frequency nonradial oscillations can, in principle,
produce regions with concentrations of surface ele-
ments on the Sun, and the distribution of these re-
gions exhibits a spatially coherent asymmetry. How-
ever, some details of the observed distributions remain
unaccounted for.

In particular, our model relates the numbers of
equatorial and polar regions with concentrations of
bright photospheric points in the two hemispheres.
The numbers of such points should be equal and,
in a true realization of hemispheric asymmetry, odd.
The distribution observed in 1964 (Fig. 1) truly sat-
isfies this requirement. However, the distributions for
other epochs (1975, 1985–1986, 1996) [1] are not so
consistent. Distributions with m = 3 can be detected
in the equatorial region of the Sun at these epochs,
whereas up to five high-concentration zones can be
found in the polar region. The reason for this remains
unknown.

Another peculiarity is related to the overall pattern
of the distributions near the equator. They are some-
times well-defined (1964, 1985–1986), and some-
times smeared to some extent (1975, 1996). These
features suggest that the real situation is complicated
by some effects that have not been taken into account.

The solar surface rotates differentially. This was
not included in the model for two reasons. First, the
coherent asymmetry in the distribution of regions
with concentrations of surface structures was man-
ifest in a rigidly rotating system of longitudinal co-
ordinates with a rotational period of 27.0d. Second,
physical arguments suggest that the region of trap-
ping of the traveling waves of pulsations cannot rotate
differentially, and should be located in rigidly rotating
layers of the Sun.

To conclude, our modeling has demonstrated that
low-frequency nonradial oscillations can exert an or-
ganizing effect on spatially coherent surface struc-
tures on the Sun. This is possible if the wavevector
of the oscillation is essentially normal to the rotational
axis of the Sun. The radial component of thewavevec-
tor must dominate in terms of its magnitude. The sec-
torial number in the spatially periodic component of
the wave must be equal to three. The Brunt–Väisälä
frequency in the trapping region should correspond to
the observed period for variation of the spatial coher-
ence (≈ 22 yr).
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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The presence of ultralow-frequency nonradial os-
cillations enriches the spectrum of models describing
the cyclic magnetic activity of the Sun. In particular,
we cannot rule out the possibility that the cyclic for-
mation of sunspots is controlled by these oscillations.
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Abstract—The formation of filaments in solar bipolar active regions is investigated, giving particular
attention to the relationship between this process and the pattern of supergranular convection. SOHOMDI
and Kitt Peak magnetograms and Hα filtergrams are used. The large decaying active region NOAA 8525 is
considered over the periodMay 4–7, 1999. The boundaries of supergranules are identified as concentrations
of the line-of-sight photospheric field in magnetograms. Filaments in the central part of the active region
are studied; as a whole, they are aligned with the supergranule boundaries. Variations in the magnetic field
in this period were manifest primarily in the form of “cancellations” and spatial-redistribution processes
consistent with the pattern of developing supergranules. These factors created the conditions necessary for
the formation of a filament stretched across the entire active region; i.e., the straightening of the polarity-
inversion line and reduction of the horizontal gradients of the magnetic field. One possible explanation of the
results is that the magnetic-field component along the filament axis is associated with the vortical structure
of horizontal flows in the supergranulation cells. c© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Quiescent solar filaments lie over polarity-inversion
lines (PILs) of the large-scale magnetic field. Studies
of the structure of filaments and the surrounding
regions in Hα (see [1–3] and many other papers)
suggest that the magnetic skeleton of a quiescent
filament forms a system of arches hooked together,
with their ends protruding from the body of the
filament and going down into the photosphere (the
so-called “feet”). These are clearly visible in large
filaments. The feet issue from most filaments to the
right in the northern hemisphere and to the left in
the southern hemisphere, irrespective of the side from
which the filament is viewed. The first type of fila-
ments are called dextral and second type sinistral [2].
These two types of filaments are associated with two
directions of the twisting of the filament’s magnetic
field—right-handed and left-handed. The structure of
filaments suggests that their magnetic fields should
have an appreciable axial component. The structure
of the chromosphere indicates that the magnetic field
in the immediate vicinity of a filament is directed
along the filament [1]. Direct measurements of the
photospheric magnetic field with moderate spatial
resolution indicate that the transverse component
of the magnetic field near a filament is mainly di-
rected along the filament, irrespective of whether the
filament is quiescent [4, 5] or located in an active
region [6]. The formation and stability of such systems
can be provided by shear motions.
1063-7729/04/4801-0058$26.00 c©
There is a relationship between the position of the
filament and the pattern of the supergranular convec-
tion. Based on his analysis of the distances between
the feet of filaments, Sykora [7] suggested that the feet
are anchored between supergranules, and Plocienia
and Rompolt [8] confirmed this result. These stud-
ies gave no information about whether the filaments
were completely aligned with the boundaries of su-
pergranules or whether they crossed the supergran-
ular cells while being supported in the areas between
them. Grigoryev and Ermakova [4, 5] reconstructed
the supergranular pattern near a quiescent filament
from the line-of-sight velocity field measured with the
vector magnetograph of the Sayan observatory, and
concluded that the filaments are mainly located over
supergranular boundaries.

Investigations of the physical conditions in the
solar atmosphere necessary for the formation of qui-
escent filaments can be considerably aided by studies
of filaments in active regions, since they develop in a
medium with a strong, rapidly varying magnetic field,
making the factors affecting the formation and sta-
bility of filaments more clearly manifest. If an active
region is large, it will be associated with a pair of cells
with positive and negative polarities in maps of the
large-scale magnetic field. The filament formed in an
active region during the “spotted” stage of its devel-
opment can be observed over several solar rotations
at the PIL of the large-scale magnetic field after the
disappearance of the spots.
2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Maksimov and Ermakova [9, 10] showed that a
filament can originate and remain stable in an ac-
tive region if the PIL is sufficiently long and has a
simple shape, and if the magnitudes of the horizontal
magnetic-field gradients transverse to the boundary
lie within a certain range (Wang and Li [6] came to a
similar conclusion). These conditions are satisfied for
the PIL separating the leading and following parts of
an active region only in the decay stage of the active
region. Isolated filamentary fragments can first appear
at segments of the PIL where the above conditions
are already satisfied, with a full filament forming as
the bipolar active region ages. As the active region
decays, the mean magnetic-flux density decreases
and the PIL straightens. The evolution of the dis-
tribution of the line-of-sight magnetic field that is
not associated with spots in a bipolar active region
can be described analytically over a fairly long period,
using some evolutionary parameter that depends on
the horizontal gradient of the line-of-sight field aver-
aged over the active region [11]. Therefore, there is a
threshold value for the development phase of a bipo-
lar active region, starting from which the horizontal
gradients of the line-of-sight magnetic field near the
PIL lie within the range favorable for the formation of
a filament.
Grigoryev and Ermakova [12] found that a filament

in an active region appears after the total spot area
has been reduced by about 40%. As the active region
evolves, not only the ratio of the magnetic fields of
different polarities but also the spatial distribution of
the magnetic-field concentration changes. Annular
structures delineating the supergranular convection
cells are visible in magnetograms of the line-of-sight
field in old active regions. Based on their analysis of
the line-of-sight velocity field, Grigoryev and Seliv-
anov [13] demonstrated that the supergranular con-
vection is preserved during the formation of a bipolar
active region. As a rule, the PIL has a complex shape
at this stage, and should intersect supergranules. It
is possible that the PIL becomes aligned with the
boundaries of convection cells during the decay of the
active region and the simplification of the magnetic-
field configuration, and that this is one of the neces-
sary conditions for the formation of filaments.
Here, we continue our studies of the development

of filaments in bipolar active regions, paying partic-
ular attention to elucidating the relationship between
this process and the pattern of supergranular convec-
tion.

2. OBSERVATIONAL MATERIAL
AND THE OBJECT OF OUR STUDIES

The observational material used consists of SOHO
MDI and Kitt Peak magnetograms in FITS format
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
and Hα filtergrams from various observatories in GIF
format. We considered the active region NOAA 8525,
which appeared from beyond the limb on April
29, 1999. According to Solar Geophysical Data,
the group reached its maximum area (more than
300 mph) on May 2 or 3; its extent was about 20◦

and its magnetic configuration bipolar. The group
consisted of a large leading spot of positive polarity
and small spots of both polarities. Subsequently, the
area of the group decreases, with the size of the
leading spot varying only slightly. During the next
rotation, a small spot of positive polarity was situated
in the location of the active region, and had decayed
by June 6.

This active region had a heliographic position con-
venient for investigations of the supergranular struc-
ture and magnetic field on May 4–6, when its center
was in the longitudinal interval E15–W13 at a lat-
itude of N20. We used full-disk Kitt Peak magne-
tograms for May 4–7 taken once a day and SOHO
MDI magnetograms for May 4, 5, and 7 taken at
96-min intervals (the data for May 6 on the website
are erroneous). The Kitt Peak magnetograms have
a spatial resolution of 1′′ and a sensitivity of 5 G;
55 minutes were required to obtain each magne-
togram. The spatial resolution of the MDI magne-
tograms was about 2′′, and their sensitivity 30 G.
Daily Big Bear Solar Observatory Hα images avail-
able on the website and the Kitt Peak magnetograms
were obtained at similar times. We estimate that the
quality of the best filtergrams enables location of the
ends of filaments to within 3–6′′. We considered only
filaments lying on the PIL separating the leading
and following portions of the active region. The high
sensitivity of the Kitt Peak spectromagnetographs
ensured high accuracy for the location of the PIL.
The boundaries of supergranules were identified in the
MDI magnetograms as concentrations of the line-
of-sight field in the photosphere. We used the IDL
software package to rotate the magnetic images of
the Sun to the position of the central meridian in
order to directly superpose the images and eliminate
the effect of foreshortening. Further, we cut out a
400′′ × 320′′ area that included the entire active re-
gion and its neighborhood. The resulting magne-
tograms were viewed in a slide-show regime. The
supergranules are not always clearly defined in the
magnetograms; however, the entire time sequence
of magnetograms makes it possible to delineate the
supergranules fairly confidently, since their lifetimes
are substantially longer than the interval between
successive MDI magnetograms, and the magnetic
fields move along the supergranular boundaries in the
course of the evolution.
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Fig. 1.Hα filtergrams.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows fragments of Hα filtergrams that

include the active region NOAA 8525, while Fig. 2
presents Kitt Peakmagnetograms of the line-of-sight
field. The filtergrams were obtained with various in-
struments, making the series appear nonuniform. We
consider only filaments located within the active re-
gion. These could be observed without difficulty from
May 3 to 9; later, they were close to the limb and
difficult to identify. The total extent of the filaments
was no less than half that of the PIL, and the lengths
of the filaments varied. The PIL separating the leading
and following parts of the active region was wavy until
May 6, and two filaments that formed near two par-
allel segments of the PIL deviated substantially from
the meridional direction. Later, the PIL was straight
and formed a small angle with themeridian. OnMay 6
at 03:31 UT, a single filament stretched over the entire
active region, but subsequently fragmented. Thus, a
filamentary channel crossing the entire active region
had formed by May 6. By that time, the total spot
area in the group was reduced by at least 45%, in
agreement with the previously obtained result of [12].
The supergranule contours are superposed on
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 2. Kitt Peak maps of the line-of-sight magnetic field with contours of 20 and 180 G. Filaments located using the Big Bear
filtergrams and the contours of the umbra and penumbra of the leading spot are shown in black. The polarity-inversion lines
(light solid), supergranule contours (dashed), and contours corresponding to the annular convection cell (“moat”) around the
leading spot (heavy solid) are shown in white. For other notation, see text.
maps of the line-of-sight magnetic field in Fig. 2. We
can see that the filaments in the active region lie near
supergranular boundaries and end at places where
they join. The lengths of the filaments are initially
one to two supergranular diameters and reach three
diameters at later times. The available series of MDI
magnetograms enables us to analyze the behavior of
the supergranular pattern onMay 4–5, when the PIL
was straightening at the center of the active region.
Figure 3 shows fragments of the magnetograms of

the central part of the active region. We can see that
three supergranules formed during this period—two
with the field of the following polarity and one with the
field of the leading polarity. These are labeled 1–3 in
order of their appearance. New supergranules formed
at the places where the old ones joined in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the filament, which remained at its po-
sition near the supergranular boundary. Supergran-
ule 2 originated in a high-density magnetic field of the
leading polarity, and the pattern of field variations was
more pronounced in this case. The first signatures
appeared on May 4 at 22:24 UT, as a concavity of
both of the magnetic-field contours, and a significant
portion of the contour became well defined within
three hours. Subsequent changes were manifest as
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
an extension of the area free of magnetic field within
the supergranule and the propagation of the leading-
polarity magnetic field along the contour of the su-
pergranule toward the PIL. The diameter increased
simultaneously. The leading-polarity field outlined the
entire supergranular contour within a day. In their
studies of the relationship between the photospheric
velocity field and the magnetic-field distribution over
the solar surface, Simon et al. [14] noted that small
magnetic elements on the quiet Sunmove toward su-
pergranular boundaries, then drift slowly along these
boundaries. Supergranules 1 and 3 originated in the
area of the following polarity. According to Fig. 3,
the following-polarity magnetic field also drifts along
the southern boundary of supergranule 3 toward the
PIL. We suppose that the same was true for super-
granule 1 at magnetic-field levels below 30 G. Thus,
the formation of supergranules near the PIL results
in the “convergence” of magnetic fields of opposite
polarities, which, according to [15], is a necessary
condition for the formation of a filament.
At the same time, the straightening of the PIL

is associated with a weakening of the line-of-sight
magnetic field and a decrease in the horizontal gra-
dients of the field (Figs. 2, 3). This is due to numer-
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notation is the same as in Fig. 2.
ous magnetic-field “cancellation” events. The figures
show the presence of field cancellation on May 4 and
5 along the entire PIL, with the cancellation being
especially violent near the northern filament, where
the magnetic-flux density was higher. One such case
is illustrated in Fig. 4; this took place on May 4 to
the north of the western part of the northern filament
(this region in the active region is shown by an arrow
in Fig. 2). The negative pole that underwent cancel-
lation was local, while the opposite pole could not be
identified with certainty, except near 16:00 UT; this is
typical of cancellation events in the center of an active
region [16]. Otherwise, the pattern was quite regular
and included a convergence of the poles, increases
in the magnetic-field gradient at the site where they
came into contact, and the gradual disappearance
of the negative pole. The center of supergranule 2
was observed at this location on the following day.
North of this filament, cancellation events were ob-
served during the intervals 01:36–12:48 and 17:36–
22:24 UT. On May 5, this region corresponded to the
center of the new supergranule 3. After the formation
of new supergranules, cancellation events occurred
when opposite poles moving along the supergranular
boundaries toward the PIL collided. Both the very ex-
istence of filaments and their instability are associated
with cancellation [16, 17]. They may also play a role in
generating the helical structure of the magnetic fields
of filaments.

The changes in the convection pattern near the
leading spot associated with the evolution of the ac-
tive region are of interest (Fig. 2). During the initial
period, on May 4 and 5, a “moat” with an angular
extent of about 270◦ can be seen around the leading
spot in the line-of-sight magnetograms. This is a
region of reduced line-of-sight field crossed by small
magnetic elements of both polarities moving from the
spot toward the surrounding fields [18, 19]. This fea-
ture is an annular convection cell that forms around
a well-developed spot and transfers excess heat out-
ward from the base of the spot, thereby stabilizing
it [20, 21]. The moat around the leading spot broke
down gradually over the next two days; on May 7,
the arc of the moat was about 60◦. The supergranular
convection in the immediate vicinity of the spot was
simultaneously reestablished (Fig. 2). No substantial
changes in the shape and area of the leading spot
occurred during that period. Moats are primarily as-
sociated with decaying spots; however, many reports
of moats around growing spots can also be found in
the literature. The formation of a moat at the end of
the growth stage of main spots whose area exceeded
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 4.MDI magnetograms (contours of 30 and 150 G are shown) for May 4 illustrating the cancellation of magnetic flux.
that of a supergranule is described in [13, 22]. It is
likely that the development of a large spot ends with
the formation of such a cell. In the case considered
here, the moat was first observed on May 3, near
the maximum development of the active region. This
suggests that the formation and decay of a moat not
only determine a spot state, but also characterize the
intensity and state of the entire flux tube forming
the active region; i.e., they represent a characteristic
phase in the growth of the active region.
Thus, in the decay stage of a bipolar active region,

magnetic flux is lost due to cancellation in the central
part of the region at the line where the magnetic fields
of opposite polarities come into contact; simultane-
ously, motions in the newly forming supergranules re-
sult in a spatial redistribution of the flux. These factors
straighten the PIL and reduce the horizontal gradi-
ents of the magnetic field. An extended filamentary
channel forms near the PIL. The developing filaments
are aligned with supergranular boundaries.
A number of observational conditions required for

the formation and existence of a filament are known.
We emphasize here three of these that are directly
related to the structure of the magnetic field in the
filament.
(1) Filaments are located along the line separating

different magnetic polarities.
(2) A magnetic-field component associated with

filaments and aligned with the PIL is present; this
is indicated by the structure of the fibrils in chromo-
spheric rosettes near filaments and filamentary chan-
nels [2], as well as by direct measurements of the
photospheric magnetic fields [4–6].
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
(3) The supergranular cells near a filament form an
almost regular pattern, with supergranules arranged
along the PIL [4, 5] (this can also be seen from our
results).

To explain these observational facts, we suggest
that the formation of the component of the magnetic
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component of the motions in supergranules.
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field aligned with the PIL is related to the vortical
structure of the horizontal flows in supergranular cells
(Fig. 5). The vortical structure in a supergranule
results from the action of the Coriolis force on the
horizontal divergence of the flow. If supergranules
are arranged along a PIL, the vortical flows from
neighboring supergranules converging to this line
squeeze together the magnetic fields of opposite po-
larities, leading to the disappearance of the vertical
component of the field; the observed magnetic-flux
cancellation events provide evidence for this effect.
This reduces the magnetic-field gradient at the PIL
(so that the necessary condition for the formation
of filaments is satisfied [9]). At the same time, the
magnetic field component aligned with the PIL is
increased, since the vortical component of the flows
in the neighboring supergranules has opposite direc-
tions on either side of the PIL. This ensures the pres-
ence of a filament-aligned component of the field. This
hypothesis is supported not only by our results con-
cerning the structure of supergranular cells, but also
by a theoretical consideration of cellular convection in
a rotating fluid [23]. The first evidence for the rotation
of cells was presented by Kubičela [24]. Usingmodern
techniques, Duvall and Gizon [25] recently confirmed
the effect of the Coriolis force on supergranular flows.
They estimated the quantity curl/div and found that
it varies with latitude from 0 at the equator to ±0.07
at latitudes of±60◦. In addition, studies of motions in
supergranules based on the advection of mesogran-
ules [26] yield horizontal velocities of 500–1000 m/s,
which provides an energetically more convincing ar-
gument for the possibility that the flows affect the
magnetic field, compared to the velocities of 350–
500 m/s determined earlier.
Our hypothesis requires further development.

However, it can also provide a natural explanation for
certain additional features, such as the disappearance
of magnetic knots at the polarity-inversion line, the
lack of filaments in the equatorial zone, and the
presence of intense filaments at high latitudes.
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Abstract—The properties of the cyclotron-maser radiation generated by anisotropic distributions of
fast electrons with power-law momentum distributions are studied. The momentum and pitch-angle
distributions of the electrons are chosen with regard to available observational constraints. The results
obtained for these model distributions are compared with those in the literature for other distributions.
The dependence of the properties of the cyclotron instability on the parameters of the distribution of fast
electrons is analyzed. These properties are in good quantitative agreement with observational data on
millisecond solar radio spikes. c© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that, under certain conditions,
anisotropic distributions of particles in a plasma are
unstable to the generation of plasma or electromag-
netic modes. The idea that the cyclotron instability
(i.e., the direct amplification of electromagnetic waves
near the gyrofrequency and its harmonics) might
arise in magnetoactive plasmas was proposed long
ago [1–3], though comprehension of the importance
of this mechanism under cosmic conditions came
much later, following the critical work of Wu and Lee
[4], which demonstrated the fundamental importance
of relativistic effects in calculations of cyclotron-
instability growth rates. It was also found that
the properties of cyclotron-maser radiation depend
strongly on the details of the distribution function for
the suprathermal electrons, as well as the ratio of the
plasma frequency to the gyrofrequency in the source.
The cyclotron-maser mechanism was first suc-

cessfully applied to explain the kilometer radio emis-
sion from the polar regions of the Earth’s magne-
tosphere (so-called auroral kilometer radiation). In
this case, the success of the theory [5] was provided
by the ability to use realistic values for the magnetic
field, plasma density, and distribution function of fast
suprathermal particles obtained from direct space-
craft measurements.
At the same time, the cyclotron instability has

come to be considered a probable mechanism for the
formation of the superfine (millisecond) structure of
the radio emission of solar flares [6, 7]. The cyclotron-
maser mechanism was developed primarily in con-
nection with millisecond solar radio spikes [8–17],
though it was also invoked to explain the millisecond
quasi-periodic pulsations of the radio emission [18]
1063-7729/04/4801-0065$26.00 c©
and the superfine temporal structure of the decameter
solar radio emission [19]. The recent analysis [20]
rigorously demonstrated that the millisecond radio
pulsations are generated by a plasma mechanism;
thus, the radio spikes probably represent the only type
of decimeter solar radio emission that appears to be
associated with cyclotron instability.
Much indirect evidence in favor of the cyclotron-

maser mechanism for the generation of solar radio
spikes has been accumulated. In particular, in the
recent review [21], the observed characteristics of ra-
dio spikes (spectral, temporal, spatial, etc.) are com-
pared in detail with the predictions of various models
considered in the literature. The entire collection of
observational data can be satisfactorily explained by
a model with cyclotron-maser radiation generated by
fast electrons with a power-law momentum distribu-
tion and loss-cone anisotropy. The source of a clus-
ter of spikes is a magnetic loop containing more or
less pronounced magnetic-field inhomogeneities that
form local traps, each of which can be a spike source.
This model is able to explain many detailed prop-

erties of radio spikes. In particular, the quasi-linear
saturation of cyclotron-maser radiation [22] can nat-
urally reproduce the observed time profiles of spikes
[23, 24], which consist of a Gaussian phase of growth
of the radiation and a subsequent exponential decay.
It was later shown that spatial nonuniformity of the
spike source (a local trap) can result in splitting of
the radiation line profile [25]. In this case, the ratio
of the frequencies of the spectral components of the
produced doublet is determined by the relative inho-
mogeneity of the magnetic field δB/B in the local
trap. Since the value of δB/B changes (from event
to event) continuously, the broad distribution of the
2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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harmonic ratios of radio spikes [26] from 1.06 to 1.5
becomes understandable.
Themost direct evidence that radio spikes are pro-

duced by the cyclotron-maser mechanism was ob-
tained recently in a study of correlations between the
properties of spike clusters and the accompanying gy-
rosynchrotron (microwave) continuum emission [27].
It turned out that the ratio of the gyrofrequency to the
plasma frequency ωBe/ωpe is systematically higher in
microwave sources accompanying spikes (we will call
the corresponding radio bursts spike events) than in
all remaining microwave bursts; this is a condition
favorable for the realization of the cyclotron-maser
mechanism.
The optically thin gyrosynchrotron radiation in a

spike event demonstrates an anomalously high de-
gree of polarization (∼90% in the quasi-longitudinal
case and ∼50% in the quasi-transverse case). Ac-
cording to the calculations of [28], this provides ev-
idence for anisotropy of the distribution of trapped
electrons, such as a loss cone, and rules out beam-
like distributions, for which the degree of polariza-
tion is considerably lower. The properties of spike
events depend substantially on the angle at which
the gyrosynchrotron source is viewed with respect to
the magnetic field. In the quasi-transverse case, the
spectra of the optically thin gyrosynchrotron radiation
are harder than for all other microwave bursts. The
harder the microwave spectrum, the more intense the
average radiation flux of the radio spikes. This means
that radio spikes are generated more efficiently the
harder the spectrum of fast electrons captured in the
trap. This conclusion is consistent with the results
obtained in studies of the correlations between radio
spikes and the hard x-ray radiation of flares [29].
However, in the quasi-longitudinal case, the sit-

uation is fundamentally different. First of all, the op-
tically thin gyrosynchrotron spectra are much softer
than the average spectra for all microwave bursts.
Moreover, the softer this spectrum, the more intense
the spike radiation. This behavior can be readily ex-
plained if we allow for pitch-angle anisotropy of the
radiating fast electrons. Indeed, Fleishman and Mel-
nikov [28] recently showed that, in the case of cone
anisotropy of the fast electrons captured in a trap, a
much softer gyrosynchrotron spectrum is radiated in
quasi-longitudinal directions than in the transverse
direction.

Therefore, radio spikes are generated more effi-
ciently in the presence of stronger cone anisotropy of
the trapped electrons and a harder energy spectrum. It
is well known [21] that the same conditions (together
with relatively low values of Y = ωpe/ωBe in spike
events) are necessary and sufficient conditions for
the efficient operation of the cyclotron-maser mecha-
nism. However, the properties of the cyclotron-maser
radiation generated by fast electrons with power-law
energy distribution have been considered in only a few
papers [14, 30, 31] and remain poorly studied. A fairly
rarefied plasma (Y ≤ 0.9) was considered in [14, 30],
with the angular part of the fast-electron distribution
function being modeled by a Gaussian dependence
over the entire range of polar angles:

f(µ) ∝ exp(−µ2/µ2
0), (1)

where µ = cos θ and θ is the pitch angle of the elec-
trons.

The choice of this angular distribution was de-
termined solely by its simplicity and convenience. A
power-law electron-energy distribution and idealized
angular distribution with a loss cone were considered
in [31]:
f2(µ) ∝




1, µ < cos θc

cos(θc −∆θc)− µ

cos(θc −∆θc)− cos θc
, cos θc < µ < cos(θc −∆θc)

0, µ > cos(θc −∆θc),

(2)
i.e., the angular function is constant at large angles,
zero at small angles, and displays a rapid linear decay
near the critical angle. Accordingly, the derivative of
this function is nonzero (and constant) in a narrow
interval of angles near the critical angle and is zero
outside this interval. The values of Y were varied up
to 1.5. The question of the observability of generated
eigenmodes was analyzed in [31], but the dependence
of the results on the parameters of the electron distri-
bution function was not discussed.
Using the above simple distribution functions in

the model calculations seemed quite justified at the
time, since observational data on the properties of the
angular distributions of the electrons accelerated in
flares were lacking. However, the situation has rad-
ically changed. The analysis of the spectral evolution
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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ofmicrowave radiation carried out in [32, 33] suggests
anisotropy of the injection of fast electrons into the
trap. The presence of a radio brightness peak at the
loop top at high frequencies (17 and 34 GHz) rep-
resents clear evidence for an anisotropic (loss-cone)
distribution of the accelerated electrons captured in
the trap [34].
Recent detailed calculations of gyrosynchrotron

radiation by fast electrons with an anisotropic pitch-
angle distribution [28] enable us to proceed to a quan-
titative analysis of the angular distributions of the
particles realized in solar flares. In particular, the elec-
tron pitch-angle distributions in a spike event must
satisfy a number of criteria (following from obser-
vations). They must provide the cyclotron instability
over the entire range covered by the energy spectra
of fast electrons observed in a spike event (derived
from data on hard x-ray and/or microwave radiation).
Moreover, the efficiency of the cyclotron-maser radi-
ation must decrease as the electron-energy spectral
index increases (i.e., for softer distributions).
Thus, there is no doubt that the analysis of

cyclotron-maser radiation generated by trapped fast
electrons withmaximally “realistic” distribution func-
tions based on observations is a topical problem.
Though cyclotron-maser radiation has been stud-

ied in detail in the literature, many of the results
obtained are model dependent and have a restricted
range of application. The extrapolation of such results
beyond their range of applicability can lead to serious
errors (and in any case should be carried out with
caution). For instance, Melrose and Dulk [35] made
many simplifying assumptions when obtaining their
estimates of cyclotron-maser radiation: they assumed
semirelativistic expansions, replaced Bessel functions
by their asymptotic expansions for small arguments,
etc. As a result, their maximum amplification takes
place in a narrow interval of angles relative to the
magnetic field, 70–84◦. However, the subsequent pa-
pers [9, 13, 14, 18, 30] showed that amplification can
take place in any direction with respect to the exter-
nal magnetic field (from quasi-transverse to quasi-
longitudinal), though the amplification of waves prop-
agating along the external magnetic field is, indeed,
usually less efficient.
Further, a kinematic estimate was presented for

the spectral bandwidth of the amplification, ∆ω/ω ∼
(v/c)2, where v is the characteristic velocity of the fast
electrons. In fact, this estimate may have nothing to
do with the real bandwidths of cyclotron-maser radi-
ation. The reason is that the change of the sign of the
absorption coefficient within some interval of frequen-
cies and angles (i.e., the appearance of amplification)
requires the fulfillment of a number of fairly severe
constraints. Therefore, as a rule, amplification arises
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
in a rather restricted range of frequencies, so that
∆ω/ω � (v/c)2; i.e., even relativistic electrons yield
quite narrow emission lines. This has been clearly
shown, for example, in [31]: a very broad energy distri-
bution (10 keV–1 MeV) produces extremely narrow
cyclotron-maser spectral lines (with a relative width
on the order of 1%).
We emphasize that, in general, assuming semirel-

ativistic expansions [4] in a quantitative analysis of
the cyclotron-maser radiation of solar flares is not
correct and can result in serious errors; to avoid these,
the exact relativistic relationships must be used.
Finally, let us turn our attention to the char-

acteristic features of the quasi-linear saturation of
cyclotron-maser radiation. Beginning with the early
papers [8, 9], the idea arose that only the dominating
mode (i.e., with the greatest growth rate) can be ap-
preciably amplified, its back action on the distribution
of fast electrons will cause their isotropization, and
“slower” modes are virtually unamplified. These con-
cepts are based on one-dimensional analyses of the
relaxation of unstable distributions of fast electrons
in a plasma, when the quasi-linear approximation
results in a plateau in the (one-dimensional) particle
distribution function. The generation of cyclotron-
maser radiation by a conical distribution of electrons
is a fundamentally two-dimensional problem. It is
well known in plasma physics [36] that, in this case,
quasi-linear relaxation proceeds in a substantially
different manner than in the one-dimensional case. In
particular, relaxation in a faster mode does not pro-
vide full stabilization of an initially unstable particle
distribution, and thus does not result in saturation of
the radiation of waves with smaller growth rates. This
general conclusion is confirmed by detailed numerical
studies of the saturation of cyclotron-maser radiation
under the conditions of solar flares [22].
Since the fastest growing waves are often extraor-

dinary or ordinary waves near the first (fundamental)
harmonic of the gyrofrequency and, as a rule, the
absorption of these waves by thermal electrons in the
second gyrofrequency layer is very strong, the concept
of a “dominating mode” has essentially led to the
conclusion that cyclotron-maser radiation cannot be
observed on the Earth, even if it is, in fact, generated
in a radio source (because this radiation would be
completely absorbed in the gyrofrequency layers). In
reality, modes without the very highest growth rates
can also be amplified considerably. Thus, their growth
rates should nevertheless be fairly high to provide
appreciable amplification of waves on scales on the
order of or less than the source size.
In this paper, we pay special attention to our

choice of model momentum and pitch-angle distri-
bution functions for the fast electrons taking into ac-
count available observational constraints (Section 2).
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In the third section, we study the dependences of the
spatial growth rates of the cyclotron instability on the
parameters of this distribution. In the fourth section,
we discuss these results.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

We consider here the dependence of the spatial
growth rates (negative absorption coefficients) of
cyclotron-maser radiation on the plasma parameters
and distribution function of fast electrons. As is
known [37], the exact relativistic formula for the
gyrosynchrotron absorption coefficient is

κσ(ω, ϑ) (3)

= −
π2ω2

pe

ω|η|vσN(1 + K2
σ + Γ2

σ)
(
n2

σ
∂(ωnσ)

∂ω

)

×
∞∑

n=1

∫
p2

γeβ
dp(1− µ2)

×
[
−Γσ

√
1− η2 + Kσ(η − βµnσ)

nσβ
√

(1− µ2)(1− η2)
Jn(z)

+ J ′
n(z)

]2 [
p
∂

∂p
− (µ− nσβη)

∂

∂µ

]
f(p)|µ=µ∗ ,

where µ = cos θ is the cosine of the pitch angle of the
electrons,

µ∗ =
γeω − nωBe

γeβnσηω
, |µ∗| ≤ 1, (4)

η = cos ϑ is the cosine of the radiation angle, vσ

and nσ are the group velocity and refraction index
of the wave σ, ωpe is the electron plasma frequency,
Kσ and Γσ are the components of the polarization
vector of the wave σ, β = v/c is the dimension-
less velocity of the particle, γe = (1− β2)−1/2 is its
Lorentz factor, Jn(z) and J ′

n(z) are the corresponding
Bessel function and its first derivative with respect to
z = (ω/ωBe)γenσβ

√
(1− µ2)(1− η2), and N is the

number density of thermal electrons in the plasma.
The relationships for the index of refraction and the

polarization vectors are well known, and are given, for
example, in the Appendix to [28]. The value and sign
of the absorption coefficient are determined by the
fast-electron distribution function, f(p), normalized
to the total number of fast electrons:∫

f(p)p2dpdµdϕ = Ne. (5)

We will restrict our consideration to model distribu-
tion functions of the form

f(p) =
Ne

2π
f1(p)f2(µ), (6)
so that∫
f1(p)p2dp = 1,

∫ 1

−1
f2(µ)dµ = 1. (7)

Since the properties of the instability are quite
sensitive to details of the fast-electron distribution
function, the choice of the initial distribution function
requires a detailed discussion.
Let us consider various models for f1(p) and f2(µ)

in the literature and the constraints imposed on them
by available observations.We shall beginwith the dis-
tribution of the momentum modulus (or equivalently
of the velocity or energy). The majority of studies of
cyclotron-maser radiation have used “hot” electron
models (see, e.g., [13]), when the fast electrons obey
a Maxwellian velocity distribution corresponding to
a temperature that is higher than the background
plasma temperature. These models are probably not
consistent with the tight correlation between radio
spikes, on the one hand, and nonthermal hard x-ray
and microwave continuum radiation, on the other
hand, since the latter have extended power-law spec-
tra implying a power-law distribution for the nonther-
mal electrons. Proceeding from this, we consider a
power-law momentum distribution for the particles

f1(p) =
(γ − 3)pγ−3

0

pγ
, p0 < p < pbr (8)

from 10 keV to several MeV. At still higher energies,
we have considered three possibilities: the spectrum
continues with the same index γ, there is a break and
transition to a power-law segment with a higher index
γ1, or there is an exponential decay of the spectrum. In
our calculations, we found no substantial differences
between these three model functions (for the particu-
lar angular distribution chosen for the calculations).
Let us now discuss the angular part of the dis-

tribution function f2(µ). Various distributions have
been considered in the literature: beams [16, 17],
oblique beams [5], and loss cones [13, 14, 31, 38].
Since the degree of polarization of the optically thin
gyrosynchrotron radiation of the microwave contin-
uum bursts accompanying spike clusters (and tightly
correlated with them) is anomalously high [27], the
average pitch-angle distributions of the fast electrons
must have loss cones [28]. Therefore, it is natural to
assume that the angular distributions of the particles
in spike sources are also loss-cone distributions (note
that the estimated sizes of spike sources are from sev-
eral tens to several hundreds of kilometers [39], much
smaller than the size of the gyrosynchrotron burst
source). For example, in the local-trap model [21],
the anisotropy of the electron distribution in the spike
source is formed as a result of amplification of the
“mean” anisotropy by a locally nonuniform magnetic
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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field. On the other hand, there is no observational ev-
idence of the realization of beam-like distributions in
spike sources. Thus, a loss-cone angular distribution
for the fast electrons currently seems to be the most
probable for spike sources.
The available observations enable us to narrow the

class of admissible angular distributions even further.
The angular distribution must [29, 27] (i) provide the
cyclotron instability for all values of the spectral index
5 < γ < 12 in the fast-electron momentum distribu-
tion for which radio spikes are observed and (ii) be
such that the efficiency of the instability in this case
decreases with growth in γ.
Three kinds of functions to model the loss cone

have been considered in the literature. In addition to
the two functions (1) and (2) mentioned above, we
have considered a function that decreases as the N th
power of the sine of the pitch angle (which we will call
a sinN function):

f2(µ) ∝




sinN
(π

2
θ

θc

)
, 0 < θ < θc

1, θc < θ < π − θc

sinN

[
π(θ − π)

2θc

]
, π − θc < θ < π.

(9)

It is interesting that these functions do not match
the listed set of conditions. For example, the sinN

function (Fig. 1) is a smooth function that is contin-
uous, together with its first derivative. Its derivative is
also large in the angular interval where the function is
already very small (marked with an arrow in Fig. 1).
Moreover, the ratio of these quantities diverges at
small angles. Therefore, the positive contribution to
the gain coefficient (3) due to the derivative with
respect to the angle turns out to be much greater
than the negative contribution due to the derivative
with respect to the modulus of the momentum. As a
result, the growth rates for the amplification of waves
demonstrate a very weak dependence on the hardness
of the fast-electron spectrum. The same (with the
caveat that the derivative is not a continuous func-
tion) is true for the idealized loss cone [31].
In contrast, the Gaussian distribution [14, 30]

readily provides a decreasing efficiency of the cyclo-
tron-maser radiation with increasing γ. However, its
angular derivatives are very small (Fig. 1), and do not
result in instability at γ � 8 [14, 30]. In addition, the
instability can be strongly suppressed for extended (to
p/mc > 1) power-law electron-momentum distribu-
tions [14, 30].
It is obvious that we will obtain an appreciable

spectral-index dependence in the electron-momen-
tum distribution if the derivatives of the distribution
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
functions for the momentum modulus and the cosine
of the pitch angle are comparable.
Accordingly, we consider here a new trial function

that is constant outside the loss cone and exponen-
tially decreases inside it (Fig. 1):

f2(µ) ∝




exp
(
−µ− cos θc

∆µ

)
, µ > cos θc

1, − cos θc < µ < cos θc

exp
(
µ + cos θc

∆µ

)
, µ < − cos θc,

(10)

where θc is the loss-cone angle and ∆µ describes

the rate of decrease of the distribution function in the
loss cone. Advantages of this distribution function
include the constant ratio of the angular derivative
to the function itself. Accordingly, no artifact regions
with anomalously high angular gradients arise, which
enables us to study the properties of the instability in
the weakly above-threshold regime.
The momentum-modulus distribution function is

chosen to be

f1(p) (11)

∝




(γ − 3)pγ−3
0

pγ
, p0 < p < pbr

(γ − 3)pγ−3
0

pγ
br

exp
(
−γ p− pbr

pbr

)
, p > pbr.

The computation of the normalization of the distri-
bution function f1(p) approximately assumes an ex-
tended decreasing spectrum with γ > 3. As we have
already pointed out above, the form of this function
when p > pbr only weakly affects the results of the
calculations for the angular distribution (10), though
this effect is present and quite important in the case of
the Gaussian angular distribution (1) [14, 30].

We calculated dimensionless spatial gain coeffi-
cients (i.e., the familiar absorption coefficients taken
with the opposite sign). The dimensionless quantities
(given in the graphs) can be translated to dimen-
sioned quantities using the formula

κσ(ω, ϑ) =
πωBe

2c
Ne

N
κnum

σ (ω, ϑ). (12)

Each value of κσ(ω, ϑ), defined by (3), was cal-
culated using the integration method of Gauss and
summing a series over the necessary number of har-
monics. We used the exact (built-in) Bessel func-
tions, and found their derivative by means of recur-
rence relationships. We then determined for each set
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Fig. 1.Various models describing the momentum (left) and angular (right) distribution functions of the fast electrons. A single
power law (dotted), double power law (dashed), and power law with exponential cutoff (solid) are shown for the momentum
distributions. A Gaussian (dotted), sinN function (dashed), and exponential decay in the loss cone (solid) are shown for the
angular distributions. The upper panels show the functions, the middle panels their derivatives, and the lower panels the ratios
of the derivatives and original functions.
of input parameters the maximum spatial growth rate

(as a function of frequency and radiation angle); its

dependences on various parameters of the problem

are shown in the graphs.
3. PROPERTIES OF THE CYCLOTRON
INSTABILITY

The hierarchy of the dominating modes as a func-
tion of the plasma parameter Y has been considered
in a number of previous studies. Figure 2 presents
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 2. The hierarchy of dominating modes according to (a) [9], (b) [10], (c) [13], (d, e) [31].
the fast-electron distribution functions from several
of these. Note that the mode hierarchy depends on
both Y and the form of the fast-electron distribution.
Therefore, we will first consider the dependence of the
eigenmode gain factors on the background plasma
density (more precisely, on the parameter Y , the ratio
of the plasma frequency and gyrofrequency) for our
model fast-electron distribution function. In Fig. 3,
Y varies from 0.1 to 2.5 in steps of 0.02; growth
rates were calculated near the three lowest harmonics
of the gyrofrequency. The maximum spatial growth
rates for the ordinary and extraordinary modes are
shown in the upper panels. Themiddle panels indicate
the frequencies (if s ≈ 1, we are dealing with emission
at the first harmonic, if s ≈ 2, with emission at the
second harmonic, etc.).The lower panels present the
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
cosine of the angle at which the corresponding growth
rate peaks. Note that the preferential direction of the
radiation can be from 0◦ to 90◦ as Y is varied for each
mode and at any harmonic [9, 13, 14, 18, 30]. Thus,
the quasi-transverse directions of the radiation are
not selected out or preferred.

The hierarchy of the“dominating” modes (i.e.,
those with the greatest growth rate for a given set of
parameters) for this distribution function is consistent
with data in the literature for other distributions [9,
10, 13, 31]. For small values of Y , <0.25–0.35,
the extraordinary mode near the first harmonic (X1)
dominates; as Y increases, the ordinary mode at
the first harmonic (O1), extraordinary mode at the
second harmonic (X2), ordinary mode at the second
harmonic (O2), and extraordinary mode at the third
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(right plots).
harmonic (X3) become dominating in turn, although
the growth rates of the X3modes for this fast-electron
distribution function are too small to expect appre-
ciable generation in these modes. The exact values
of Y at which the dominating mode changes depend
on the parameters of the fast-electron distribution
function—in particular, the hardness of the electron
spectrum. For example, when γ = 6, the X1 mode
dominates up to Y = 0.35–0.4 (depending on the
loss-cone angle θc) and the O1 mode dominates for
Y < 1. However, when γ = 8, the lower boundary
shifts to 0.26 (Fig. 3). These values are very close to
those obtained in studies of the growth rates produced
by hot (Maxwellian) electrons with a loss cone and
T = 108 K (0.24 and 1) [13]. This agreement is not
accidental: when the fast-electron spectrum is soft
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 4.Maximum growth rates of the extraordinary (X2) and ordinary (O1, O2) waves as functions of the angular gradient∆µ.
The values of Y and θc are given in the figure; the remaining parameters of the electron distribution function are p0/mc = 0.2,
pbr/mc = 3, and γ = 6.
(γ = 8), the growth rates are determined mainly by
the contribution of low-energy electrons, whereas the
role of high-energy electrons increases in the case of
harder spectra (γ = 6).
Analysis of the Y dependence of the gain fac-

tors enables us to draw important conclusions about
which eigenmode (ordinary or extraordinary) gener-
ates the solar spike radiation and at which harmonics.
In such analyses, we must take into account the
pronounced dependence (close to inverse proportion-
ality) of the characteristic duration of the spikes on
the frequency at which they are observed [23].
The extraordinary mode at the first harmonic

demonstrates a very strong Y dependence of the
growth rate, so that it should not make a significant
contribution to the spike generation. It is not ruled
out that the cyclotron-maser radiation generated at
the first harmonic of the gyrofrequency is completely
absorbed in the second gyrofrequency layer.
The growth rates of the extraordinary waves at the

second harmonic and of the ordinary mode at the first
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
and second harmonics demonstrate very smooth Y
dependences, consistent with the observed frequency
dependence of the spike durations.
It was recently found [24] that the spike durations

at 1.42 GHz and especially at 2.695 GHz exceed
the values following from the dependence of [23],
derived from observations at f � 1 GHz. Even larger
deviations from this law have been found at 2.6–
3.8 GHz [40]. This means that either the frequency
dependence of the spike duration is not described by
a single power law, or that the index in this law must
be decreased. Refining this dependence is extremely
important for identifying the mode responsible for the
formation of the radio spikes.
Let us now discuss the dependence of the gain

factors on the parameters of the distribution function.
We initially chose a set of “base” parameters, then
consecutively varied each of them. The base distri-
bution for the momentum modulus is a power law
with index γ = 6 in the interval from p0/mc = 0.2
to pbr/mc = 3, with an exponential decay at higher
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Fig. 5.Maximum growth rates of the extraordinary (X2) and ordinary (O1, O2) waves as functions of the loss-cone angle θc

for various values of γ (shown in the figure). The remaining parameters of the electron distribution function are p0/mc = 0.2,
pbr/mc = 3, and∆µ = 0.1.
momenta. Calculations were carried out for the three
loss-cone angles, θc = π/3, π/4, and π/6, with the
distribution width inside the loss cone chosen to be
∆µ = 0.1. The graphs of the growth rates as func-
tions of p0 are an exception; here∆µ = 0.05 since the
cyclotron instability threshold depends considerably
on p0, and the instability occurs only in a restricted
interval of p0 when∆µ = 0.1.
The growth rates as functions of the parameters

of the fast-electron distribution function are studied
for the two values Y = 1 and 1.3. In the former case,
we consider the extraordinary mode at the second
harmonic and the ordinary mode at the first harmonic,
and, in the latter, the extraordinary and ordinary mode
at the second harmonic.
Figure 4 shows the spatial growth rates of these

waves as functions of∆µ, which describes the angu-
lar gradient of the distribution inside the loss cone.
It is natural that the growth rates increase with in-
creasing angular gradient (decreasing∆µ). Note that
the growth rates decrease sharply at ∆µ ∼ 0.1, and
the instability completely vanishes with further in-
crease in ∆µ; i.e., when the electron distribution is
still strongly anisotropic.
This behavior is due to the threshold character of

the cyclotron instability: the positive contribution of
the angular gradient must exceed the negative con-
tribution of p ∂f/∂p = −γf(p), the derivative with
respect to the momentum modulus.
The dependences of the growth rates on the loss-

cone angle θc (Fig. 5) have broad maxima, and the
cyclotron instability can be realized for virtually any
θc from 20◦ to 80◦, though the interval 30–60◦ is
preferred.
It was shown in [14, 30] that, with a Gaussian

pitch-angle distribution for the fast electrons, the
cyclotron instability is suppressed if the momentum-
modulus distribution is fairly extended. Figure 6,
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 6. Maximum growth rates of the extraordinary (X2) and ordinary (O1, O2) waves as functions of the break momentum
pbr/mc for various values of θc (shown in the figure). The remaining parameters of the electron distribution function are
p0/mc = 0.2, γ = 6, and∆µ = 0.1.
which presents the growth rates as functions of the
break momentum pbr at which the exponential cutoff
in the electron distribution begins, shows that there is
no suppression for the specified angular distribution.
This distinction is associated with the smallness
of the angular gradients produced by the Gaussian
pitch-angle distribution compared to the distribution
used in our analysis. Note that there is nevertheless
a dependence of the growth rates on pbr, with its
character differing for different modes. This is due
to the fact that different groups of fast electrons are
responsible for the generation of different eigenmodes.
This is also confirmed by the dependences of the

growth rates on the minimum momentum of the fast
electrons p0 (Fig. 7); namely, for each of the three
modes considered, there is a range of p0 values that
is preferential for its generation: p0/mc = 0.3–0.5 for
the O1 mode, p0/mc = 0.15–0.4 for the O2 mode,
and p0/mc < 0.2 for the X2 mode. The instability of
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
the X2 waves vanishes for higher values of p0/mc
(0.5–0.6 (E0 ∼ 50 keV)) remaining fairly efficient for
lower values.
Figure 8 shows the spatial growth rates as func-

tions of the hardness of the fast-electron spectrum
(the spectral index γ), which are bell-shaped curves.
The position of the maximum and the detailed shape
of the wave vary with the parameters of the pitch-
angle distribution. The decrease in the growth rates
for harder spectra (small γ) is due to the destruc-
tive contribution of the energetic electrons (at high
harmonics), while the decrease for soft spectra (large
γ) is due to the increase (in absolute value) of the
derivative with respect to the momentum modulus
(p∂f/∂p = −γf(p)). As a result of the interplay of
these two factors, there arises an optimum (for a
given angular distribution) value of the hardness of
the electron spectrum that provides the most efficient
amplification of the waves. The greatest amplification
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usually occurs at γ = 5–7, thoughwave amplification
can take place at least to γ ≈ 12 (for admissible val-
ues of the angular gradient). It stands to reason that
the stronger the angle gradients (the smaller∆µ) are,
the larger are the values of γ for which the cyclotron
instability is possible.

4. DISCUSSION
We can ask ourselves whether the relationships

obtained for the growth rates of the cyclotron-maser
radiation are in agreement with the observational data
on decimeter solar radio spikes. Before discussing
this question, we note the following. According to
the estimates of [39], the characteristic source sizes
of individual spikes do not exceed 200 km, approx-
imately two orders of magnitude smaller than the
sizes of typical magnetic traps in the solar corona
(and, accordingly, of the sources of microwave con-
tinuum bursts). However, the very tight correlation
between the average fluxes of radio spikes and the
gyrosynchrotron continuum radiation suggests that
their sources are not independent, and that these two
kinds of radiation are generated by the same distribu-
tions of fast electrons.

In particular, the pitch-angle distribution of the
electrons generating the gyrosynchrotron continuum
must be anisotropic, but stable to the generation of
transverse waves in a large fraction of the magnetic
trap’s volume. If the distribution were unstable ev-
erywhere, this would result in very powerful radiation
covering a continuum of frequencies (tracking the
regular change of the magnetic field in the loop).
Instead, clusters of spikes—isolated emission peaks
in the frequency–time plane—are observed. This can
occur if the angular part of the fast-electron distri-
bution function in the trap fluctuates (i.e., there is
some scatter of the ∆µ values, in the framework of
the model pitch-angle distribution (10)). It stands to
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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reason that the loss-cone angle θc changes (depend-
ing on the position in the trap) due to the regularly
nonuniform magnetic field and its fluctuations.
It is easy to see that the dependences in Fig. 4

allow such a model. The presence of sharp cutoffs in
the growth rates at ∆µ = 0.10− 0.12 demonstrates
that a strongly anisotropic but stable fast-electron
distribution (with ∆µ > 0.12) can exist in the trap.
However, if a slightly greater anisotropy (∆µ � 0.10)
is realized in some part of the trap, efficient cyclotron-
maser radiation arises. It is natural that the stronger
the “mean” anisotropy of the pitch-angle distribu-
tion in the trap (i.e., the closer to the corresponding
threshold) is, the greater is the number of locations
in the trap at which the instability conditions will be
fulfilled. Therefore, there will be more spikes and their
radio flux will increase, as observed [27].
Figure 8 demonstrates that, for a given value of the

angle gradient ∆µ (and changing values of θc), the
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
efficiency of the cyclotron-maser radiation decreases
for softer electron spectra when γ > 5. This behavior
is confirmed by observations: the gyrosynchrotron
radiation observed in the quasi-transverse direction
is accompanied by the strongest spike emission when
the hardness of the optically thin spectrum is highest
(in this case, the spectral index of the gyrosynchrotron
radiation varies from 1–1.5 to 4). This is also con-
sistent with the correlation between radio spikes and
hard x-ray radiation [29].

Let us now ask whether we can draw any con-
clusions about the electromagnetic mode and the
number of harmonics providing the majority of the
observed radio spikes. Analysis of the observational
data [41, 27] testifies to the extraordinary polarization
of the spikes. However, the very strong Y dependence
of the growth rates of the extraordinary waves on the
first harmonic of the gyrofrequency (Fig. 3) is incon-
sistent with the observed frequency dependence of the
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spike durations [23, 24]. Therefore, the radio spikes
can only be due to the emission of extraordinary waves
at the second harmonic.
It is important that the efficiency of the generation

of X2 waves drops sharply when Y > 1.4. This means
that the frequency (2ωBe) at which the decimeter
radio spikes are generated is at least 30% higher than
the plasma frequency (ωpe) in the source and, accord-
ingly, than the frequency of any radiation arising near
the plasma frequency.
Note that the amplification factor for the O1 and

O2 waves can be of the same order as for the X2
waves. Therefore, at favorable values of Y , ordinary-
wave cyclotron radiation should be observed at the
second harmonic (and also at the first, if this is not
precluded by absorption in the second gyrofrequency
layer). The maser radiation of the O2 mode differs
from that of the X2 mode (apart from, obviously, its
opposite polarization) in the proximity of the radi-
ated frequency to the local plasma frequency (within
30%); for example, for Y = 1.8, we have 2ωBe =
1.1ωpe. Proceeding from this, we can suppose that the
ordinary-wave maser radiation results, in particular,
in the generation of the meter-wavelength spikes ob-
served near the high-frequency edges of many type III
bursts.
The above analysis suggests that appropriate

choice of the energy and angular distribution func-
tions of the fast electrons (captured in the mag-
netic trap) provides properties of the cyclotron-
maser radiation that agree well with observations
of the coherent radiation of solar radio spikes. The
(averaged) distribution of the electrons in the trap
can be stable to the generation of transverse waves
and at the same time be strongly anisotropic, as is
observed in spike events [27]. In this case, a very small
increase in the anisotropy is enough for the efficient
development of the cyclotron instability. This fact
enables us to link the generation of radio spikes with
fluctuations of the electron pitch-angle distribution,
and the sources of individual spikes with parts of
the magnetic trap in which the nonuniform magnetic
field results in a stronger-than-average pitch-angle
anisotropy. The closer the “mean” anisotropy is to the
threshold, the greater is the number of locations (due
to fluctuations) at which the instability conditions will
be fulfilled, and the more spikes per unit time will
be emitted. A similar dependence on the hardness of
the energy spectrum arises: the harder the spectrum
(under the condition, however, that γ > 5), the lower
the cyclotron instability threshold; therefore, hard
spectra are preferential for the generation of spikes.
All these properties are indeed observed in spike
events with a very high degree of confidence [27].
Typical values of the dimensionless growth rates of

the X2 mode (presented in the figures) are
∼ 10−3–10−2. With the adopted normalization, this
corresponds to the dimensioned gain factor

κσ ∼
πωBe

2c
Ne

N
× (10−3–10−2). (13)

For emission at f = 2 GHz (ωBe = 2π × (1 GHz)),
we have for nb/n0 ∼ 3× 10−3:

κσ ∼ 10−6–10−5 cm−1; (14)

i.e., the e-folding length for the amplification of this
emission is on the order of 1–10 km, consistent with
the estimated sizes of spike sources.
Thus, our development of the local-magnetic-trap

model proposed in [21] has led to further quantita-
tive agreement between the observations and the-
ory. Comparing the model with observations, we can
obtain new information about the properties of the
pitch-angle distributions of the fast electrons in mag-
netic traps.
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Abstract—The mixing of metals in the intergalactic gas when a galaxy with a metal-rich envelope moves
through the intergalactic medium is analyzed. Two simple models for the initial distribution of metals
are considered. In the first case, the metals are concentrated in a fairly thin envelope with thickness
∆Rs = 1 kpc, outer radius Rs = 31 kpc, and metallicity Z = 10−3. In the second case, material with
the same metallicity uniformly fills an entire spherical region of radius Rs. After 2.85 Gyr, the metals are
distributed over a fairly extended volume with a typical size of � 200 kpc in the direction of the motion
of the intergalactic gas, with a mean metallicity of � 4.6× 10−4 in metal-enriched regions. However,
the distribution of metals remains extremely nonuniform, so that the main contribution to the overall
metallicity is provided by metal-rich islands Z � 6× 10−4 that occupy only ∼ 10% of the total mixing
volume. Moreover, metal-free regions remain in this volume. c© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, compelling evidence has emer-
ged suggesting that intergalactic medium (IGM)
at high redshifts (z = 2–5.5) has been enriched in
heavy elements [1–4]. The metallicity of this gas Z ∼
10−3Z� is close to that of the oldest Population-II
stars, and depends only slightly on redshift out to z �
5.5 [3], beyond which it shows a tendency to decrease
with increasing z. Interestingly, metals are observed
in clouds of the Lyα forest, which have extremely low
column hydrogen densities, N(HI) � 1014 cm−2, in
agreement with modern concepts about regions of
IGM in cosmic voids with sizes ∼ 1 Mpc. The metal
enrichment of IGM is obviously due to the activity of
massive stars, including explosive processes, such as
supernovae or hypernovae. At the same time, many
details of these processes remain unclear: When (at
what redshifts) did the active enrichment of IGM
begin? Were supernovae and hypernovae capable of
ejecting the enriched matter from galaxies? What
must have been the nature of the accompanying gas-
dynamic processes in order to bring about mixing of
metals on scale lengths of the order of 1 Mpc?

The active star formation in young galaxies that
was responsible for the onset of the metal enrichment
of the intergalactic medium led to reionization of the
IGM. The epoch when this reionization began can be
determined from observations of the Gunn–Peterson
effect—a dip in the continuous spectrum of quasars
to the blue of the resonance emission line due to
extinction in neutral intergalactic gas [5]. Modern
observations of the Gunn–Peterson effect at redshifts
z � 5–6 show that the reionization started in the
1063-7729/04/4801-0009$26.00 c©
region z > 5.8 [6]; there is only one data point at
z = 6.05, where the mean Lyα transparency and the
ionizaton parameter Γ/(αrn) (ratio of the photoion-
ization and recombination rates) decreases abruptly
(by approximately an order of magnitude compared
to the value at z = 5.8). This may mean that IGM
zones begin to overlap at z � 6, while gas is trans-
parent in the Lyα line at lower z, although conclu-
sive results can be obtained only after further obser-
vations of the Gunn–Peterson effect in this range
of redshifts. The first stage of stellar nucleosynthe-
sis apparently took place during the same period.
Observations of damped Lyα systems at redshifts
z < 4.5 show that their metal abundances vary little
with redshift, whereas the metallicity exhibits a well-
defined decrease at z > 4.5, albeit represented by only
two observational data points [6]. In any case, z � 6
appears to be the lower redshift boundary for the onset
of stellar nucleosynthesis and the possibly related
enrichment of the IGM in heavy elements. The upper
boundary—z ∼ 20–30—is less definite, and is cur-
rently determined by theoretical models incorporating
cold dark matter and the vacuum energy (so-called
CDM and ΛCDMmodels).

The enrichment of the IGM in metals and the
subsequent mixing of these metals is a complex gas-
dynamical process, which includes the combined ef-
fect of collective supernovae, the pressure of stellar
radiation on dust particles, tidal interactions between
galaxies, and stripping of metal-enriched gaseous
galactic halos as the galaxies move through the in-
tergalactic medium. There is currently no doubt that
the observed galaxies and their protogalactic progen-
itors are capable of producing the required amount
2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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of heavy elements. Moreover, if the “specific” (i.e.,
per unit mass, including dark mass) stellar activity
of each galaxy is proportional to that of the Milky
Way, the amount of metals ejected by supernovae
outside their parent galaxies (i.e., out to galacto-
centric distances 10–30 kpc) must be comparable
to what we observe in the intergalactic medium [7].
However, the pressure of intergalactic gas, which is
pigm � 0.24Ωbh

2(1 + z)3 K cm−3 after reionization,
prevents the penetration of shock waves from collec-
tive supernovae, so that the maximum filling factor
of such metal-enriched regions does not exceed qv ∼
10−4 [7]. Rather extreme assumptions concerning
the efficiency of stellar activity in low-mass, early-
type galaxies (M � 109 M�, with dark matter being
the main contributor) must be adopted if the metal-
enriched regions around galaxies are to overlap [8].
Blowout of dust particles from their parent galax-
ies by stellar-radiation pressure, with the subsequent
(possibly partial) destruction of these particles in the
intergalactic medium, may be an efficient mechanism
for the enrichment of the IGM in heavy elements [9].
However, a possible limiting factor in this case may be
the magnetic fields of galaxies, which confine charged
dust particles in cyclotron orbits; this remains an
open question (see discussion in [10]).

In all cases, the distribution of metals in the inter-
galactic medium must be extremely nonuniform im-
mediately after the ejection of another portion of heavy
elements from the galaxy. In cases where the ejection
is due to collective supernovae, the metallicity of the
gas in the enriched region is inversely proportional to
the total mass of the galaxy: Z ∝M−1 [11]. There-
fore, the observed nearly uniform heavy-element dis-
tribution (which depends only slightly on redshift)
implies the existence of fairly efficient mixing mech-
anisms, which should also operate on scale lengths of
the order of a megaparsec, corresponding to regions
of low hydrogen column density in the Lyα forest
occupying cosmic voids. Ferrara et al. [7] suggested
that one such mechanism may be multiple tidal in-
teractions, which are capable of redistributing metals
over much greater regions owing to the velocity per-
turbations they produce in the already metal-enriched
limited gas volume around the galaxies. Another pos-
sible efficient mixing mechanism is the stripping of
metal-enriched gas of the galactic halo as the galaxy
moves through the intergalactic medium. Unlike the
tidal mechanism, which operates only episodically,
stripping of halo gas as the galaxy moves through
the IGM is a prolonged process. Moreover, it can
amplify the tidal mechanism, since the associated ex-
tended tidal tails occupy a much greater volume than
do unperturbed spherical halos, and are thus more
susceptible to tidal forces produced by passing nearby
galaxies. In this paper, we use a simple model to ana-
lyze the characteristic features of this very process—
metal enrichment of the IGM via stripping of the gas
of galactic halos. We will numerically analyze other
mixing mechanisms in future papers.

The main characteristic of the mixing of metals in
diffuse media such as the interstellar or intergalac-
tic medium is that the time scale for turbulent or
convective motions is the same order of magnitude
as the time scales for the processes determining the
physical state of the media. In the case of the in-
tergalactic gas, with characteristic scale lengths of
L ∼ 30–100 kpc and velocities of v ∼ 100 km/s, the
time scale for the transport of inhomogeneities in
chemical composition, t ∼ 0.3–1 Gyr, is only a little
shorter than the time scale for galaxy formation at
redshifts z ∼ 3–5. Similarly, in the interstellar gas,
the time scale corresponding to scale lengths L ∼
1 kpc and velocities v ∼ 10 km/s is t ∼ 108 yr, which
is comparable to the rotation period of the galaxy
and to the Jeans time scale for a gas with density
n ∼ 1 cm−3. Roy and Kunth [12] were the first to dis-
cuss the problem of mixing in the diffuse interstellar
medium in detail. Numerical simulations of mixing in
galactic disks driven by chaotic motions associated
with shock waves from multiple supernovae [13] have
shown that the mixing time scale may be even longer,
t ∼ (2–3)× 108 yr. Mixing of metals on large scales
may also be due to the ejection of enriched gas to large
heights by collective supernovae and its subsequent
radial flow to the periphery of the galaxy, as suggested
in [14]. However, powerful, chaotic, small-scale mo-
tions are required to smooth small-scale metallic-
ity inhomogeneities. Clearly, chaotic quasi-diffusion
motions cannot completely “wash out” traces of the
initial inhomogeneous distribution of the chemical
composition due to the local nature of the enrich-
ment process, and the observed distribution would be
rather nonuniform. We analyze here mixing due to
instabilities, primarily due to shear flows that occur as
the galaxy moves through the intergalactic medium.
Recently, Brüggen [15] and Marcolini et al. [16] dis-
cussed mixing in the intergalactic medium along sim-
ilar lines. We argue that mixing is most efficient dur-
ing initial stages, t ∼ L/v, whereas the distribution
of chemical composition shows signs of “freezing-
out” on intermediate time scalesL/v < t � 10L/v, in
the sense that the metallicity distribution varies very
slowly.

Section 2 describes themodel, Section 3 discusses
the results obtained, including the characteristic fea-
tures of mixing in our model, and Section 4 presents
our conclusions.
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

We adopt the following simple model: metal-
enriched gas has been ejected from the galaxy by
an explosive mechanism to form a fairly thin, dense
spherical envelope. The rarefied cavity may have the
same metallicity as the envelope. We consider two
versions: in the first, the envelope alone has a high
metallicity, while, in the second, the tenuous gas
in the cavity has the same metallicity. We ignore
the effect of the parent galaxy on the envelope, and
thus analyze the case where the envelope ejected by
explosive processes has received sufficient energy to
allow it to escape from the galaxy. At the same time,
to simplify the analysis, we assume that the envelope
is static (i.e., not expanding) at the initial time. This
corresponds to the case when the expansion of the
envelope is decelerated and stopped by the pressure
of the intergalactic gas (see the discussion in [7,
8]). It is evident that taking into account the gravity
of the galaxy would result in the attraction of the
envelope and the entire perturbed region of the IGM
toward the galaxy (i.e., toward the gravitating center),
decreasing the volume of the mixing region compared
to the case without the galaxy’s gravity; in this sense,
the ejection of metals into the IGM and their mixing
will be suppressed.

We assume that the envelope is initially in dy-
namical equilibrium with the ambient gas and with
the gas filling the cavity: p0

igm = p0
s = p0

h. We assume
that the envelope has an outer radius of Rs = 31 kpc
and a thickness of ∆Rs = 1 kpc. The gas density is
nigm = 4.4× 10−6 cm−3 in the external region, ns =
4.4 × 10−4 cm−3 in the envelope, and nh = 4.4 ×
10−6 cm−3 in the cavity; the corresponding tempera-
tures are Tigm = 106 K, Ts = 104 K, and Th = 106 K.
We analyzed two distributions of metals in the en-
velope and cavity: (1) with the metals concentrated
exclusively in the envelope, Zs = 10−3, Zh = 0, and
(2) with the mass concentrations of metals the same
in the envelope and cavity, Zs = Zh = 10−3. The total
mass of metals injected into the system is MZ =
105 M�, equivalent to about Nsn = 5× 104 super-
novae. The external intergalactic gas moves relative
to the cavity in the ζ direction at a velocity of vigm =
100 km/s. We specified the initial density profile at
the trailing boundary of the cloud so that the velocity
was zero at the boundary of the cloud and equal to
the unperturbed velocity of the external flow a small
distance δz = 0.3 kpc from it. This introduces certain
perturbations into the initial dynamics of the flow,
however, the flow becomes steady over a relatively
short time, ∆t ∼ δRs/vigm = 107 yr. We consider a
more realistic flow model in which the flow dynamics
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
are analyzed from the time of the injection of energy
at the galactic center in a separate paper.

We obtained a numerical solution using a two-
dimensional code operating on a cylindrical grid (r, ζ).
We subdivided the ∆r ×∆ζ = 125× 300 kpc2 do-
main under study into 1000× 2400 cells. The center of
the envelope was located along the ζ axis at the point
r = 0, ζ = 100 kpc. The computations were carried
out using an explicit, multistep, finite-difference
code with splitting operators (ZEUS-2D), described
in [17]. We used a fixed grid, and accordingly stopped
the computations at times t ∼ 3 Gyr when some of
the envelope fragments began to escape from the
computational domain. We neglect effects of the
Hubble expansion. For the adopted model parameters
and the time interval t ≤ 9× 1016 s that is of interest
to us, this assumption corresponds to a redshift
constraint z ≤ 1.7h−2/3 − 1, where h = H0/100 is
the Hubble constant, provided that the galaxy is not
a member of a group, so that the surrounding field
objects take part in the Hubble expansion. We have
z ≤ 1.3 for h = 0.65. Note, however, that, at redshifts
z � 5–6, large-scale structure is well separated from
the mean uniform background, and most galaxies are
located in denser regions corresponding to walls of
the large-scale structure, where the density decreases
more slowly than the isotropic Hubble expansion [18].
In this sense, our results may qualitatively describe
the mixing pattern in such regions (walls of cosmic
voids) at z < 5–6 and in clusters of galaxies.

We restrict our analysis to an adiabatic model,
neglecting radiative cooling. In reality, radiative cool-
ing may play an important role, since regions with
higher metal abundances cool faster, and so rapidly
contract, hindering their participation in mixing. We
will demonstrate new mixing phenomena that may
result due to radiative cooling in a future paper.

The metallicityZ of the gas is described by the fol-
lowing transport equation for a passive scalar variable

∂Z

∂t
+ u∇Z = 0, (1)

written on a cylindrical grid in a second-order approx-
imation. Here, Z = ρZ/ρ, ρZ is the density of metals,
and ρ is the density of the gas.

The transport of metals into the intergalactic
medium and their mixing is determined by the dy-
namical pressure ρigmv2

igm of the gas falling onto
the envelope accompanied by the development of
Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) instability due to shear flows
at the envelope boundary. In the general case, the
problem is characterized by two time scales [19, 20]:
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Fig. 1. (a) Overall pattern of mixing dynamics in model 1: the upper and lower panels show the distributions of metallicity and
density, respectively, in the perturbed region at t = 3 Gyr (� 9tcs). The dashed curve shows the initial position of the envelope.
(b) Spatial distribution of the metallicity in two fragments shown in Fig. 1a at time� 9tcs.
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the time scale for the flow of intergalactic gas along
the envelope

tis =
2Rs

vigm
, (2)

and the time scale for the propagation of a shock
across the envelope (identified with the time scale for
the destruction of the latter)

tcs � 4
χ1/2∆Rs

vigm
. (3)

Here, χ = ρs/ρigm is the density contrast between
the envelope and IGM. In general, tcs includes the
durations of two processes: the time for penetration
of a shock from the outer boundary of the envelope
to its inner radius, equal to

√
ρs∆Rs/

√
ρigmvigm, and

the time it takes a shock that has passed through the
envelope to cross the cavity, which is on the order
of
√
ρhRs/

√
ρigmvigm. We have for the adopted pa-

rameters of the envelope and cavity Rs

√
ρh/ρigm =

3∆Rs
√
χ, and this explains the factor of four in (3).

In our case, tcs = 1.2× 1016 s.

The Kelvin–Helmholtz instability develops on a
time scale [21, 22]

tKH ∼
χ1/2

kvr
, (4)

where k is the wavenumber of the perturbation and
vr is the relative velocity of the intergalactic gas and
envelope in the initial stages, vr ∼ vigm. We thus have

tKH =
1
4

tcs
k ∆Rs

. (5)

We can easily see that the instability increment
increases for perturbations of the short-wavelength
range, k ∆Rs 
 1. However, the problem has a
preferred scale length, Rs, so that the major con-
tributors to the development of vortex-type flows,
and consequently to mixing, are long-wavelength
perturbations, kRs ∼ 1, and the subsequent cascade
process of the fragmentation of vortex-like fragments.
Klein et al. [20] were the first to point out this
circumstance. Under these conditions, the metal-rich
envelope can be expected to break up comparatively
easily into increasingly smaller fragments, but the ex-
change of mass between the fragments and ambient
diffuse gas is hindered. The corresponding pattern
for the spatial distribution of metals should include
multiple metal-rich islands surrounded by tenuous
regions with lower concentrations of metals.
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
3. RESULTS

Figure 1a shows the steady-state distributions of
the metallicity (upper panel) and density (lower panel)
that are established during the destruction of the
envelope by the time t = 3 Gyr in model 1 (where
metals initially fill only the envelope). The overall
metal distribution in model 2 established by the same
time virtually coincides with the pattern in Fig 1a; the
spatial distribution of metals in model 1 retains some
traces of the initial envelope structure only at times
t � 2tcs. We can clearly see that the distribution of
metals remains extremely nonuniform, and that this
nonuniformity is conserved on smaller scales; Fig. 1b
shows separately theZ distributions in two fragments
indicated in Fig. 1a. The metallicity remains nearly
equal to its initial value in an appreciable part of the
volume in regions close to the symmetry axis, and the
density in this region remains significantly lower than
the initial density of the envelope. This corresponds to
the situation where, following the passage of a shock
and subsequent reloading, some portions of the enve-
lope deform and expand without taking part in vortex-
like motions and mixing. Note that the total masses
of gas and metals are conserved to high accuracy, so
that the total mass decreases by only 3% by t = 3Gyr,
mostly (2%) due to the escape of some of the dense
envelope gas from the computational domain. The
same factor is the main reason for the� 4% decrease
of the total mass of metals during the same time.

Mixing can be represented as a hierarchical frag-
mentation of the envelope driven by the Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability. This instability develops most
rapidly at short wavelengths, however, Klein et al.
[20] have pointed out that long-wavelength pertur-
bations with wavelengths of the order of the radius of
the sphere are most destructive when the gas flow
interacts with the spherical structure. (Matvienko
and Shchekinov [23] showed that this is due to
the fact that, in such cases, the initial amplitude of
the perturbation produced by the spherical structure
itself, which has a wavelength equal to the radius
of the sphere, is maximum, while the amplitudes of
all other perturbations are comparable to the level of
errors introduced by the difference representation.)
In this scheme, the fragmentation process can be
represented as the successive division of spherical
fragments into smaller ones with half the initial radii.
The KH instability for perturbations with wave-
lengths λ� √χR develops on time scales that are
substantially shorter than the time over which the
cloud acquires the velocity of the external flow due
to friction. We can therefore assume that the newly-
formed fragments continue to move in the ζ direction
at a velocity that is substantially lower than vr. The
fragments move in the radial direction at a velocity
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Fig. 2. (a) Mass fraction of metals (µ) contained in a given metallicity interval as a function of the time elapsed since the onset
of mixing. (b) Dependence of the characteristic size d of enriched regions on their metallicity at various times.
of ur, whose mean value 〈ur〉 is determined by the
mean density in the volume occupied by the envelope,
〈ρ〉 = 3ρs∆Rs/Rs + ρh � 10ρigm, and the velocity of
the ambient intergalactic gas. After the passage of the
shock through the envelope and the cavity, the mean
density in the envelope increases to approximately
double the unperturbed value [20]. We can therefore
assume that the mean density after the passage of
the shock is on the order of 〈ρ〉 � 20ρigm. The char-
acteristic velocity variations in the perturbed region
can be estimated from ρigmv2

r ∼ 〈ρ〉〈u2〉, which yields√
〈u2〉 ∼ vr/

√
20. Here, we can set 〈ur〉 ∼

√
〈u2〉—

the resulting estimate coincides with the mean radial
velocity in the numerical model,� 20 km/s.

At each stage of the fragmentation, the forming
fragments are shifted by
√
χaur/vr in the radial direc-

tion, where a is the size of the fragment. Therefore, if
the fragments maintained the initial density contrast
χ, the total displacement by the end of fragmenta-
tion would be ∆r =

√
χRsur

∑∞
1 2−i/vr , assuming

that |ur| � vr and ai = ai−1/2 at each stage of the
fragmentation, so that radial motions contribute in-
significantly to the development of the KH instability.
However, the envelope material is first compressed,
then expands after the decrease in the pressure, so
that the density contrast decreases in the process
of fragmentation. As a consequence, the fragment
deceleration time decreases, with the result that frag-
ments are carried away more rapidly by the ambient
flow and, in contrast, spread more slowly in the radial
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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direction. After the first passage of the shock through
the envelope, the temperature inside it increases to
T ′

s = 3µvr/16k and the gas pressure becomes p′s =
3ρsv

2
r/4. During the subsequent adiabatic expansion,

the compressed envelope or its fragments reach equi-
librium with the ambient gas and the density inside
the fragments decreases, so that the density con-

trast becomes χ′ � 7χ3/5M
−6/5
e by the end of the

expansion, where Me = vr/cigm is the Mach number
in the ambient gas. For the adopted parameters of
the IGM and flow velocity we have Me � 1, and we
can therefore assume that χ′ � 7χ3/5 � 110 in our
estimates.

Subsequent interaction of fragments with the
ambient flow leads to the development of shocks
inside the fragments, but the temperature of the gas
in these fragments is fairly high at these stages, Tf �
T ′

s(χ
′/χ)2/3 � 72/3χ−4/15 � T ′

s, and the additional
heating by the already weak shocks is insignificant,
so we can treat χ′ as a steady-state value in the case
considered. Thus, during cloud fragmentation driven
by KH instability, the newly-formed fragments are
shifted in the ζ direction by [23]

∆ζi = vζ,it
i
KH �

vζ,i−1t
i
KH

1 + 1.5tiKHvζ,i−1/(χ′ai−1)
(6)

between each two successive acts of fragmentation.
Here, tiKH is the time scale for the development of
the KH instability at the ith fragmentation step and
vζ,iand ai are the corresponding velocity and size
of the fragment, respectively. Since tiKH ∼ ti−1

KH and

ti−1
KH vζ,i−1 �

√
χ′ai−1, we obtain for the total dis-

placement in the ζ direction

∆ζ ∼
√

χ′(1 + 1.5/
√

χ′)Rs � 260 kpc; (7)

in the numerical computations, ∆ζ � 200 kpc. Simi-
larly, the radial displacement is

∆r ∼
√

χ′ 〈ur〉Rs

vr
� 75 kpc. (8)

This estimate essentially gives us the maximum re-
gion of mixing under the adopted assumptions. Be-
cause of the drift in the ζ direction, the perturbed
region has the shape of an irregular cone with a
characteristic height and base given by (7) and (8),
respectively.

We can easily see from Fig. 1 that the numer-
ical computations are in agreement with the above
estimate. We can infer from this the mean metallic-
ity over the cylindrical volume corresponding to the
entire perturbed region filled by the envelope frag-
ments Z = MZ/πρ′∆r2∆ζ � Z0/200, where Z0 is
the initial metallicity in the envelope. However, the
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
real metallicity distribution differs substantially from
the mean distribution, since the process is highly
nonlinear.

In the hierarchical fragmentation scheme pre-
sented above (described in detail in [20]), each newly-
formed fragment is treated as an isolated object that
continues to interact with the unperturbed external
flow. In reality, after each successive fragmentation of
the envelope, the resulting fragments interact not only
with the ambient flow, which is perturbed, but also
with each other; in particular, they shield each other,
thereby decreasing the velocities of shear flows. As
a result, most of the envelope remains concentrated
in large and comparatively dense, weakly mixed frag-
ments. This is evident from Fig. 2a, which shows the
mass fraction µ of metals (in units of their total mass)
inside regions within a given metallicity interval.
The metal mass is dominated by the contribution
of fragments with the maximum metallicity up to
times t � 5tcs: 9× 10−4 < Z < 10−3. Only when
t > 5tcs do fragments with 5× 10−4 < Z < 9× 10−4

become the main contributors to the mass of enriched
regions, while metal-poor regions Z < 5× 10−4,
which occupy most of the total volume, contain less
than 30% of the total mass.

The properties of the mixing are also clearly vis-
ible in the dependence of the characteristic size of
regions on the metallicity of the gas they contain.
Figure 2b shows this dependence for several times.
The horizontal axis gives the size of the regions in
the (r, ζ) plane calculated as the square root of the
characteristic (i.e., averaged over the entire perturbed
zone) area of those regions whose metallicity exceeds
a specified level. It is clear that the characteristic
size of regions increases with decreasing metallic-
ity. Note that the first fairly efficient mixing takes
place during early stages when t < tcs. Subsequently,
when t � tcs, the metal distribution remains virtually
unchanged—the sizes of enriched regions increase
proportionally, apparently as a result of expansion.
The most metal-rich regions begin to expand more
slowly than metal-poor regions only after t ∼ 4tcs ∼
1.5 Gyr, partially because of fragmentation. How-
ever, the sizes of the fragments with the maximum
metallicity (equal to its initial value) always remain
substantially larger than the grid size and only a factor
of a few smaller than the maximum size of the (most
metal-poor) fragments; this difference is less than a
factor of four over long times. This behavior indicates
the existence of regions that play only a very small role
in themixing. This conclusion is supported by the fact
that the time dependence of the characteristic size of
regions with metallicities Z = (8–9.5) × 10−4 varies
nonmonotonically when t ≥ 0.95 Gyr. It is evident
from the distribution in Fig. 2b that, over long times,
the characteristic cross section of metal-rich regions
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(Z > 8× 10−4) is about a factor of four smaller than
that of metal-poor regions (Z < 2× 10−4), implying
that the probability of finding such regions along the
line of sight could be smaller by the same factor.
As a result, determinations of the metallicity of the
intergalactic gas based on quasar absorption spectra
may be affected by observational selection effects,
which result in substantial underestimation of the
contribution of high-metallicity regions.

The mixing is affected substantially by the de-
formation of the fragments, which, in turn, amplifies
short-wavelength perturbations via the KH instabil-
ity, which further deform the fragment surfaces. This
results in a lower efficiency for the fragmentation of
the envelope and a substantial increase of its surface
area and thereby the deceleration force, which carries
the fragment with the flow and decreases the relative
velocity of the flow with respect to the surface of the
cloud. As a result, some of the fragments remain un-
destroyed and, due to the decrease of the relative shear
velocity, actually become inaccessible for subsequent
mixing—“pockets” of nearly constant or slowly vary-
ing heavy-element abundances develop. Thus, the
distribution of metals during the asymptotically in-
termediate stages that we analyze here displays fea-
tures typical of intermittent distributions [24]. This
is testified to, in particular, by the fact that relatively
small regions occupying∼ 10% of the total perturbed
volume and having highmetallicities (� 6× 10−4) are
the main contributors to the mean metallicity in the
entire volume of the perturbed motions covered by our
computations.

Another characteristic feature of intermittent
systems—sharp peaks in the distributions of random
variables—can be seen in the metallicity histograms
in Fig. 3a, i.e., the number N(Z) of grid cells with
metallicities in a given interval. It is evident that,
although an appreciable fraction of the metal mass
spreads throughout the envelope over an ever in-
creasing number of cells, a considerable number of
cells also retain the initial metallicity, as is shown
in the four panels corresponding to various times.
This suggests that, on small scales, the metals are
concentrated in fairly isolated islands with limited
mass exchange. In our case, intermittency in the
mixing of the metals is a natural consequence of the
nonlinear nature of the initial metallicity distribution
and transport equation (1), of which function Z[r−
v(t)t, 0] is a solution. Here, Z[r, 0] is the initial metal
distribution, which we specify in the form of a Θ
function. It can easily be seen (see [24]) that, even
in the case of a Gaussian velocity field v(t), the final,
or asymptotic, distribution of Z is characterized by
the presence of regions with metallicities deviating
strongly from the mean value. We expect that in-
cluding radiative losses for regions containing heavy
elements should enhance the intermittency, since the
most metal-rich regions should then lose thermal
energy faster and contract to higher densities, thereby
decreasing substantially the increment of the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability Γ ∝ χ−1/2.

The distribution of the metallicity over the number
of grid cells shown in Fig. 3a correctly reproduces the
time evolution of the spatial distribution of the metals,
but it conveys a wrong impression about the volume
filling factors for regions with various metallicities,
and consequently about the masses of metals con-
tained in these regions. This is due to the cylindrical
geometry of our model: the volume of grid cells in-
creases proportional to the distance r from the axis of
the cylinder.

Figure 3b (solid) shows the volume distribution
of the metals V (Z). The substantially smaller am-
plitudes of the peaks in the distribution in Fig. 3b
compared to the peaks in Fig 3a is obvious, and is
due to the fact that the negligible numbers of particles
with certain metallicities Z corresponding to sharp
minima of N(Z) are located at fairly large distances
and occupy large volumes. However, the behavior of
the V (Z) distribution shows that the mixing in our
model clearly differs from simple diffusion: even on
short time scales, t ∼ 8tcs, the volume occupied by
regions with metallicitiesZ � 5× 10−4 is only a third
the volume occupied by gas with metallicities that are
two and a half orders of magnitude lower, Z ∼ 2×
10−6. In addition, the V (Z) distribution shows well-
defined extrema on time scales t > 6tcs, in particular,
near Z ∼ 10−4.

The redistribution of metals from metal-rich re-
gions over a large volume appears to take place
mostly during the very first stages of the interaction
between the intergalactic flow and the envelope
surrounding the galaxy. This is clear from the (ρ, Z)
diagram relating the gas density and metallicity in
a cell (Fig. 4): in the very first stages of interac-
tion (t ∼ 2tcs), some metals are ejected together
with fragments into the tenuous ambient gas where
they are mixed (upper panel), whereas subsequent
and even rather late (t ∼ 9tcs) stages correspond
mostly to the expansion of dense (most metal-rich)
regions (6× 10−29 < ρ < 8× 10−28 g cm−3) and
weak mixing in tenuous regions (5× 10−30 < ρ <
6× 10−29 g cm−3).

The differences of the properties of mixing due
to the KH instability from the properties of ordinary
diffusion mixing become especially clear when the
metallicity histograms V (Z) obtained in our model
(Fig. 3b, solid lines) are compared with the metallicity
distribution for pure diffusion. The dashed lines in
Fig. 3b show the metallicity distribution produced by
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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in the top right corners of the panels); the dotted curve shows the distribution V (Z) expected for diffusionmixing with diffusion
coefficient κ = 1029 cm2/s.
ordinary diffusion, described by the linear diffusion
equation in the spherical case:

∂Z

∂t
=

κ

r2

∂

∂r

(
1
r2

∂Z

∂r

)
, (9)

with the diffusion coefficient κ = 〈u〉Rs/3 ∼
1029 cm2/s, where we have taken the minimum size
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
of a turbulent cell associated with KH instability to be
Rs, 〈u〉 ∼ 〈ur〉 � 20 km/s.

We solved (9) on the same grid as for our hy-
drodynamical model, with the initial distribution of
metals being identical to that adopted for the enriched
spherical envelope. The distribution obtained in these
numerical computations clearly differs fundamentally
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from the distribution for a diffusion process, and dis-
plays certain features of intermittency. This is espe-
cially clearly manifested in the fact that the mixing in
the numerical model leaves many grid cells with high
metallicities, whereas ordinary diffusion is character-
ized by some maximum metallicity (which decreases
with time). Note that mixing can be described as
an efficient diffusion process (with an exponentially
growing diffusion coefficient) in the model of [13] for
mixing in the interstellar medium driven by multiple
supernova shocks. This is apparently due to the fact
that each element of gas is repeatedly subjected to
shocks, which lead to the repeated development of
the KH instability, and consequently to the progres-
sive fragmentation of vortex cells on ever decreasing
scales. In our case, each newly formed vortex cell de-
ASTRONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
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Fig. 4. Density–metallicity diagrams for t = 1.7tcs = 6.34 × 108 and t = 3.17 × 109 yr.
creases its velocity relative to the perturbing flow, so
that the instability reaches a “saturated” mode—the
formation of new vortices slows, as does the mixing
associated with this process.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

(1) We have analyzed a numerical model for the
mixing of metals in the intergalactic medium as a
result of the stripping of metal-rich circumgalactic
envelopes by the ram pressure of the incident inter-
galactic gas. If radiative losses can be neglected, the
metals are mixed in a conical volume with a length of
∼ 8Rs (equal to 200 kpc in the numerical computa-
tions) and a maximum transverse size of ∼

√
6Rs ∼

75 kpc.
(2) The distribution of metals remains highly

nonuniform and is characterized by intermittency of
regions of high and very low metallicities, so that the
main contributors to the mean metallicity of the flow
volume are isolated metal-rich “islands” with a total
volume of∼ 10% of the entire volume of the perturbed
region. At the same time, fairly extended metal-
free regions remain in the volume encompassed by
strong perturbed flows. We expect that the inclusion
of radiative losses would result in an even more
nonuniform Z distribution.

(3) The characteristic sizes of the metal-rich re-
gions are a few times smaller and their geometric
RONOMY REPORTS Vol. 48 No. 1 2004
cross sections about a factor of four smaller. If the
metal distribution is the same in the intergalactic
medium, this could lead to observational selection
effects that could result in underestimation of the
metallicity of the intergalactic gas.
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